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CULTIYAR CLASS/ FRUIT YIELD CLIJSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PFUHE HODES 
SEEDLS COLOR tiO WE IGIH .. ,, ACID. ldl. RET 
AGADAI y w 'i'.O 7.0 .14 1:1.8 .46 1.30 32.3 
AH"UER A 8 8.7 71.!5 .13 3.!51 1':5.!5 .~0 4.87 60.0 
ALDEtl A B 2':5.7 62.4 . 38 3. 3':5 1 ~1. 2 .73 2.13 39.6 
ARK. I 016 A w ':5.9 16.0 .37 18.8 .':58 . 40 1':5. 0 
ARK .1 019 A B 8.0 37.8 .2':5 1':5.3 .':58 1. 64 34.4 
ARK .1 023 A R 18.':5 73.4 . 21 I ~L I . :57 2.32 40.8 
ARK .I 026 A B 1.4 18.0 .06 16.':5 .67 2.30 40:':5 
ARK.I030 A B 4.30 60.0 
ARK .1 034 A w 4.7 20.3 .22 16.8 .84 .60 22.0 
ARK, 1 041 A B II. 0 22.9 .49 16.1 .77 1.04 26.9 
ARK.1048 A I 8.6 27.3 .29 17.6 .76 1.67 36.7 
ARK. 1 0':5':5 A• I 9.3 47.8 . 18 -17.6 .':53 2.':56 41.7 
ARK .1 063 A• R 1':5.0 ':54.4 .26 16.8 .67 2.66 44.7 
ARK. I 076 A I .30 10,0 
ARK .1 083 A B ':5.3 24.0 .20 16.9 .70 1. 40 34.0 
ARK. I 090 A B 11.4 43.0 .27 14.3 .70 ,93 29.3 
ARK.IIO:S A w 7 .I 19.2 .34 16.6 I . 31 1.6':5 3':5.0 
ARK. Ill I A w 6.0 2':5.9 .22 18.9 I. 0':5 1. 92 37.. 1 
ARK. I 11':5 A I 9.9 29.7 .34 17.8 1.23 1.23 29.0 
ARK. 1116 A B 4.':5 23.0 . 18 20.1 1. 31 1.10 31.0 
ARK.1118 A B 19.1 44.7 .40 14.4 1. 0':5 .47 18.7 
ARK.I163 <RELIANCE) A• R 13.2 34.3 .37 19.2 .70 4. 07 ':50.3 
ARK.117':5 A I 6.0 38.0 . 16 19.1 .7':5 3.40 ':53.7 
ARK.1196 A B 6.':5 23.0 .27 16.6 .61 I. 0':5 32. ':5 
ARK.I24':5 A• B 1.0 7.8 . 12 18.8 t. 02 1.3730.':5 
ARK.I274 A I '.oo 20.0 
ARK.1320 A w .eo 30.o 
BACHAHOIR A B 17.4 104.3 . 1 7 3 . 38 1':5 . 4 .60 ':5.07 60.0 ..... 
8ACOI1 <BACO tiOIR> , B 29.0 183.4 ,1':5 3. 38 18·6 '.48 6.86 69.8 
BAILEY A B 16.5 89.3 . t9 3.4':5 1':5.4 .54 '5.30 60.0 
BATH A I 24.9 84.3 .30 3.20 16.3 .62 1.30 34.2 
BEACON A I 9.5 60.0 .16 3.54 13.3. .59 2.33 43.3 
BLUE EVE A I 24.3 48.4 .63 3.1'5 16.0 .98 2.72 41,2 
BOLGAR y w 16.'5 47.':5 .39 14.7 .':58 1.00 30.0 
BOKAV A w 20.2 43.4 .62 ~.20 16.2 I , 0 I 1.':57 33.9 
B.S.N.It A .. 16.8 '58.0 .26 3.39 14.8 .62 3.1851.8 
BUFFALO A 8 22.'5 90.3 .24 3.20 17.'5 .80 '5. I 3 52,8 
CABERI~ET SAUY IGNOH v I 11.4 70.0 .27 3.22 17.9 .90 1.90 39.3 
CATAWBA A R 16.6 68.2 .23 3.29 17.8 .72 2.02 39.6 
CHARDOIUIAV v w 7.6 ':52.3 . 15 19.3 .84 I. 90 39.0 
CHAOUCH VOH OEGEH"EHKOV v w 16.':5 49.':5 .3':5 12, I .':56 1.1731.7 
CONCORD A 8 22.1 97.2 .22 3.33 1'5.8 .61 s. 13 ':54. 3 
COUDERC 17 F B 21.1 9':5.3 . 2':5 3 . 3':5 16 . 6 .72 I , 20 24. S 
COUOERC 7120 F I 19.3 71.3 .30 3.1':5 1':5.8 1 • 0 I 1.4':5 32.0 
DELAWARE A R I o. 9 79.':5 . 14 3 . 3':5 22 . 2 .55 .96 29.4 
EJ56B A 
ElEYEt~ X JONA A w I , I I I . ':5 .09 18.0 .':5':5 .57 18.7 
ELLEtt SCOTT A B 14.':5 .so 1':5.0 
FETVASKA v w ':5.7 ~6.0 .10 17.4 .89 3.43 ~1.7 
FOCH F 3.28 42.3 
FREOOHIA A B 1~.4 74.3 .17 3.30 1':5.2 .6~ 3.02 48.8 
GIJOS A B 2.8 9.0 . I 4 'i8.7 I . 02 .20 18.3 
Gl':546 A R IS. 0 1':5.8 .95 .57 17.0 
Gl547 A R .2 19.0 .76 .25 14.0 
G 1':5':50 A R .9 2.0 .to 16.6 1. 25 .90 25.3 
CULTIIJAR CLASS/ FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES 
SEEDLS COLOR tiO WEIGHT ?. ACID. WT. RET 
GAI1ZA v w 27.0 :54.0 .!!10 14.6 .63 1.40 30.7 
GEWURZTRAI111~ER v R 12.6 91 .3 . I 3 3 . 84 1 9 . :S .79 2.20 42.3 
GIAIUI~A A w 15.4 29.8 .51 3.18 15.7 .74 1 .23 32.3 
GOLDEU MUSCAT A w 23. I 39.0 .53 3.25 16.4 .80 1.91 37.7 
GR8 A w 13.0 4:5.3 .53 18.:5 .67 1.33 30.0 
GW3 <CAYUGA WHITE> A 
"' 
16.6 57.4 .28 16.0 I . 08 2.00 36.2 
GW:S A lol 8.9 4:5.4 . 18 18.4 .90 1.74 38.2 
GW8 A w 8.3 32.8 .40 17.2 1. 09 .44 30.0 
GWIO A w 12.0 53.4 .21 17.8 .84 1.20 31.2 
HIMROD A• w 6.4 21.7 .29 3.40 18.2 . 71 2.26 40.2 
HII1ROD4X A w 7.5 II .5 .:56 19.0 .:so 30.0 
JS26627 F w II .5 49.4 .23 18. 1 .73 .38 29.4 
JUPITER JR A B I . 7 22.3 . 07 1:5. :s .43 2.67 47.3 
KEHDAIA A B 13.4 59.2 .20 3.'50 19.2 .'55 2.'54 42.6 
LANDOlT 244 CLAHDAL) F B 10.8 52. I • 21 3 ; 58 1 7 . I I. 06 1. 00 32.0 
1130 A 
11:50 A R 6.3 30.0 .21 18;'5 .67 2.'50 48.0 
tlcC <HUHSOH> A B 10.3 99.3 . I I 3 . 33 16 • 4 .83 3.63 '56.0 
tiiHHESOTA 40 A w 17.9 78.0 .30 16.9 .40 2.87 47.0 
I'IJIU.ESOTA 439 A w I 8. I 8'5.7 .26 18.6 .54 2.60 47.3 
I'IISSOURI A R 17.7 76.0 .23 18.6 .60 1 . 17 32. 0 
MISSOURI '50 A R 2.3 II .5 . 18 20.2 .84 I. 3'5 33. 0 
11 I SSOUR I 133 A R 7.0 47.7 • 14 18.9 .45 .60 31.0 
MISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A• R 6. 1 22.0 .25 17.4 .88 3.81 46. I 
MISQUETTE v w 0.8 23.:5 .24 14.4 .73 .80 30.7 
M0-28 A R 17 .. 3 92.'5 .19 17. :s .:s:s .a:s 26.0 
MO.R4V52 A• R 17. I 61.3 .27 19.8 .59 . 0'5 N 
11ZIBAHI v w 2.2 19.5 .11 18.7 I, 09 .57 30.0 
HAPLES A R 7.2 41.5 .18 17.7 .88 . 25 16.3 
tiC645- I 22-24 A w 7.:5 24.7 .37 18.2 1.12 .9'5 30.0 
t~C6:S:S-048-I 3 A w 1 . 6'5 36. 0 
NIAGARA A w I 0.2 41 . 0 . 27 3. 3 0 15. 0 .58 1. 01 26. 0 
HIAWATHA A w 23.7 86.8 .29 3.5'5 15.0 .57 2.03 40.7 
tH-WA-E53 A B 16.9 90.'5 .19 3.31 1'5.0 .62 2.20 42.3 
HY13053 X STEUBEN A B II .2 68.'5 .23 20.1 .40 1.60 37.0 
HY14528 A R 4.5 17.5 .26 17.0 .82 .so 30.0 
HYI8080 A B 18.2 44.9 .41 3.40 17.6 .64 1.50 33.8 
HY21:S72 <SUFFOLK RED) A• R 6,3 30.5 .20 19.3 .67 2.73 47.0 
HY35814 <GLEHORA> A• B 3.7 41.3 .16 18.2 .97 2.70 41.3 
tiY43096 A w 3.7 24.0 .13 17.7 .76 .35 30.0 
HYI1USCAT A B 8. I 40.6 .36 17.9 .52 1.12 32.6 
ONTARIO A w 14.9 57.5 .26 3.50 17.4 .50 I. 74 37.6 
OKLA.203 A w 1 . 5 8.5 . 17 20.2 .58 .85 31.0 
OKLA.211 A B 10.0 49.7 .22 17. I .72 . 63 31.3 
OKLA.220 A B 14.3 63.3 .28 15.4 I . 40 2.30 42.0 
OKLA.229 A B 19.5 77.0 .35 18.5 .42 4.50 57.0 
OKLA.249 A ... 1 I . 9 42.7 .26 15.S .65 I .40 35.3 
OKLA.303 A R 1 0. 4 42.0 .31 18.5 . 77 I . 87 4 0. 0 
OKLA.308 A B 4.3 28.0 . I 5 16.5 .72 .75 30.0 
OKL.A.324 A 8 2.3 14.:5 .16 15.9 I. 00 32. J 
OKLA.J53 A 8 19.2 1 01 . 3 .22 17.6 .71 4.57 53.7 
OKLA.376 A B 5.8 31.3 .22 15.5 I . 07 .27 28.3 
OKLA.387 A w 21.0 1 0 I . 3 .29 16.0 .64 1.67 37.7 
OKLA.392 A B 20.3 120.0 .21 16.0 I . 0 I 2.80 48.3 
OKLA.395 A 
••• 
18.4 50.3 .47 18.2 .80 1. 53 35.7 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ FRUIT YIEU:O CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOfAL PRUHE HODES 
SEEDLS COLOR tiO WEIGHT Y. ACID. I.JT. RET 
PEtiN COtiCORD A B 16.6 74.8 .21 15.5 .39 4.16 50.9 
P llfOTtfO I R v 8 12.8 83.3 . 15 3.44 17.9 I. OJ .87 30.3 
RAYATJ4 F w 14.8 66.3 .20 3.35 16.8 .84 I .22 33.5 
RAYAT51 <YJGHOLES> F w 7.0 39.7 .17 3.10 19.0 I .35 2.20 42.5 
RAYAT262 <RAYAT NOIR> F B 7.9 36.2 . 2 I 3 . 06 I 8 . 0 I . I 0 .73 30.0 
RAVAT578 F w 7.0 40.4 .17 3.19 19.3 .76 .55 30.0 
RBI? A B 4.2 23.0 . 18 16.6 .45 I. 30 30.0 
ROI'IULUS A• w 14.2 49.8 .35 3.35 17.7 .84 I. 54 35.6 
ROSA REVELl OTT I v w 7.6 35.0 .23 12.:1 1 . 14 1.:10 36.0 
5.5279 <AURORE> F w 20.4 81 .9 .23 3.07 16.9 .87 1. 82 3:1.7 
S.7053 <CHANCELLOR> F B 14.9 :17.0 .29 3.2:1 17.4 .86 1.14 2:1.6 
S. 8357 < COL08EL) F 8 9.7 4:1.3 .22 3.11 17.4 I. 48 2.67 46.7 
5.8745 <SEWOIR> F 8 2.3 13.0 .29 17.:1 1.00 .6:1 17.:1 
S.9110 <VERDELET> F w ".9 52.8 .25 17.8 1 . 02 2.09 38.0 
S.9549 <DECHAUHAC> F 8 17.:1 90.3 .20 3.24 17.8 1. 0:1 2.90 40.6 
S-10096 F B 3.5 13.5 .44 18.7 I. 01 .17 11.0 
S-10868 F w 16.2 66.3 .2:1 3.56 17.7 .87 1.7:1 37.:1 
S-108?8 <CHELOIS> F 8 22.4 113.9 .21 3.18 18.8 1. 18 2.90 42.8 
SCHUYLER A B 16.9 56.9 . 33 3 . 25 16 . 9 .77 1. 82 36.2 
SEEDLESS CONCORD A• B 8.5 90.3 . 12 19.4 .56 2.73 48.7 
SEtiECA A w 1 0. 5 37.0 .29 3.50 18.3 .67 2.99 44.3 
SEREKSIYA ROSE v R 20.0 96.0 .21 18. I 1. 02 2.20 42.0 
SHERIDAN A 8 21 .2 64.1 .34 3.30 16.9 .53 2.29 42.3 
SHTUR ANGUR v R 2.7 4.5 .78 18. t .60 2.47 44.3 
STEUBEN A B 22.3 59.7 .40 3.15 17.8 .49 I . 51 36.3 
S.V.5247 F B 13.7 43.8 .31 3.52 17.2 .83 2.28 43.0 
S.V.5276 <SEYYAL) F w 18. I 53.2 .34 3.33 17.3 .77 .73 24.7 
S.V.12-30J F w 20.8 :16.3 .40 3.12 15.8 .95 ~.80 38.0 VJ 
S.V.12-309 <ROUCAHEUF> F w 14.4 38.8 . 34 3 . 13 1 :1 '9 .9:1 1. 87 39.3 
SV12-327 F 8 14.6 88.0 .15 3.45 15.5 .87 2.1341.7 
SY12-375 <VILLARD BLANC> F w 28.9 63.1 .so 3.10 16.2 1.10 2.13 41.9 
SY14-287 F w 4.8 37.0 .13 20 .I .90 .35 15.5 
SY18-283 <GAROHNET> F B 11.4 31.9 .34 3.28 16.3 .87 1.38 JS.O 
SV18-J1S <VILLARD HOIR> F B 16.6 6Lt .27 3.13 17.0 1.13 1.20 31.8 
SV23410 <VALERIEN> F w 15.8 56.0 .29 3.32 16.8 .sa 3.30 53.3 
S.V.23-512 F w 15.1 59.6 .24 17.9 .68 2.00 39.4 
TIAFI v R 8.4 13.0 .65 15.6 • 12 1.97 39.3 
TRIUI'IPHANT A 8 8.2 49.0 .16 16.8 1.20 1.40 33.3 
VAN8UREH A 8 22.:5 1 02. 1 .22 3.40 14.4 .59 2.68 46.0 
VEE PORT c 8 9.3 38.3 .24 3." 15.8 .70 
YIDAL256 <VIDAL 8LAHC) F w 13.9 46.0 .29 20.9 2.30 36.1 
VIHCEHT c 8 14.4 53.0 .28 3.38 14.9 .91 
V.35013 c B 6. 1 24.0 .27 3.18 18.8 .83 
V.37031 c w 10.1 36.0 . 38 3 . 14 1 6 . 2 .62 
V.49063 c 8 9.6 57.0 
·" 3.60 16.2 .n 
V.SIOII c w 13.3 49.7 .29 3.06 15.6 .91 
Y.51061 <VENTURA> c w 25.4 156.7 .16 3.11 1?.4 I , 0 I 
V.S2082 c 8 16.8 25. 1 .65 3.28 14.9 1 . 05 I .76 36.3 
V.53033 <FESTIVE£) c 8 1 0. 8 41.9 .24 3.36 16.7 .97 I. 34 30.3 
V.53043 c 8 19.0 56.0 .34 3.45 16.1 .79 
V.5J091 c 8 8.5 13.6 . 82 3 . 1 J I 5 . 4 I . 16 I. 33 31.3 
V.54064 c B 16.9 78.0 .22 3.33 13.6 . 61 
V.64232 c B 8.8 59.3 .18 16.4 .79 3.23 48.3 
11.65162 c w I 0.5 52.5 . 16 17.4 .79 4.75 57.5 
11.65163 c R 3.6 21.0 . 17 18.7 I . 16 2.55 40.0 
• 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ FRUIT \'lEU> CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES 
SEEDLS COLOR HO WEIGHT 
" 
ACIII. WT. RET 
V.6~164 <VAHESSA SEEDLESS> c• R 4.9 24.7 . 16" 17.8 .46 2.73 46.3 
'1.292718 c B II .3 ~0.3 .22 3.38 14.1 .88 
VPI-26 ("OORED> A R 25.2 91.6 .28 3.45 16.0 .38 3. 86 51.3 
VP 126 < "OORED) A R 22.2 81.4 .27 15.7 .38 4.90 51.9 
VPI-30 <PRICE> A B 9.8 .44. 0 .23 3.46 18.7 .49 2.53 45.3 
VPIJO <PRICE> ~ B 19.2 71.8 .2:5 17.2 .71 2.97 44.8 
VPI31 <"ONTICELLO> A B 10.3 33.7 .23 16.2 .33 1.50 38.3 
VPIJ2 <CENTURY 1) A B 16.4 73.6 .26 17.6 .73 1.67 34.6 
YPIJJ A B 6.2 26.:5 .25 16.4 .:53 2.30 37.:5 
WASHII~GTOit A B 8.4 58.5 . 1 6 J. 39 1 3 . 0 .53 2.30 43.3 
WHITE BACO F w 10.8 54.5 • 19 3. 33 19. 0 1. 34 1. 87 38.7 
WHITE RIESLING v w 9.8 6t. 7 . 15 3 . 22 1 7 . 2 .98 2.00 30.4 
YATES A R 7.9 24.0 .26 20.6 .50 .so 28.3 
ZIHFAHDEL v B 20.6 66.5 0 .38 3.33 14.9 1 . ,, I. 03 32.7 
~ 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ FRUIT \'lEU> CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES LOC 
SEEDLS COLOR ~10 WEIGHT .. ,, ACID. WT. RET 
AGADAJ v w 7.0 7.0 014 1:5.8 .46 1.30 32.3 R 
AHI'IUER A 8 8.7 71 0:5 .13 3.:51 1:5.:5 .:50 4.87 60.0 R 
ALDEN A B 20 .I 49.9 . 41 3 . 33 1 4 . 1 .62 .91 27.4 R 
ALDEN A B 27.9 66.0 .38 13.6 .77 2.63 44.8 
"' ARK. 1016 A B 3.9 16.0 .37 18.8 .58 .40 13.0 R 
ARK .I 019 A B 4.9 26.8 .18 16.3 .53 .67 23.3 R 
ARK. 1019 A B 8.6 39.9 .27 13.0 .58 1.80 36.2 w 
ARK .I 023 A R 18.3 73.4 .21 13. 1 .37 2.32 40.8 R 
ARK, 1026 A B 1.4 18.0 .06 16.3 .67 2.30 40.3 R 
ARK.IOJO A B 4.30 60.0 R 
ARK, I 034 A w 4.7 20.3 .22 16.8 .84 .60 22.0 R 
ARK. 1041 A 8 14.0 37.0 .40 13.6 .66 .40 14.0 R 
ARK. I 041 A 8 I 0. 1 18.6 .32 16.3 .80 I .17 29.3 w 
ARK. 1048 A 8 8.6 27.3 .29 17.6 .76 1.67 36.7 R 
ARK, 1033 A• B 7.8 33.0 ' . 13 19. I .73 I .93 39.3 R 
ARK.1033 A* 8 9.3 46.8 . 19 17.4 .49 2.66 42.1 w 
ARI<. 1 063 A* R I 0. 7 33.0 .19 17.7 .57 I .83 38.7 R 
ARK, 1063 A• R 13.3 0 34.6 .27 16.7 .69 2.78 43.7 w 
ARK .I 076 A* R .30 10.0 R 
ARK.1083 A 8 3.3 24.0 .20 16.9 .70 1.40 34.0 R 
ARK. I 090 A 8 11.4 43.0 .27 14.3 .70 .93 29.3 R 
ARK.1103 A w 8.0 20.0 .36 17.2 '. 02 2.37 43.7 R 
ARK .1103 A w 3.9 18.0 .32 13.6. I. 60 I. I 0 28.6 w 
ARK.IIII A w 4.6 26.3 . 17 20.2 .83 1.20 32.0 R 
. ARK. 11 II A R 6.4 23.8 .23 18.6 1. 12 2.02 37.9 w 
ARK.II13 A B 9.9 29.7 .34 17.8 1 .23 I ,23 29.0 R Ul 
ARK. I 116 A B 4.3 23.0 .18 20.1 1.31 1.10 31.0 R 
ARK. 1118 A B 
"·' 
44.7 .40 14.4 1. 03 .47 18.7 R 
ARK.1163 <RELIAHCE> A• R 6.4 27.2 .24 19.1 .54 I. 33 33.3 R 
ARK.I163 <RELIANCE> A• R 14.6 33.8 .40 19.2 .73 4.43 32.3 w 
ARK.1173 A 8 6.0 38.0 .16 19.1 .73 3.40 33.7 R 
ARK .I 196 A B 6.3 23.0 .27 16.6 .61 I. 03 32.3 R 
ARK .1243 A• 8 1.9 tJ, 0 . 12 19.3 • 7.0 .83 23.0 R 
ARK. 1243 A• B .3 4.6 .12 18.6 I . 30 I. 60 '32. 9 w 
ARK.1274 A• 8 1.0020.0 R 
ARK. 1320 A• B .80 30.0 R 
BACHAHOIR A B 17.4 I 04.3 . I 7 3 . 38 1 3 . 4 .60 3.07 60.0 R 
BACOII <8ACO HOIR> F 8 29.0 183.4 .13 3.30 8.6 1 .48 6.86 69.8 R 
BAILE\' A 8 16.3 89.3 .19 3.43 3.4 .54 3.30 60.0 R 
BATH A B 24.9 84.3 .30 3.20 6.3 .62 1.30 34.2 R 
BEACON A B 9.3 60.0 . 16 3.54 3.3 .39 2.33 43.3 R 
BLUE EVE A 8 24.3 48.4 .63 3.13 6.0 .98 2. 72 41.2 R 
BOLGAR y 
"' 
16.3 47.3 .39 4.7 .38 LOO 30.0 R 
BOKAY A w 20.2 43.4 .62 3.20 6.2 1. 01 1. 37 33.9 R 
B.S.H.II A w 16.8 58.0 .26 3.39 4.8 .62 3.1851.8 R 
BUFFALO A B 15.2 71.0 .23 3.20 7.3 .72 3.60 43.1 R 
BUFFALO A B 23.2 9!.L 1 .24 7.4 .83 3.72 36.3 w 
CABERHET SAUYIGHOH y B II .4 70.0 .27 3.22 7.9 . 90 1.90 39.3 R 
CATAWBA A R 20.9 81.8 .25 3.64 7.4 .33 2.25 43.5 L 
CATAWBA A R 13.0 62.7 .23 3.12 7.9 .78 1. 91 37.9 R 
CHARDOtfHA'f y 
"' 
7.6 :52.3 . 1 '5 9.3 .84 1 . 90 39. 0 R 
CHAOUCH YOH DEGEHI'IEHKOY v 
"' 
16.'5 49.3 .33 12. 1 .'56 1.17 31.7 R 
CONCORD A 8 16.8 7'5.7 .23 3.24 1'5.'5 4.72 '50.9 0 
CONCORD A B 24.9 I 04.6 .23 3.36 1'5.9 .60 4.6'5 55.7 R 
CONCORD A B 22.6 102.'5 .21 13.8 .61 '5.67 '5'5.2 w 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ FRUIT VIEUI CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES LOC 
SEEOLS COLOR HO WEIGHT ?. ACID. WT. RET 
COUDERC 17 F 8 21 .I 9:5.3 .25 3.3:5 16.6 .72 I .20 24.:5 R 
COUDERC 7120 F 8 19.3 71.3 . 30 3. 11:1 1:5. a· 1 . 01 1.41:1 32.0 R 
DELAWARE A R 10.9 79.:5 .14 3.35 22.2 .55 .96 29.4 R 
E3568 A R R 
ELEYE14 X JOHA A w I . I 11 .~:~ .09 18.0 .:~:~ .1:17 18.7 R 
ELLEN SCOTT A B 14.5 .:10 15.0 R 
FETYASKA v w 5.7 :56.0 , I 0 17.4 .89 3.43:51.7 R 
FOCH F 3.28 42.3 L 
FREDONIA A 8 15.4 74.3 .17 3.30 15.2 .65 3.02 48.8 R 
G1305 A B 2.8 9.0 .14 18.7 1. 02 .20 18.3 R 
G1546 A R 1:5.0 1:5.8 .95 .:57 17.0 R 
G1547 A R .2 19.0 .76 . 25 14.0 R 
G1S50 A R .9 2.0 .10 16.6 1.25 .90 25.3 R 
GAHZA y w 27.0 54.0 .so 14.6 .63 1.40 30.7 R 
GEWURZTRAttiHER y R 12.6 91.3 . I 3 3 . 84 19 • 5 .79 2.20 42.3 R 
GIANINA A w 15.4 29.8 .513.1815.7 .74 1.23 32.3 R 
GOLDEN ttUSCAT A w 23.1 39.0 .:53 3.25 16.4 .eo 1.9t 37.7 R 
GR8 A w 13.0 45.3 .53 18.5 .67 1.33 30.0 R 
GW3 <CAYUGA WHITE) A w 16.6 '57.4 .28 16.0 I. 08 2.00 36.2 R 
GWS A w 8.9 4'5.4 .18 18.4 .90 1. 74 38.2 R 
GW8 A w 8.3 32.8 .40 17.2 t. 09 .44 30.0 R 
GW10 A 
" 
12.0' 53.4 .at t7.8 .84 1.20 31.2 R 
HlttROD A* w 6.0 17.2 .34 18.2 3.41 1.73 33.9 0 
HIHROD A* w 8.8 31.1 .28 3.40 18.8 ,58 1.86 39.6 R 
HII'IROD A* w 4.8 17.6 .27 17.6 .61 2.82 43.8 w 
HII1ROD4X A w 7.5 11.5 .56 19.0 .so 30.0 R 
JS26627 F w 11.5 49.4 .23 18. I .73 .38 29.4 R 0'1 JUPITER JR A 8 1.7 22.3 .07 t5.5 .43 2.67 47.3 R 
KENDAl A A 8 13.4 59.2 .20 3.50 19.2 .'55 2.:54 42.6 R 
LANDOlT 244 <LAHDAL) F 8 10.8 '52. I • 21 3 • 58 17 • 1 I. 06 I, 00 .32. 0 R 
1130 F 8 R 
1150 F 8 6.3 30.0 .at 18.5 ,67 2.50 48.0 R 
11c:C < 11UHSOH > A B I 0.3 99.3 . I I 3 • 33 I 6 • 4 .83 3.63 56.0 R 
ttiHHESOTA 40 A w 17.9 78.0 .30 16.9 .40 2.87 47.0 R 
111HHESOTA 439 A w 18. I 85.7 .26 18.6 .54 2.60 47.3 R 
HISSOURI A R 17.7 76.0 .23 18.6 .60 I. I 7 32,0 R 
ttiSSOURI 50 A R 2.3 11.5 • 18 20.2 .84 1.35 33.0 R 
HISSOURI 133 A. R 7.5 47.7 .14 18.9 .45 .60 31.0 R 
HISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A• R 6.1 22.0 .25 17.4 .88 3.81 46. I ., 
ttiSQUETTE y w :5.8 23.5 .24 14.4 .73 .eo 30.7 R 
110-28 A R 17.3 92.5 .19 17.5 .55 .85 26.0 w 
MO.R4Y52 A* R I 7. I 61.3 .27 19.8 . 59'- .05 w 
HZ I BAH I y ., 2.2 t9.5 .11 18.7 1. 09 .57 30.0 R 
tiAPLES A R 7.2 41 .s .18 17.7 .88 .25 16.3 R 
NC645-122-24 A w 7.5 24.7 .37 . 18.2 1 . I 2 .95 30.0 R 
·HC655- 048- I 3 A w I .30 30,0 R 
NC655-048-13 A w 2.00 42.0 w 
NIAGARA A w I 0.2 41.0 .27 3.30 15.0 .58 I. 01 26.0 R 
HIAWATHA A w 23.7 86.8 .29 3.55 15.0 .57 2. OJ 40,7 R 
HI-WA-E53 A 8 16.9 90.5 .19 3.31 15.0 .62 2.20 42.3 R 
HVI3053 X STEUBEN A 8 II .2 68.5 .23 20.1 .40 I .65 37.5 R 
HVI4528 A R 4.5 17.5 .26 17.5. .82 .55 JO.O R 
HVI8080 A B 18.2 44.9 .41 3.40 17.6 .64 1.50 33.8 R 
HY21572 <SUFFOLK RED> A• R 6.3 30.5 .20 19.3 .67 2.73 47.0 R 
NY35814 < GLEtiORA > A* 8 5.2 27.0 . 17 19.6 .88 I. 25 33.5 R 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ FRUIT YIELO CLUSTERS PU S.SOL TOTAL PRUNE HODES LOC 
SEEDLS COLOR tm t.IEIGHT ~ ACID. t.IT. RET 
tiY3:S814 < GLEtiORA > Aot< B 3.:5 43.2 . 16 17.9 .99 2.87 42.2 w 
HY43096 A w 3.7 24.0 . 13 17.7 .76 .J:S 30.0 R 
NYI'IUSCAT A B 8 0 1 4:5.6 .36 17.9 .:S2 1 . 12 32.6 R 
ONTARIO A w 14.9 :S7.:S • 26 3. :so 17.4 .:50 1.74 37.6 R 
OKLA.203 A w I • :5 8.:5 .17 20.2 .:58 .8:5 31 .o R 
OKLA .211 A B I 0. 0 49.7 .22 17. ' .72 .63 31 .3 R 
OKLA.220 A B 14.3 63.3 .28 1:5.4 I . 40 2.30 42.0 R 
OKLA.229 A B 19.:5 n. o .3:5 18.:5 .42 4.:50 :57.0 R 
OKLA.249 A w 11.9 42.7 .26 1:5.8 .6:5 I .40 3:5.3 R 
OKLA.303 A R 10.4 42.0 . 31 18.:5 .77 1. 87 40.0 R 
OKLA.308 A a· 4.3 28.0 .1:5 16.:5 .72 .7:5 30.0 R 
OKLA.324 A 8 2.3 14.:5 .16 1 !'J. 9 I. 00 32,3 R 
OKLA.3:53 A B 19.2 101.3 .22 17.6 .71 4.:57 :53.7 R 
OKLA.376 A B :5.8 31 .3 .22 1:5. :5 1. 07 .27 28.3 R 
OKLA.387 A w 23.0 1 01 . 3 .29 16.0 .64 1.67 37.7 R 
OKLA.392 A 8 20.3 120.0 .21 16.0 1.01 2.80 48.3 R 
OKLA.39:5 A w 18.4 :so. 3 .47 18.2 .eo 1.:53 35.7 R 
PEHI~ CONCORD A B 17. I 73.5 .22 4.56 52.0 0 
PEIU. CONCORD A B 1:5.8 77.3 .20 1:5. :s .39 2.70 47.0 R 
PllmTI~OIR v B 12.8 83.3 • 1 s 3 . 44 17 . 9 1. 03 .87 30.3 R 
RAVAT34 F w 14.8 66.3 . 2 0 3. 35 16. 8 .84 I. 22 J3. :5 R 
RAVAT:51 <VJCHOLES) F w 7.0 39.7 .17 3.10 19.0 1.35 2.20 42.5 R 
RAVAT262 CRAVAT HOIR> F B 7.9 36.2 . 21 3 • 06 I 8 . 0 I . I 0 .73 30.0 R 
RAVAT578 F w 7.0 40.4 .17 3.19 19.3 .76 .:ss 30.0 R 
RBI7 F w 4.2 23.0 .18 16.6 .4:5 I. 30 30.0 R 
R011ULUS A* w 14.2 49.8 ,35 3.35 17.7 .84 1 • 54 35.6 R 
ROSA REVELJOTTI y w 7.6 35.0 .23 12 .:s 1.14 1. :so 36.0 R 
-..1 
S. :5279 < AUROr(E > F w 20.4 81.9 .23 3. 07 16.9 .87 I • 82 3:5,7 R 
5.70:53 <CHANCELLOR) F 8 14.9 :57.0 .29 3.25 17.4 ,86 1.14 25.6 R 
5.83:57 <COLOBEL> F 8 9.7 45.3 .22 3.11 17.4 1.48 2.67 46.7 R 
S.874:5 <SEIHOIR> F 8 2.3 13.0 .29 17.5 I . 00 .65 17.:5 R 
5.9110 <VERDELET> F w 8.2 :s;J. 2 .16 18.4 I. 00 .93 36.3 R 
S.9110 <VERDELET> .F w 13. :s :52.6 .29 17.4 I. 03 2.33 38.2 w 
S, 9549 < DECHAUtfAC) F B 21 .2 99,8 .22 3.20 17.7 I. OJ 3.27 39.:5 0 
S.9S49 <DECHAUNAC) F B 14.9 82.9 . 1 8 3. 26 1 7 . 8 I • OS 2.:56 41.:5 R 
S-10096 F 8 3.5 13.:5 .44 18.7 I. 01 .17 11.0 R 
S-10868 F w 16.2 66.3 .as 3.:56 11.1 .87 I . 7:5 37. :S R 
S-10878 <CHELOIS> F B 22.4 113.9 .21 3.18 18.8 I . 18 2.90 42.8 R 
SCHUYLER A B 20.5 71.0 . 34 3. 25 16. 6 .68 I . 03 31. 0 R 
SCHUYLER A 8 14.9 Sl .I .32 17. I .82 2. 12 38.2 w 
SEEDLESS CONCORD A• B 8.:5 90.3 .12 19.4 • :56 2.73 48.7 R 
SENECA A w 8.2 40.3 . 24 3. :so 19.2 .:ss I. 58 36.4 R 
SENECA A w I I . :5 36.0 .30 17.9 .74 3.55 47.5 w 
SEREKSI'l'A ROSE v R 20.0 96.0 .21 18. 1 1 . 02 2.20 42.0 R 
SHERIDAN A 8 21.2 64. 1 .34 3.30 16.9 .53 2.29 42.3 R 
SHTUR AHCUR v R 2.7 4.:5 .78 18. I .60 2.47 44.3 R 
STEUBEtl A B 22.3 59.7 .40 3.1:5 17.8 .49 1 . :51 36. 3 R 
S.Y.5247 F B 13.7 43.8 . 31 3. 52 17.2 .83 2.28 43.0 R 
S.V.5276 <SEYVAL) F w 21.7 59.7 .37 3.46 17.2 . 41 .70 21.8 L 
S.V.:5276 <SEYVAL> F w 1:5.0 47.7 .32 3.07 17.4 .88 .so 30.5 R 
S.V.I2-303 F .., 20.8 56.3 .40 3.12 15.8 .95 1.81) 38.0 R 
S.V.I2-309 <ROUCAHEUFJ F w 14.4 38.8 . 34 3 . I 3 I 5. 9 .95 I . 87 39.3 R 
SVI2-327 F B 14.6 88.0 . 15 3.4:5 15.5 .87 2.13 41.7 R 
SV12-375 <VILLARD BLANC> F Ll 28.9 63. t .50 3.10 16.2 1 . t 0 2.1341.9 R 
SVI4-287 F w 4.8 37.0 . I 3 20. I .90 .35 15.5 R 
CULTIVAR CLASS!' FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUNE HODES LOC 
SEEDLS COLOR HO WEIGHT 
" 
ACID. WT. RET 
SV18-283 <GAROHHET> F B 11 . 4 31.9 .34 3.28 16.3 .87 1. 38 35.0 R 
SV18-315 <VILLARD HOIR> F B 16.6 61 . 1 . 27 3. 13 17 . 0 I . 13 1.20 31.8 R 
SV23410 <VALERIEN> F w 15.8 :56.0 .29 3,32 16.8 .58 3.30 :53.3 R 
S.V.23-:SI2 F w 1 :5. 1 :59.6 .24 17.9 .68 2.00 39.4 R 
TIAFI v R 8.4 13.0 .6:S 1:5.6 . 12 1. 97 39.3 R 
TRJUI'IPHANT A B 8.2 49.0 . 16 16.8 I. 20 1.40 33.3 R 
YANBUREH A B 22.:5 1 02. I .22 3.40 14.4 .:S9 2.68 46.0 R 
VEE PORT c B 9.3 38.3 .24 3.:51 1:5.8 .70 R 
VIDAL2'6 <VIDAL BLANC> F w 13.9 46.0 .29 20.9 2.30 36.1 0 
VINCENT c B 14.4 :53.0 .28 3.38 14.9 .91 R 
V.3:S013 c B 6 .I 24.0 .27 3.18 18.8 .83 R 
V.37031 c w 10.1 36.0 . 38 3. 14 1 6 . 2 .62 R 
V.49063 c B 9.6 :57.0 .19 3.60 16.2 .77 R 
V.:st011 c w 13.3 49.7 .29 3.06 1:5.6 . 91 R 
V.51061 <VENTURA) c w 2:5.4 1:56.7 .16 3.11 17.4 I . 01 R 
V.:52082 c 8 1:5.3 31.3 .:52 3.28 14.1 .79 R 
V.52082 c 8 17.2 23.6 .69 1:5.1 1 .IS 1. 76 36.3 w 
V.53033 <FESTIYEE> c B 7.6 3:5.3 . 22 3 . 36 16 . 8 .93 R 
V.:S3033 <FESTIVEE> c 8 12.0 44.4 .2:5 16.7 .99 1.34 30.3 w 
V.:S3043 c B 19.0 56.0 . 34 3. 4:5 16. 1 .79 w 
V.53091 c B 11.7 23.3 .6:53,131:5.9 .90 R co 
v. :53091 c 8 6.9 8.7 .91 1:J. 2 1 .32 1 . 33 31 . 3 w 
Y.:54064 c 8 16.9 78.0 .22 3.33 13.6 .61 R 
V.64232 c B 8.8 59.3 .18 16.4 .79 3.23 48.3 R 
V.6:S162 c w 10.5 52.:5 .16 17.4 .79 4.7:5 57,5 R 
V.6:st63 c R 3.6 21.0 . 17 18.7 1.16 2.55 40.0 R 
V.65164 <VANESSA SEEDLESS) C• R 4.9 24.7 .16 17.8 .46 2.73 46.3 R 
V.292718 c II .3 50.3 .22 3.3li 14.1 .88 R 
VPJ-26 ( I'IOORED > A 1:J. 6 58.6 .23 3.4:5 16.9 .47 3.78 54.8 R 
VPI-26 <1100RED> A 29.4 I 06.0 .30 1:5.5 .30 3.89 50.4 w 
VP 126 < I'IOORED) A 22.2 81.4 .27 
". 7 .38 4.90:51.9 w VPI-30 <PRICE> A 9.8 44.0 .23 3.46 18.7 .49 2.53 45.3 R 
VP 13 0 < PRICE > A 19.2 71.8 .25 17.2 . 71 2.97 44.8 w 
VPI31 <HOHTJCELLO> A 10.3 33.7 .23 16.2 .33 1.50 38.3 R 
VPI32 <CENTURY I) A 12.9 37.2 .34 17.3 .74 1.70 37.3 R 
VPI32 <CENTURY 1> A 17.7 87.3 .23 17.8 .73 1 .67 3•L2 w 
VPJ33 A 6.2 26.5 .25 16.4 .53 2.30 37.!5 w 
WASHINGTotl A 8.4 58.5 .16 3.39 13.0 .53 2.30 43.3 R 
WHITE BACO F 10.8 54.5 .19 3.33 19.0 1. 34 1. 87 38.7 R 
WHITE RJESLit~G v w 8.6 50.5 .17 3.27 16.5 I . 00 2.90 24.5 L 
WHITE RIESLING v w 10.3 67.3 .14 3.16 17.5 .96 1.40 34.3 R 
'fATES A R 7.9 24.0 .26 20.6 .50 .80 28.3 R 
ZHIFANDEL v 8 20.6 66.5 .38 3.33 14.9 1 . 15 I. 03 32.7 R 
CULTIVAR CLASS.•' FRUIT \'IELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES LOC TRAit! 
SEEI:OLS COLOR tiO WEIGHT ::.: ACID. WT. RET 
AGADAI v 7.0 7.0 . 14 1:5.8 .46 1.30 32.3 R UK 
AHHUER A 8.7 71 . :5 .13 3.:51 1:5.:5 .50 4.87 60.0 R UK 
ALI>Etl A 2 0. I 49.9 . 41 3 . 3::'1 1 4 . I .62 .91 27.4 R UK 
ALDEN A 20.2 :50. 3 .38 1:5.4 .76 2. 09 40.3 w sc 
ALDEN A 23.0 57. 1 .3:5 1:5.9 .7:5 3.07 47.9 w UK 
ALDEN A 40.4 90.6 .40 1:5.4 .79 2.80 46.1 w GDC 
ARK.1016 A :5.9 16.0 .37 18.8 .:58 .40 1:5.0 R UK 
ARK.1019 A 4.9 26.8 • 18 16.:5 .:53 .67 23.3 R UK 
ARK. 1 o·19 A 8.:5 27.3 .29 14.7 .:57 2. 02 34.0 w sc 
ARK, 1019 A 6.2 :57.9 .22 1:5.6 .:58 2. 08 41.:5 w UK 
ARK .1 019 A 11 • 0 34.6 .29 14.8 .:59 1.30 33.2 w GOt 
ARK.I023 A 18.5 73.4 .21 15. 1 .:57 2. 32 40.8 R UK 
ARK.1026 A 1 . 4 18.0 • 06 16.:5 .67 2.30 40.:5 R UK 
ARK.1030 A 8 4.30 60.0 R UK 
ARK .1 034 A w 4.7 20.3 .22 16.8 .84 .60 22.0 R UK 
ARK. I 041 A 8 14.0 37.0 .40 1:5.6 .66 .40 14.0 R UK 
ARK. 1041 A 8 8.6 16.4 .43 16.2 .82 1. 34 31 • 4 w sc 
ARK. 1 041 A 8 10.2 18.3 .59 16. I .88 1.25 30.5 w UK 
ARK. I 041 A 8 II . 9 21.8 .:57 16.7 .72 .83 25.8 w GDC 
ARK. I 048 A 8 8.6 27.3 .29 17.6 .76 1.67 36.7 R UK 
ARK. 1 0:55 A• 8 7.8 :5:5.0 .13 19.1 .75 1 .93 39.3 R UK 
ARK. 1 0:55 A• 8 6.6 39.0 .16 17.8 .48 I. 84 34.0 w sc 
ARK . 1 0:55 A• 8 11 . :5 :5:5.0 .19 17.3 .48 4. 17 52.4 w UK 
ARK.1055 A• 8 9.9 '44.5 • 21 17. 1 .49 1.73 37.4 w GDC 
ARK .1 063 A* R 10.7 :53.0 .19 17.7 .57 I .83 38.7 R UK 
ARK.1063 A• R 1:5.2 :53.1 .28 16.:5 .67 2.93 49.2 w sc 
ARK .1 063 A• R It .7 46.4 .27 16.7 .73 3.:53 5I • 6 w UK \0 
ARK.I063 A• R 19.7 64. I .27 16.8 .66 1.90 36.7 w GDC 
ARK.1076 A• R .30 10.0 R UK 
ARK. I 083 A 8 :5.3 24.0 .20 16.9 .70 I. 40 34, 0 R UK 
ARK.1090 A 8 11 . 4 43.0 .27 14.3 .70 .93 29.3 R UK 
ARK.1105 A w 8.0 20.0 .36 17.2 1. 02 2.57 4~L 7 R UK 
ARK.1105 A w 3.8 12.0 .JI 16.8 1. I 0 1.25 3:5.0 w sc 
ARK.1105 A w .:50 8.0 w UK 
ARK .1105 A w e.o 24.0 ,JJ 14.:5 2. 10 1 • 2:5 32.:5 w GDC 
ARK. II II A .w 4.6 26.3 . 17 20.2 .85 1.20 32.0 R UK 
ARK.I111 A R 8.:5 30.8 .27 18.5 .. 19 1.43 32.6 w sc 
ARK. I I II A R 3.0 13.8 .19 18.7 1.09 I, 74 36.4 w UK 
ARK. I 111 A R 8.0 33.5 .23 18.4 1.11 2.89 44.6 w GDC 
ARK. I I 1:5 A 8 9.9 29.7 .34 17.8 I. 23 I. 23 29.0 R UK 
ARK. 1 116 A 8 4.:5 23.0 . 18 20.1 1 . J I 1.10 31.0 R UK 
ARK. IllS A 8 19. I 44.7 .40 14.4 I. 05 .47 18.7 R UK 
ARK.I16J <RELIANCE> A• R 6.4 27.2 .24 19.1 .54 I .53 3:5.3 R UK 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE> A* R II .4 29.3 .39 19.2 .7:5 3.50 46.3 w sc 
ARK.1163 <REliANCE> A• R 10.9 31.:5 .34 19.:5 .76 5.87 58.3 w UK 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE) A• R 21 '5 46.5 .46 19.1 .74 3.93 52.9 w GDC 
ARK. 1175 A 8 6.0 38.0 .16 19. I .75 3.40 53.7 R UK 
ARK. 1196 A 8 6.5 23.0 .27 16.6 .61 1 . 05 32.5 R UK 
ARK. 1245 A* 8 I .9 13.0 . 12 19.3 .70 .83 25.0 R UK 
ARK .124::'1 A• B .4 5.0 .10 18.5 1. 75 34. 0 w sc 
ARK.1245 A* B .6 5.0 .12 18.4 I. 50 1.73 32.0 
"' 
liK 
ARK.1245 A* B .4 3.0 .13 19.0 1.25 33.0 ... GDC 
ARK, 1274 A* B I . 00 20. 0 R UK 
ARK. 1320 A* B .80 30.0 R UK 
B.S.H.II A ~~ 16.8 :58.0 .26 3.39 14.8 .62 3.1851.8 R UK 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S. SOL TOHIL PRLIHE tmDES LOC TRAIH 
SEEDLS COLOR HO WEIGHT 
" 
ACID. WT. RET 
BACHAHOIR A B 17.4 104.3 , 1 7 3 , 38 I ~ , 4 .60 ~.07 60.0 R UK 
BACOII <BACO HOlR> F B 29.0 183.4 .t:S 3,30 18.6 1.48 6.86 69.8 R UK 
BAILEY A B 16.:S 89.3 .19 3.4:5. 1::1.4 .:5.4 :5..30 60.0 R UK 
BATH A B 24.9 84.3 .30 3,20 16.3 .62 1.30 34.2 R UK 
BEACON A B 9.:5. 60.0 . 16 3 . ~4 13 • 3 .:S9 2.33 43.3 R UK 
BLUE EYE A B 24.3 48.4 .63 3.1:5. 16,0 .98 2.7241.2 R UK 
BOKAY A w 20.2 43.4 .62 3.20 16.2 1 . 01 1. 57 33.9 R UK 
BOLGAR y w 16.5 47.5 .39 14.7 .58 1.00 30.0 R UK 
BUFFALO A B 1:5..2 71.0 .25 3.20 17.5 .72 3.60 43.1 R UK 
BUFFALO A B 21.3 82.0 .2~ 17.3 .8:1 5.66 57.7 w sc 
BUFFALO A 8 17.8 76.1 .22 17.5 .83 6.76 ~6.7 w UK 
BUFFALO A B 36.4 127.1 .26 17.4 .so 4, 74 :1:1, I w GDC 
CABERI~ET SAUVIGHOH v 8 11.4 70.0 .27 3.22 17.9 ,90 1.90 39.3 R UK 
CATAWBA A R 17.1 74.7 .23 3.59 18.2 .31 I. 90 39.0 L sc 
CATAWBA A R 24.7 89.0 .26 3.70 16.S .3:5. 2.60 48.0 l GDC 
CATAWBA A R 1~1. 0 62.7 . 23 3.. 12 17 • 9 .78 1. 91 37.9 R UK 
CHAOUCH VON DEGEN"ENKOY y w 16.5 49.:1 .3:5. 12. 1 .:16 1.1731.7 R UK 
CHARDONNAY y .. 7.6 :5.2.3 . 1 :1 19.3 .84 1.90 39.0 R UK 
CONCORD A B 16.8 75.7 .23 3.24 1:1.5 4.72 50.9 0 UK 
CONCORD A B 24.9 104.6 .23 3.36 15.9 .60 4.65 55.7 R UK 
COHCORD A B 23.2 110.3 .20 15.4 .67 5.27 57.0 .. sc 
COHCORD A 8 14.7 73.3 
. " 16.3 .53 6.43 53.9 .. UK COHCORD A B 29.7 124.0 .2:1 1:1.7 .62 5.30 :14.9 . ., GDC 
COUDERC 17 F B 21.1 95.3 .25 3.35 16.6 .72 1.2024.5 R UK 
COUDERC 7120 F 8 19.3 71.3 .30 3.15 15.8 I. 01 1.45 32.0 R UK 
DELALIARE A R 10.9 79.5 • I 4 3. 35 22. 2 .55 .96 29.4 R UK 
EJ568 A R R 1-" 
ELEVEN I< IOHA A .. 1.1 tt.s .09 .18. 0 .:15 .57 18.7 R UK 0 . 
ELLEN SCOTT A 8 14.:1 . so 15.0 R UK 
FETYASKA y .. 5.7 56.0 .1 0 17.4 .89 3.43 51.7 R UK 
FOCH F 3.SS 40.0 l sc 
FOCH F 3.00 44.:1 L GDC 
FREDONIA A 8 15.4 74.3 • 17 3.30 15.2 .6:1 3.02 48.8 R UK 
G130:1 A B 2.8 9.0 .14 18.7 I. 02 .20 18.3 R UK 
G1546 A R 1:1.0 15.8 .95 .57 17.0 R UK 
Gl547 A R .2 19.0 .76 .25 14.0 R UK 
GISSO A R .9 2.0 . I 0 16.6 1.25 .90 25.3 R UK 
GA"ZA y .. 27.0 54.0 .so. 14.6 .63 1.40 30.7 R UK 
GE"WURZTRA" I HER y R 12.6 91.3 . I 3 3 . 84 19 . 5 .79 2.20 42.3 R UK 
liiAHWA A .. 15.4 29.8 .51 3.18 15.7 .74 1.23 32.3 R UK 
GOLDEN "USCAT I A .. 23.1 39.0 .53 3.25 16.4 .eo 1. 91 37.7 R UK 
GR8 A .. 13.0 45.3 .53 18.5 .67 1.33 30.0 R UK 
GWIO A .. 12.0 53.4 .21 17.8 .84 1.2031.2 R UK 
GW3 <CAYUGA WHITE> A w 16.6 57.4 .28 16.0 1. 08 2.00 36.2 R UK 
GWS A w 8.9 45.4 . 18 18.4 .90 1. 74 38.2 R UK 
GW8 A w 8.3 32.8 .40 17.2 I. 09 .44 30.0 R UK 
Hl"ROD A• w 6.0 17.2 .34 18.2 3.41 1.73 33.9 0 UK 
HI"ROD A• w 8.8 31 . 1 .28 3.40 18.8 .58 1.86 39.6 R UK 
HIMROD A• w 3.7 16.3 .23 "16. 4 .59 2.60 42.5 w sc 
HIMROD A• w 3.3 14, I .21 17.5 .64 3.20 4:5..0 w UK 
Hl"ROD A• w 7.4 22.1 .36 18.6 .60 2.64 43.6 w GDC 
HII1ROD4X A ... 7.5 11 . :1 .56 19.0 .50 30.0 R Ut< 
JS26627 F w 11 . 5 49.4 .23 18. 1 .73 .38 29.4 R UK 
JUPITER JR A B I. 7 22.3 . 07 15.5 .43 2.67 47.3 R UK 
KEHDAIA A B 13.4 59.2 .20 3.50 19.2 .55 2.54 42.6 R UK 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES LOC TRA II~ 
SEEDLS COLOR NO WEIGHT ?. ACID. WT. RET 
LAHDOTT 244 <LAHDAL> F B 10.8 :12. 1 .21 3.58 17.1 1. 06 1. 00 32.0 R UK 
M30 F B R UK 
"'0 F B 6.3 30.0 .21 18.5 .67 2.:10 48.0 R UK 
"IHHESOTA 40 A w 17.9 78.0 .30 16.9 .40 2.87 47.0 R UK 
"IHHESOTA 439 A w 18.1 8:5.7 .26 18.6 .54 2.60 47.3 R UK 
"ISQUETTE v w 5.8 23.5 .24 14.4 .73 .80 30.7 R UK 
"ISSOURI A R 17.7 76.0 .23 18.6 .60 1 .17 32.0 R UK 
MISSOURI 133 A R 7.:5 47.7 .14 18.9 .4:1 .60 31.0 R UK 
MISSOURI 50 A R 2.3 11.:5 . 18 20.2 .84 1.35 33.0 R UK 
MISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A• R :5.3 22.5 .22 16.:5 .94 3.00 43.2 w sc 
MISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A• R 5.8 24.2 .23 17.6 .8:5 6.02 :58.0 w UK 
MISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A• R 7.6 18.5 .33 18.5 .84 2.14 35.2 w GDC 
M0-28 A R 17.3 92.5 .19. 17.5 .55 .85 26.0 w GDC 
MD.R4V:I2 A R I .2 4.0 ,30 .OS w sc 
MO.R4VS2 A R 4:5.3 lSI. 0 .30 w UK 
MO.R4VS2 A• R I 0.9 45.0 .25 19.8 • :19 .os w GDC 
MZIBAHI y w 2.2 19.5 , II 18.7 I. 09 ,57 30,0 R UK 
McC <HUHSOH> A B 10.3 99.3 . I I 3 . 33 16 . 4 .83 3.63 :16.0 R UK 
tiAPLES A R 7.2 41.5 .18 17.7 .88' .25 16.3 R UK 
HC645-122-24 A w 7.5 24.7 .37 18.2 1 • 12 .95 30.0 R UK 
HC655-048-13 A w 1.3030.0 R UK 
HC655-048-13 A w 2.00 42.0 .. UK 
HI-WA-E:53 A B 16.9 90.5 .19 3.31 15.0 .62 2.20 42.3 R UK 
NIAGARA A w I 0,2 41.0 .27 3.30 15.0 ,58 I, 01 26.0 R UK 
HIAWATHA A w 23.7 86.8 .29 3.55 15.0 .57 2.03 40.7 R UK 
HYIJ0:53 X STEUBEN A B II , 2 68.5 .23 20.1 .40 1.615 37.15 R UK 
HYI4528 A R 4.15 17 .s .26 17.5 .82 .ss 30.0 R UK ..... 
HYI8080 A B 18.2 44.9 .41 3.40 17.6 .64 1.50 33.8 R UK ..... 
HY21572 <SUFFOLK RED) A• R 6.3 :JO,S .20 19.3 .67 2.73 47.0 R UK 
HY35814 <GLEHORA> A• B 5.2 27.0 .17 19.6 ,88 1.25 33.5 R UK 
NY35814 (GLENORA) A• B 4.7 27.6 • 18 18.0 .98 1.53 33.0 .. sc 
NY35814 <GLENORA> A• 8 2.9 25.2 .16 17.7 .99 3.92 150.2 .. UK 
NY35814 <GLENORA> A• 8 2.8 89.8 • 13 18. I I. 04 3.22 43.8 .. GDC 
NY43096 A .. 3.7 24.0 .13 17.7 .76 .35 30.0 R UK 
NYHUSCAT A 8 8 .I 45.6 .36 17.9 .52 I. 12 32.6 R UK 
OKLA.203 A .. 1.5 a.s .17 20.2 .sa .85 31.0 R UK 
OKLA .211 A 8 10.0 49.7 .22 17. I .72 .63 31.3 R UK 
OKLA.220 A B 14.3 63.3 .28 15.4 1.40 2.30 42.0 R UK 
OKLA.229 A 8 19.5 77.0 .35 18.5 .42 4.50 57.0 R UK 
OKLA.249 A w 11.9 42.7 .26 15.8 .65 1.40 35.3 R UK 
OKLA,303 A R I 0.4 42.0 .31 18.:5 .77 1 .87 40.0 R UK 
OKLA.J08 A 8 4.3 28.0 . ns 16.5 .72 .75 30.0 R UK 
OKLA.324 A B 2.3 14.5 .16 15.9 1.00 32.3 R UK 
OKLA.353 A 8 19.2 I 01.3 .22 17.6 . 71 4.57 53.7 R UK 
OKLA.376 A 8 5.8 31.3 .22 15.5 I. 07 .27 28.3 R UK 
OKLA.387 A w 23.0 I 01.3 .29 16.0 .64 1.67 37.7 R UK 
OKLA.392 A 8 20.3 120.0 .21 16.0 1 . 01 2.80 48.3 R UK 
OKLA.395 A w 18.4 58.3 .47 18.2 .so I. 53 35.7 R UK 
ONTARIO A w 14.9 57.5 .26 3.50 17.4 .50 I. 74 37.6 R UK 
PENH CONCORD A 8 17, I 73.5 .22 4.:16 :12.0 0 UK 
PENH CONCORD A 8 15.8 77.3 .20 15.5 .39 2.70 47.0 R UK 
PltiOTtiOIR v B 12.8 83.3 . 15 3. 44 17.9 I . 03 .87 30.3 R UK 
RAVAT262 <RAVAT HOIR> F 8 7.9 36.2 . 21 3 . 06 I 8 . 0 I . 1 0 .73 30.0 R UK 
RAVAT34 F w 14.8 66.3 .20 3.35 16.8 .84 1.2233.:5 R UK 
RAVAT:II <YIGHOLES> F w 7.0 39.7 .17 3.10 19.0 1.35 2.20 42.5 R UK 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ FRUIT YIELO CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES LOC TRA II~ 
SEEDLS COLOR HO WEIGHT % ACID. t.IT. RET 
RAVAT578 F w 7.0 . 40.4 .17 3.19 19.3 . 7€. .5:5 30.0 R IJI( 
RBI7 F w 4.2 23.0 . 18 16.6 . 4:5 1.30 30.0 R UK 
ROI'IULUS A• w 14.2 49.8 .35 3.35 17.7 .84 1. 54 35.6 R UK 
ROSA REVEL lOTTI v w 7.6 3:5.0 .23 12.:5 1 . 14 1 . 50 36. 0 R UK 
S-10096 F 8 3.:5 13.:5 .44 18.7 1 . 01 .17 11.0 R UK 
S-10868 F w 16.2 66.3 . 25 3 . 56 I 7 . 7. .87 1.7:5 37.:5 R UK 
S-10878 <CHELOIS> F 8 22.4 113.9 .21 3.18 18.8 I . 18 2.90 42.8 R UK 
S. :5279 < AURORE > F w 20.4 81.9 .23 3.07 16.9 .87 1.82 3:5.7 R UK 
S.1053 <CHANCELLOR> F 8 14.9 57.0 .29 3.25 17.4 .86 1. 14 25.6 R UK 
S. 8357 < COLOBEL) F B 9.7 4:5.3 .22 3.11 17.4 1 .48 2.67 46.7 R UK 
5.874:5 <SEJHOIR) F B 2.3 h.o .29 17.:5 1 . 00 .6:5 17.:5 R UK 
5.9110 <VERDELET> F w 8.2 53.2 . 16 18.4 1 . 00 .93 36.3 R UK 
5.9110 <VERDELET> F w 16.7 65.0 .30 17.9 I. 00 2.78 39.2 .. sc 
5.9110 <YERDELET> F w 10.4 40.3 .25 17.3 1 . 07 1.9731.7 w UK 
5.9110 <YERDELET> F .. 14.4 :55.8 .32 17. I I . 01 2.30 44.8 .. GDC 
S.9549 <DECHAUHAC> F 8 21 .2 99.8 .22 3.20 17.7 I . 03 3.27 39.:5 0 UK 
5,9:549 <DECHAUHAC> F B 14.9 82.9 . 18 J . 26 I 7 . 8 I . 0:5 2.:56 41 . 5 R UK 
5.V.I2-303 F .. 20.8 56.3 .40 3.12 15.8 .9:5 I. 80 38,0 R UK 
S.Y.12-309 <ROUCAHEUF> F w 14.4 38.8 . 34 J. 1 J 15.9 .9:5 1.87 39.3 R UK 
5.Y.23-:512 F w 1:1. 1 :59.6 .24 17.9 .68 2.00 39.4 R UK 
5.Y.5247 F 8 13.7 43.8 .31 3.52 17.2 .83 2.28 43.0 R UK 
5.Y.5276 (5EYYAL) F w 17.0 49.0 .36 3.49 16.7 .43 .68 20.0 L 5C 
5.Y.:5276 <5EYYAL) F w 26.3 70.3 .38 3.43 17.6 ,J9 .73 23.5 L CDC 
5.Y.5276 <SEYVAL> F w ns. o 47.7 .32 3.07 17.4 .88 .eo 30.5 R UK 
SCHUYLER A 8 20.5 71.0 .34 3.25 16.6 .68 1 . 03 31 . 0 R UK 
SCHUYLER A 8 13.9 :57,:5 .29 16.6 .84 I . 76 3:5.6 w sc 
SCHUYLER A R 7.8 23.7 .32 17.6 .8:5 2.66 38.9 w UK 
.... 
SCHUYLER A 8 24.8 76.2 .36 17.3 .76 I .94 40, J w CDC IV 
SEEDLESS COI~CORD A* B 8.:5 90.3 . 12 19.4 .:56 2.73 48.7 R UK 
SENECA A .. 8.2 40.3 .24 3.:50 19.2 .:55 I. 58 36.4 R UK 
SENECA A w 10.3 31.0 .29 18.0 .76 2.93 43.0 w 5C 
SENECA A .. 10.8 40.6 .27 18.2 .70 4.93 :56.7 w UK 
SEtiECA A w 13.1 36.3 .34 17.7 .7~ 2.99 44.1 .. CDC 
SEREKSIYA ROSE v R 20.0 96.0 .21 18. 1 I , 02 2.20 42.0 R UK 
SHERJDAI~ A 8 21 .2 64. I .34 J.JO 16.9 .:53 2.29 42.3 R UK 
SHTUR AHGUR y R 2.7 4.5 .78 18. I .60 2.47 44.3 R UK 
STEUBEN A B 22.3 59.7 .40 3.15 17.8 .49 1.51 36.3 R UK 
SV12-327 F B 14.6 88.0 . 1 :5 3. 45 1 :5. 5 .87 2.1341.7 R UK 
SVI2-375 <VILLARD BLANC> F w 28.9 63.1 .50 3.10 16.2 1.10 2.1341.9 R UK 
SV14-287 F 
" 
4.8 37.0 . 13 20.1 .90 . 3:5 1::1.5 R UK 
SY18-283 <GAROHHET> F B 11 .4 31.9 .34 3.28 16.3 .87 1. 38 3~. 0 R UK 
SY18-315 <VILLARD HOIR> F 8 16.6 61 . 1 . 27 3. 13 17. 0 1. 13 1.20 31.8 R UK 
SV23410 <VALERIEN) F w 15.8 56.0 .29 3.32 16.8 .58 3.30 53.3 R UK 
TIAFI y R 8.4 13.0 .65 15.6 . 12 I. 97 39.3 R UK 
TRIU,..PHAHT A B 8.2 49.0 . 16 16.8 1 . 20 1.40 33.3 R UK 
Y.292718 c B 11 .3 ~0.3 .22 3.38 14.1 .88 R UK 
V.35013 c 8 6.f 24.0 .27 3.18 18.8 .83 R UK 
V.37031 c 
" 
1 0. 1 36.0 . 38 3. 14 16.2 .62 R UK 
V.49063 c 8 9.6 !57.0 .19 3.60 16.2 .77 R UK 
V.:51011 c w 13.3 49.7 .29 3.06 1:5.6 .91 R UK 
V.51061 <VENTURA) c w 25.4 156.7 .16 3.11 17.4 1 . 0 I R UK 
V.52082 c B 15.3 31.3 . :52 3 . 28 I 4. I .79 R UK 
V.:52082 c 8 16.0 24.2 .78 14.3 1 . 09 1.60 35.5 w sc 
V.52082 c B 14.9 24.0 .56 15.0 I. 27 2. 27 41.0 ... UK 
V.52082 c B 26.0 20.8 . 76 19.0 1 . 0 I 1.24 30.6 Ll CDC 
CULTJVAR CLASS/ FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES LOC TRAJtl 
SEEOLS COLOR ••o WEIGHT .. '· ACID. WT. RET V.~3033 <FESTIVE£) c 7.6 35.3 .22 3.36 16.8 .93 R UK 
V.~3033 <FESTIVEE> c 1 :s. 4 43.3 .30 1:5.6 .97 1.46 29.2 w sc 
V.~3033 <FESTIVEE> c 8.2 40.5 .20 17.7 1 . 00 1. 44 34.2 w UK 
V.~3033 <FESTIYEE> c 11 . 3 48.0 .23 16.8 1 . 01 1 . 12 27.4 w GOC 
v.~3043 c 19.0 ~6.0 . 34 3. 4~ 16. I .79 w UK 
v.~3091 c 11 . 7 23.3 . 6~ 3. 13 I~. 9 .90 R UK 
v.~3091 c 4.~ 3.0 1.~0 14.0 I. ~0 .eo 26.~ w sc 
v.~3091 c 8.6 II. 0 .90 1~.0 I . J I 1.~0 31.~ w UK 
y .~3091 c 6.4 9.0 .72 15.7 1.24 I. 57 34.3 w GDC 
v.~4064 c 16.9 78.0 .22 3.33 13.6 . 61 R UK 
Y.64232 c 8.8 ~9.3 . 18 16.4 .79 3,23 48.3 R UK 
V.65162 c 10.5 52.5 . 16 17.4 .79 4.75 57.5 R UK 
Y.6~163 c 3.6 21.0 - . 17 18.7 I . 16 2.55 40.0 R UK 
Y.6:5164 <VANESSA SEEDLESS> c• R 4.9 24.7 • 16 17.8 .46 2.73 46.3 R UK 
VANBUREI~ A 8 22.5 1 02. I .22 3.40 14.4 .59 2.68 46.0 R UK 
VEE PORT c 8 9.3 38.3 .24 3.51 15.8 .70 R UK 
YlOAL2~6 <VIDAL BLANC> F w 13.9 46.0 .29 20.9 2.30 36.1 0 UK 
VINCENT c 8 14.4 53.0 .28 3.38 14.9 .91 R UK 
YPI-26 <ttOORED> A R 15.6 58.6 .23 3.45 16.9 .47 3.78 54.8 R UK 
VPI-26 <ttOORED> A R 26.3 90.3 .33 ·~.0 .31 3.53 49.9 w sc 
VPI-26 OtOORED) A R 32.5 121 .8 .28 16. I .29 4.24 50.9 w GDC 
VPI-30 <PRICE> A 8 9.8 44.0 .23 3.46 18.7 .49 2.53 45.3 R UK 
VP126 < "OORED) A R 22.2 81.4 .27 15.7 ,38 4.90 51.9 w UK 
YPIJO <PRICE) A 8 17.1 67.3 .24 16.6 .75 2.99 47.1 .. sc 
YPI30 <PRICE> A 8 17.8 64.8 .24 17.7 .68 4.13 49.3 w UK 
VPI30 <PRICE> A 8 22.7 83.5 .27 17.3 .70 1.80 38.0 w GDC 
VPIJI <"ONTICELLO> A 8 10.3 33.7 .23 16.2 .33 1.50 38.3 R UK 1--' 
VP132 <CENTURY 1> A 8 12.9 37.2 .34 17.3 .74 1.70 37.3 R UK w 
YPI32 <CENTURY 1> A B 27.3 134.7 .17 18.0 .69 1.49 32.0 w sc 
YPI32 <CENTURY 1) A B 9.0 23.0 .39 17. 1 .89 2. 10 39.3 w UK 
VP132 <CENTURY I> A 8 13.9 82.7 .17 18.0 .69 1.49 32.0 w GDC 
YPI33 A B 6.2 26.5 .25 16.4 .53 2.30 37.5 w sc 
WASHINGTON A 8 8.4 58.5 • 16 3. 39 13. 0 .53 2.30 43.3 R UK 
WHITE BACO F w io.8 54.5 • 19 3 . 33 19 . 0 1. 34 1. 87 38.7 R UK 
WHITE RIESLING F w 10.4 56.0 • 19 3. 27 16 . 5 I. 00 2.50 27.0 l sc 
WHITE RIESLING F w 6,9 45.0 . 15 3. 27 16. 5 1. 00 3.30 22.0 L GDC 
WHITE RlESLitiG v w 10.3 67.3 .14 3.16 17.5 .96 1 .40 34.3 R UK 
YATES A R 7.9 24.0 .26 20.6 .50 .80 28.3 R UK 
ZINFAtiOEL y 8 20.6 66.5 .38 3.33 14.9 1. 15 1. 03 32.7 R UK 
• 
CULTIYAR CLASS/ CODE YR HARY FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S,SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES TRAIH YR YRS 
SEEOLS DATE COLOR tiO WEIGHT X ACID, WT, RET SYST PL FRT 
AI:OADAI y 1-R 73 O~ol'07 w Ul< 1970 2ol'4 
AGADAI y 1-R 74 09/17 w 3.9 3.9 . IS 15.0 • 'JO 28 UK 1970 2 .... 4 
AGADAI y 1-R 75 08.'27 w I 0, I I 0. I .12 16.5 .46 2.20 42 UK 1970 214 
AGADAI y 1-R 76 .. .eo 27 UK 1970 2/4 
AH"UER A 2-R 72 09/06 B 4.4 2e.o . 16 3. 36 1 s. 5 .58 UK 1970 4/4 
AH"UER A 2-R 73 0,/14 B 6.2 4e.o 
.13 3.65 "·' .53 5.60 60 UK 1970 4 .... 4 
AH"UER A 2-R 74 09/12 B 11.6 90.0 .13 13.7 .37 4.50 60 UK 1970 4/4 
AHftUER A 2-R 75 09/02 B 12.6 120.0 .11 17.6 .53 4.50 60 UK 1970 4/4 
ALDEN A 3-R 64 B 14.6 .eo 28 UK 1961 9/9 
ALDEN A 3-R 65 09/03 B 20.1 62.0 .32 14.5 .41 1.20 36 UK 1961 919 
ALDEN A 3-R 66 08/31 B 6.7 23.0 .28 15.2 .78 1.10 32 UK 1961 9/9 
ALDEN A 3-R 67 08/30 B 26. I 77.0 . 3 .. 3. 30 10.2 .5 .. I. I 0 31 UK 1961 9/9 
ALDEN A 3-R 68 08/28 B 7.8 22.0 .35 3.40 12.4 .85 .30 13 UK 1961 9/9 
ALDEH A 3-R 69 081'30 8 28.1 52.0 .54 14.6 .52 1.40 25 UK 1961 ,,., 
ALDEN A 3-R 70 091'09 B 35.1 6l5.0 .54 15.0 1.30 27 UK 1961 9/9 
ALDEN A 3-Jt 71 O':J/21 8 22.9 4e.o .48 16.5 .60 26 UK I 961 ,,., 
ALDEN A 3-Jt 72 08/30 B 19.2 .40 29 UK 1961 9/9 
ALDEN A 3-W 75 08/29 I 40.7 80. 0_ • 51 10.3 .59 CDC 1973 8/8 
ALDEN A 3-W 7S 081'29 8 22.5 53.0 .43 12.6 .56 sc 1973 eol'e 
ALDEN A 3-W 75 08.'29 B 27.S 52.0 .46 12.6 .70 UK 1973 81'e 
ALDEN A 3-W 76 09/28 8 9.0 38.0 .24 17.7 .96 1.50 35 CDC 1973 e/8 
ALDEN A 3-W 76 09/26 I 4.9 21.0 .22 17.7 .96 1.10 32 sc 1973 ete 
ALDEN A 3-W 76 091'30 • 3.9 20.0 .20 16.0 .97 .90 30 UK 1973 e/e ALDEN A 3-W 77 09/06 I 62.5 119.0 .S2 16.5 4.50 60 CDC 1973 8/e 1-' ~ ALDEN A 3-W 77 09/06 • 18.e 54.0 .34 16.5 2.30 44 sc 1973 e/e ALDEN A 3-W 77 09/06 • 5.5 zo.o .27 17.3 3.60 57 UK 1973 8/8 ALDEN A 3-W 78 10/0 .. I 100.6 205.0 .49 15.0 .63 8.00 58 GDC 1973 e/8 
ALDEN A 3-W 78 10/04 • 41.6 82.0 .so 15.s .63 2.00 40 sc 1973 e/8 ALDEN A 3-W 78 10/04 8 20.5 54.0 .38 17.8 .63 s.so 57 UK 1973 8/8 
ALDEN A 3-W 79 09/26 8 26.2 74.0 .35 16.7 .86 1 ,60 38 GDC 1973 e/'8 
ALDEN A 3-W 79 09/26 8 26.2 60,0 .44 15.5 .86 1.80 36 sc 1973 e/8 
ALDEN A 3-W 79 09/26 8 47.0 121.0 .39 14.5 .86 3,90 ss UK 1973 8<'8 
ALDEN A 3-W 88 18/02 I 58.4 ISO, 8 .39 1.90 48 GDC 1973 8/e 
ALDEH A 3-W 81 10/82 8 30.9 ".o .34 .. ,. 40 sc 1973 8/8 
ALDEN A 3-W 80 10/07 8 42.6 114.0 .37 3.30 53 UK 1973 e/8 
ALDEN A 3-W e1 09/16 I 1.7 9.0 .19 2.40 .. 4 GDC 1973 8/8 
ALDEN A 3-W 81 09/16 8 2.5 7.0 .36 3.50 58 sc 1973 e/8 
ALDEN A 3-W 81 09/16 8 I, S e.o .19 1.90 38. UK 1973 e;e 
ALDEN A 3-W ez 09/21 B 24.4 50.0 .49 16.5 .90 2.70 48 GDC 1973 8/e 
ALDEN A 3-W e2 09/21 B 14.0 34.0 .41 14.5 .eo z.oo 40 sc 1973 e;e 
ALDEN A 3-W e2 09/21 8 35,6 68.0 .52 17.2 .60 2.40 45 UK 1973 8.'e 
ARK .1016 A 4-R 75 09/02 .. 5.9 16.0 .37 18.8 .se .40 15 UK 1971 1/2 
ARK.1019 A 5-R 73 09/24 B 3.6 20.0 .1e 16.e UK 1970 4/5 
ARt<. 1019 A 5-R 74 09/10 B 7. I 3e.o . 19 14.0 • 70 27 UK 1970 4/!S 
ARK.1019 A S-R 75 09/09 B 7.4 42.0 . 18 18.6 .53 .so 15 UK 1970 4/5 
ARK .1019 A 5-R 76 8 .eo 2e UK 1970 4/:S 
ARK .1 019 A 5-R 77 08/30 8 1.4 7.0 . 18 UK 1970 4/5 
ARK,1 019 A s-w 75 08?21 B 2,!!1 II , 0 .23 13.2 .70 GDC 1')73 7.-'8 
ARK.IOI'J A 5-W 7!!1 08/21 B 4.0 17.0 .24 13.3 .63 sc 1973 7/8 
ARK.1 019 A :s-w 7!!1 08/21 8 !!1.0 25.0 .23 14.0 .56 UK 1973 7ol'8 
CULTIVAR CLASS,' CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEDLS [lATE COLOR 140 WEIGHT ~ ACID. WT. RET SYST Pl FRT 
ARK. I 019 A :s-w 77 0~/04 B 3.6 13. .27 16.2 .eo 28 GDC 1~73 7.18 
ARK, I 01~ A :J-W 77 0~/02 B :J.8 18. .32 16.0 2.~0 28 sc 1~73 7/8 
ARK .I 019 A :s-w 77 09/04 B 7.3 23:5. .30 16.3 1.:50 36 UK 1973 7/8 
ARK, I 019 A :s-w 78 07/20 B 2!5.:5 :59. .43 14.3 .:SJ 2.20 42 GDC 1973 7/8 
ARK,I 019 A !5-W 78 09/20 B 14, I 38. .37 14.0 .53 2.:50 43 sc 1973 718 
ARK.I 019 A ::Hoi 78 09120 B 8.:5 32. .27 1:5.4 .:53 2.:50 4:5 UK 1973 7/8 
ARK, 1 019 A :5-W 79 0710:1 B 10.4 J!'- .30 14.:5 .6:5 .90 30 GDC 1973 718 
ARK, I 019 A :J-W 79 09/0:5 B :5.4 17. .32 14.2 .6:5 1.90 2!5 sc 1973 7/8 
ARK, 1 019 A :J-W 79 09/05 B 2.~ 23. .IJ 15.0 
·" 
1.90 J'J UK 1973 7/8 
ARK .1 019 A :J-W 80 09/26 8 17.8 67. .26 1.20 32 GDC 1973 7.18 
ARK ,1 019 A :s-w 80 0~123 8 12. 1 
"· 
.22 .90 30 sc 1973 718 
ARK.IOI9 A :s-w 80 09/24 8 I 0, I :53. . 19 2.10 43 UK 1973 7/8 
ARK .1 019 A :s-w 81 09/16 8 4.7 21. .22 1.40 34 GDC 1973 718 
ARK .I 019 A :s-w 81 O'J/16 8 .4 I. .20 2.20 4J sc 1973 118 
ARK .1019 A :s-w 81 09/16 8 1.2 6. .20 2.30 43 UK 1973 7/8 
ARK.I019 A :5-W 82 09/21 8 12.:5 36. .35 
"· 7 .49 1.30 
;n GDC 1973 7/8 
ARK .I 019 A :5-W 82 091'21 8 17.6 4:5. ,39 16.1 .48 1. 70 35 sc 1973 7.'8 
ARK.1 019 A 5-W 82 09121 8 8,6 ;fl. .20 17.5 .56 2.20 43 UK 1973 7/8 
ARK, I 023 A 6-R 74 09/09 R 11.0 UK 1972 ,,.., 
ARK ,I 023 A 6-R 7:5 09/16 R 14.2 73.0 .19 14.4. .40 1.20 32 UK 1972 ,,.., 
ARK ,1 023 A 6-R 76 09/01 R 2.4 14.0 .17 18.0 .95 .70 28 UK 1n2 :S/6 
ARK.1023 A 6-R 77 08/38 R 3.3 26.0 .13 13.6 ,39 .. 70 37 UK 1972 5/6 
ARK. 1023 A 6-R 78 09/26 R 32.J 135.0 .24 16.9 .53 5.'40 60 UK 1972 :516 
ARK.I023 A 6-R 79 10/02 R 40.2 I 19,0 .34 16.8 .57 2,60 47 UK 1972 5/6 
ARK .I 026 A 7-R 78 08/29 8 .2 3.0 , OS 18.4 1.60 36 UK 1973 2/4 1-' 
ARK.1026 A 7-R 79 08/21 8 2.6 33.0 ,08 14.5 ,67 3,00 45 UK 1973 iU4 lJ1 
ARK .1030 A 8-R 75 8 4.30 60 UK 1970 0/4 
ARK ,1 034 A 9-R 73 09114 w 1.8 IJ,O .14 I 7, I UK 1970 J/4 
ARK.I034 A 9-R 74 08/26 w 4.7 16.0 .29 15.2 1.04 .20 10 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK, I 034 A 9-R 75 08/26 .. 7.6 32.0 .24 18.0 .64 .eo 28 UK 1970 31"4 
ARK ,I 034 A 9-R 76 w .eo 28 UK 1970 J/4 
ARK, I 041 A 10-R 72 09/06 8 1.9 ·5. o .38 18.4 • 71 UK 1970 41'5 
ARK, I 041 A 10-R 73 09/14 8 15.3 70.0 .22 15.2 UK 1970 4/5 
ARK .1041 A 10-R 74 09/24 8 10. I 24.0 .42 13.2 .40 14 UK 1970 4/:5 
ARK.I 041 A 10-R 75 09122 8 28.:5 49.0 • 58 15.7 .60 .40 14 UK 1970 .4/5 
ARK. I 041 A 10-R 76 8 .40 14 UK 1970 415 
ARK, 1041 A 10-W 75 09/26 8 9.6 14.0 .71 16.4 
·" 
GDC 1973 417 
ARK .1 041 A to-w 7:5 09/26 8 8.7 14.0 .62 1:5.9 .72 sc 1973 417 
ARK .I 041 A o-w 7:5 09126 8 21.6 37.0 
·'' 
14.3 .82 UK 1973 4/7 
ARK.1041 A o-w 76 09/24 8 6.:5 12.0 .54 17.6 .92 
·" 
20 GDC 1973 417 
ARK, I 041 A o-w 76 09124 8 10.5 26.0 .40 1:5.8 1.10 .50 20 sc 1973 417 
ARK. I 041 A o-w 76 09/30 8 :5.6 12.0 I, 20 16. I .94 .40 25 UK 1973 417 
ARK .1041 A o-w 77 09/14 B 1.5 6.0 .30 18.0 2.~0 45 • sc 1973 417 
ARK, I 041 A o-w 77 O'U14 B 2.5 :s.o .:so 18.0 1.80 38 UK 1973 417 
ARK, I 041 A o-w 78 I 0/04 8 18.4 32.0 .57 16.0 .6~ 1.20 33 GDC 1973 417 
ARK, 1041 A o-w 78 I 0/04 B 22.0 32,0 .68 1!5.0 .65 1.00 30 sc 1973 417 ARK.1041 A o-w 78 8 I. 80 29 UK 1973 417 ARK .1 041 A o-w 79 8 .40 23 CDC 1973 417 ARK, I 041 A o-w 19 B .40 20 sc 1973 417 ARK .1041 A o-w 79 B I. 00 30 UK 1973 4/7 
CULTIVAR CLASs,• CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEOLS DATE COLOR tiO WEIGHT (! ACID. WT. RET S'I'ST PL FRT 
.. ARK, I 041 A 1 o-w BO I 0,.-"1 0 8 13.2 2~.0 .46 GDC 1973 4/7 
ARK. I 041 A 1 o-w 80 10.'07 B .:5 4.0 ,IJ sc 1973 4/7 
ARK. I 04 I A 10-W 80 10/13 B 11 . I 19.0 .06 .90 29 UK 1973 4/7 
ARK, I 041 A 10-W 81 B I, 20 27 CDC 1973 4/7 
ARK, I 041 A 10-W 81 B 2.30 42 sc 1973 4/7 
ARK, 1041 A 1 o-w 81 B 1.60 32 UK 1973 4/7 
ARK, I 048 A 11-R 73 0'U'I2 B 3. I 1:5.0 .21 18.4 .81 UK 1971 3.-'4 
ARK, I 048 A 11-R 74 09/0~ B 8, I 30.0 .27 16.8 2.10 41 UK 1971 3/4 
ARK .1 048 A 11-R 75 09/09 B 14.7 37.0 .40 17.5 .71 1.60 36 UK 1971 3/4 
ARK, 1048 A 11-R 76 B I .30 33 UK 1971 .3/4 
ARK, 1 0~:5 A* 12-R 73 09/05 B 1.1 12.0 .09 18.5 .49 UK 1971 3/4 
ARK.10:5:5 A* 12-R 74 08/30 B 7. 1 :50.0 . 14 18.8 .80 1 .eo 38 UK 1n1 3/4 
ARK, I 0:5:5 A* 12-R 7~ 08/19 8 IS.3 I OJ, 0 • I~ 20, I .97 1.80 38 UK 1971 J/4 
ARK.10:5:5 A* 12-R 76 8 2.,20 42 UK 1971 3/4 
ARK.10:5:5 A* 12-W 7:5 08/21 8 .7 :5. .14 19.2 .27 GDC 1973 B/8 
ARK. I 0:5:5 A* 12-W 7~ 08/21 B 1.7 9. .19 19. 1 .26 sc 1973 8/8 
·ARK. 1 0:5:5 A* 12-W 7:J 08/21 B 1.6 1:5. .17 19.4 .26 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK.10:5!!1 A* 12-W 76 08/30 B :s.o 23. .22 16.0 .55 1.80 38 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK.10~5 A• 12-W 76 08/30 B 2.9 Ui. .19 16.7 .49 1.10 32 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK.I0:5~ A* 12-W 77 08/19 B 17, I 68. .215 16.8 2.10 42 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK, I 0:5:5 A• 12-W 77 08/19 B 6.9 82. • 21 16.0 4.30 60 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK.I0:55 A• 12-W 78 08/30 B 4.3 32. .13 17.2 .44 t. 70 37 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK.I055 A• 12-W 78 08/30 8 .5 9. .05 17.0 .44 I. 70 34 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK, 10:55 A• 12-W 78 08/30 8 9.9 76. .13 18.0 .44 :5.30 57 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK.10:5:5 A* 12-W 79 08/27 B 14.0 69. .20 16.1 .78 2.00 39 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK, I 0:55 A* 12-W 79 08/27 B 3.8 22. • 17 17.4 .78 1.20 25 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK, I 0:5:5 A* 12-W 79 08/27 B 9.0 66, .14 15.~ .78 4.50 60 UK 1973 8/8 t-' (l) 
ARK, I 0~~ A• 12-W 80 09/21 B 15.7 74.0 '21 1.90 40 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK ,I 055 A* 12-W 80 I 0/1 0 B 6.9 48.0 .UI 1.00 28 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK, I 0:5:5 A• 12-W 80 09/26 B 47.2 163.0 .29 4.90 57 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK.1055 A• 12-W 81 09/16 B 6.5 26.0 .25 17.5 1.30 33 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK.10:55 A* 12-W 81 09/16 B 8.0 39.0 .21 17.2 1 .eo 36 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK. 1055 A* 12-W 81 09/16 B 4.3 29.0 . 1 5 17.4 :5.60 54 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK .1 055 A• 12-W 82 09/15 B 15.5 59.0 .26 17. 1 .41 1.30 33 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK .1 055 A* 12-W 82 09/15 B 18.5 107.0 .17 18.2 .4~ 3.50 47 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK.1055 A* 12-W 82 09/15 B 10.0 44.0 .23 18.0 .45 3.50 47 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK. 1 063 A• 13-R 73 09/12 R 4.3 24.0 .18 17.0 .59 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK, 1 063 · A* 13-R 74 09/05 R 10.2 56.0 .IB 17.8 1.40 34 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK.1063 A• 13-R 75 08126 R 17.5 79.0 .22 18.4 .54 1 .80 39 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK.1063 A* 13-R 76 R 2.30 43 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK.I06J A• 13-W 75 08/29 R 5.2 25.0 .23 17.7 .57 GDC 1973 8/8 
~~1(.1063 A• 13-W 7:5 08/29 R 9.3 32.0 .27 17.4 .64 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK ,1 063 A* 13-W 75 08/29 R 10.4 33.0 .32 HI. I .64 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK ,1 063 A• 13-W 76 09/28 R 1 . 8 11.0 . 16 18.4 .75 .50 20 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK .1 063 A• 13-W 76 09/24 R 2.0 7.0 .29 17. 0 • 91 1. 50 35 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK.1063 A* 13-W 77 09/09 R 33.0 86.0 .38 17.:5 I .80 38 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK,1063 A• 13-W 77 09/06 R II ,5 44.0 .26 17. 0 3.40 53 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK, 1 063 A• tJ-W 77 09/09 R 8.9 34.0 .26 17.3 2.00 41 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK.I063 A* 13-W 78 09/13 R 31.0 114.0 .27 1:5.3 .69 2.:50 4:5 CDC 1973 8/8 
ARK .1 063 Aot< 13-W 78 09/1 J R 26.8 1 04. 0 .26 1 :5 , I .69 3.:50 :5~ sc 1973 8/8 
ARK.1063 A• 13-W 78 09/13 R 7.8 47.0 .17 17. 1 .69 4.20 52 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK.1063 \ A* 13-W 79 0~/26 R 19.0 ~2.0 .37 16.4 .70 2.70 44 CDC 1973 8/8 
CULTIVAR CLASS,' CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS Pli s:soL TOTAL PRUNE NODES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR tiO WEICHT r. ACID. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
ARK. 1063 A* 13-W 79 09/26 R 29.8 93.0 .32 ·~.7 .70 2.~0 44 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK.1063 A* 13-W 79 09.'26 R 20.0 84.0 .24 16.7 . 70 4.20 60 UK 1973 8.'8 
ARK.1063 A* 13-W 80 09124 R 16.9 83.0 .20 1 . 80 39 CDC 1973 8/8 
ARK.1063 A* 13-W 80 09/30 R 6.4 29.0 .22 2.30 43 sc 1973 818 
ARK .1 063 A* 13-W 80 09/30 R 13.3 76.0 . 18 3.40 ~ .. UK 1973 8/8 
ARK .1 063 A* 13-W 81 09/16 R 3. 1 14.0 .22 2.80 48 CDC 1973 8/8 
ARK.1063 A* 13-W 81 09/16 R 3,7 14.0 .26 3.30 :J3 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK. 1063 A* 13-W 81 09/16 R 2.2 6.0 .37 :5.70 60 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK, 1063 A* IJ-W 82 10/01 R 47.5 128.0 .31 1:5.5 .58 1.20 23 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK. 1063 A* 13-W 82 09/21 R 19.1 56.0 .34 1,7. 5 .64 2.60 47 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK,1063 A* 13-W 82 09/21 R 28.9 84.0 .34 17.0 .72 3.70 S9 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK.1076 A 14-R 76 B ,30 to UK 1970 0/4 
ARK. I 083 A 15-R 73 09/14 B 5.4 34.0 • 16 13. 1 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK.I083 A 15-R 74 09/09 B .7 6.0 • 12 18.0 1.50 35 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK.1083 A 15-R 75 08/26 B 9,8 32.0 • 31 ' 19.6 .70 1.20 32 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK, 1 083 A 15-R 76 B 1.50 35 UK 1970 3?4 
• ARK.1090 A 16-R 73 09/24 B 9.0 50.0 .18 13.5 UK 1970 31'4 
ARK .I 090 A 16-R 74 09/05 B 9.2 31.0 .lO 14.0 1.20 32 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK. 1090. A 16-R 75 09/09 B 15.9 48.0 .33 15.4 .70 .90 29 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK .1 090 A 16-R 76 I .70 27 UK 1970 3/'4 
ARK, I 1 OS A 17-R 73 09/12 w 1.8 6.0 .29 15.9 1.07 UK 1970 J/4 
ARK. 11 OS A 17-R 74 09.105 w 6.5 20.0 .33 16..5 1.50 35 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK. I lOS A 17-R 75 08/26 w 15.6 34.0 .46 19.2 .97 2.80 48 UK 1979 3/4 
ARK.1105 A 17-R 76 w 3.40 54 UK 1970 J/4 
ARK.I105 A 17-W 76 09/28 w 8.0 24.0 .33 14.5 2.10 1.50 35 GDC 1973 1/J ...... 
-..1 
ARK. I IOS A 17-W 76 09/28 w 3.8 12.0 • 31 16.8 I .10 1.00 30 sc 1973 1/3 
ARK .II OS A 17-W 78 w 1.00 30 GDC 1973 1/3 
ARK.1105 A 17-W 78 w 1.50 40 sc 1973 1/3 
ARK. I IOS A 17-W 78 w .so 8 UK 1973 1/3 
ARK. I III A 18-R 72 09/01 w 1.2 6.0 .21 20.2 • 81 UK 1970 4/l:i 
ARK. I Ill A 18-R 73 09/14 w 3.9 33.0 . 12 19.0 .84 UK 1970 4/5 
ARK.IIII A 18-R 74 08/30 w 2.7 22.0 • 12 20.6 .92 1.10 31 UK 1970 4/l:i 
ARK. Ill I A 18-R 75 09/02 w 10.6 44.0 .24 21 . I .83 1.20 32 UK 1970 41::1 
ARK. Ill I A 18-R 76 w 1.30 33 UK 1970 4/5 
ARK. 1111 A 18-W 75 09/08 R 6.7 26.0 .26 19.8 I • 00 CDC 1973 6/8 
ARK, 1111 A 18-W 75 09/08 R 5.7 17.0 .34 17.9 ,97 sc 1973 6/8 
ARK, 1ft 1 A 18-W 75 09/08 R 3.6 17.0 .21 19.0 .92 UK 1973 6/8 
ARK.1111 A 18-W 76 09/26 R 12.5 40.0 .31 19.0 1.10 1.10 32 CDC 1973 6/8 
ARK. II I A 18-W 76 09/24 R 17.5 :53.0 .33 17. 1 1. 40 .. 30 33 sc 1973 6/8 
ARK, I I 1 A 18-W 76 09/30 R 4.5 19.0 .25 19.7 I. 10 .20 35 UK 1973 6/8 
ARK.II I A 18-W 77 09/01 R 8.8 36.0 .25 18.0 2.90 49 GDC 1973 6/8 
ARK.11 I A 18-W 77 09/01 R 4.5 24.0 . 18 19.0 3.00 50 sc 1973 6/8 
ARK. II 1 A 18-W 77 08/29 R 2.0 13.0 .15 17.0 I. :50 35 UK 1973 6/8 
ARK. I I 1 A 18-W 78 09/11 R 3.9 26.0 . I 5 17.7 I .20 5.00 59 GDC 1973 6/8 
ARK.11 I A 18-W 78 09?11 R 6.0 29.0 .20 20.0 I, 20 2.20 43 sc 1973 618 
ARK. 11 I A 18-W 78 09/1 I R .9 8,0 
·" 
19.5 I. 20 2.00 30 UK 1973 6/8 
ARK. II 1 A 18-W 79 09/1 I R .2 1 . 0 .20 17.6 1 . 12 2.50 40 GDC 1973 6/8 
ARK, II 1 A 18-W 79 R .80 29 sc 1973 6/8 
ARK.II I A 18-W 79 09/11 R .5 6.0 .08 18.4 I . 12 2.80 45 UK 1973 6/8 
ARK. II I A 18-W 80 09/2:S R 15.8 72.0 .22 I . 50 33 CDC 1973 6/8 
CUL TIWIR CLASS/ CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES TRAIH YR YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR tiO WEIGHT ;: ACID. w-.:. RET SYST PL FRT 
ttRK.lllt A 18-W 80 OSI/08 R SI,O 31 . 0 .2SI .:50 23 sc 1973 6/8 
ttRK.1111 A 18-W eo 10/06 R 6,4 20.0 .32 1 .80 33 UK 1')73 6/8 
ARK.1111 A 18-W 81 R 4.70 :53 CDC 1973 6/8 
ARK.1111 A 18-W 81 R 1.30 28 sc 1973 6/8 
ARK.1111 A 18-W 81 R 2 .• 90 37 UK U7J 6/8 
ARK.1111 A 18-W 82 R 2.~0 46 GOC 1973 6,'8 
ARK.1111 A 18-W 82 R • 'JO 22 sc 1973 6/8 
ARK.1111 A 18-W 82 R 1 . 00 40 UK 1973 6/8 
ARK, 1115 A 19-R 73 09/12 B 3.7 14.0 .26 18.4 1 .24 UK 1971 3/4 
ARK. 1115 A 19-R 74 09/0:5 8 6.6 16.0 .44 17.6 1.~0 3:5 UK 1971 3/4 
ARK.II15 A 19-R 7:5 09/02 8 19.:5 59.0 .33 17.3 I. 22 1.60 36 UK 1971 3/4 
ARK. 1115 A 19-R 76 B .60 16 UK 1971 3/4 
ARK. 1116 A 20-R 73 09/0:5 B .7 4.0 .16 21.7 I. 09 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK.1116 A 20-R 74 08126 B 4.3 23.0 • 19 18.3 1. 57 1.20 32 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK. I 1 16 A 20-R 7:5 081'19 B 8,4 42.0 .20 20.4 1.26 1 .40 34 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK. 1116 A 20-R 76 B .70 27 UK 1970 3/4 
ARK. 1118 A 21-R 73 09.112 B 7.4 31.0 .24 1~.4 1.00 UK 1971 3/4 
ARK.II18 A 21-R 74 0'U09 B 16.9 37.0 .46 12.7 1.23 .70 27 UK 1971 314 
ARK, 1118 A 21-R 7:5 09102 a 33.0 66,0 .:so 1:5.0 .92 .40 1:5 UK 1971 314 
ARK, 1118 A 21-R 76 a .30 14 UK 1971 31'4 
ARK,1163 <RELIANCE> A* 22-R 72 08/24 R 7.4. 12.0 .36 21.4 .47 UK 1970 :516 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE> A* 22-R 73 091'14 R 9,0 43.0 • 21 14.7 .47 UK 1970 :S/6 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE> A* 22-R 74 08/26 R 3.7 17.0 .22 21.4 .61 1.10 31 UK 1970 5/6 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE) A* 22-R 75 08117 R 9.3 :so. 0 .19 18.8 .61 1. 70 37 UK 1970 :S/6 
ARK.II63 <RELIANCE) A* 22-R 76 R . 1.80 38 UK 1970 5/6 1-' 
ARK.I163 <RELIAHCE> A• 22-R 77 08130 R 2.8 14.0 .21 UK 1970 5/6 (X) 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE> A* 22-W 7:5 08/18 R 9.3 38.0 .26 20.0 .54 GOC 1973 81'8 
ARK,1163 <RELIANCE) A* 22-W 75 08118 R 6.5 27.0 .27 19.1 .so sc 1973 8.'8 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE> A• 22-W 76 08131 R 23.8 53.0 .4:5 20.3 .82 2.10 43 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK.I163 <RELIANCE> A* 22-W 76 08131 R 10.8 16.0 .47 20.0 .87 1.80 36 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK,I163 <RELIANCE> A* 22-W 77 08/16 R 35.2 63.0 .56 18.8 3.60 57 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE> A* 22-W 77 08/16 R 15,5 32.0 .48 19.5 3.30 54 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE> A* 22-W 78 081'25 R 29.4 69.0 .42 18.3 .81 :s:8o 65 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK.I163 <RELIAHCE> A* 22-W 78 08125 R 9.4 23.0 .40 19.3 .81 3.40 50 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK.1163 <RELIAHCE> A• 22-W 79 09/04 R 28.0 :59,0 .47 16.2 .eo 3.30 48 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK.I163 <RELIANCE> A* 22-W 79 09/04 R 8.9 29.0 .31 17.6 .80 1. 70 32 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE) A* 22-W 80 09/09 R 8.3 23.0 .36 1. 90 40 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE> A* 22-W 80 09/1 0 R 14.3 41.0 .35 3.10 38 sc 1973 818 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE> A* 22-W 81 08/25 R 13.9 24.0 .58 20.9 6.50 60 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE> A* 22-W 81 08/2:1 R ~, .. 12.0 .45 19. :s 4.20 :14 sc 1973 8/8 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE) A* 22-W 82 081'31 R 24.0 43.0 .56 4.30 57 GDC 1973 8/8 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE> A• 22-W 82 08/31 R 20. 1 54.0 ,37 7.00 60 sc 1973 81'8 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE) A* 22-W 75 081'18 R 1 0. 1 33.0 .31 18.9 .56 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE> A• 22-W 76 08/31 R 7.3 20.0 .38 19.3 .88 2' 10 42 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK,1163 <RELIANCE) A* 22-W 77 08/16 R 9.:5 26.0 .36 20.3 3.90 :59 UK 1973 818 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE) A* 22-W 78 0812:5 R 9.3 27.0 .27 19.0 .81 6.50 64 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK. 1163 < RELIAifCE) A* 22-W 79 09/04 R 10.3 33,0 .31 18.5 .eo 6.00 60 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK,1163 <RELIANCE) A* 22-W 80 OSI/1 0 R 14.6 46.0 .32 7.30 63 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK.1163 <RELIANCE) A* 22-W 81 08/25 R :L 6 13.0 .43 20.8 8.30 60 UK 1973 8/8 
ARK.116J <RELIANCE> A* 22-W 82 08/31 R 20. 1 :54.0 .37 7.00 60 UK 1973 8.'8 
ARK.1175 A 23-R 73 O'iit'12 8 4.4 37.0 . 12 18.8 .68 UK 1971 3/4 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ COOE YR HARV FRUIT YIELO CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUNE HODES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR NO WEIGHT i: ACID. WT. RET S\'ST PL FRT 
ARK.II7:5 A 23-R 74 08/30 B 6.9 37.0 .19 18.9 .73 2.60 46 UK 1971 3.'4 
ARK. I 17:5 A 23-R 7:5 08/19 8 6.6 40.0 .17 19.6 .84 3.:50 :5:5 UK 1971 3/4 
ARK.I175 A 23-R 76 8 4.10 60 UK 1971 3/4 
ARK.I196 A 24-R 78 09/08 B 3.5 17.0 .21 16.8 I .20 32 UK 1973 2/4 
ARK. 1196 A 24-R 79 08/30 B 9.5 29.0 .33 16.4 .61 ,90 33 UK 1973 2/4 
ARK, 1245 A* 25-R 73 09/05 B .6 7.0 .09 20.0 .88 UK 1971 3/4 
ARK.I245 A* 25-R 74 08/30 B 1. 0 11.0 .09 20.0 .32 ,60 16 UK 1971 3/4 
ARK,1245 A* 25-R 75 08/19 B 4.0 21.0 . 19 17.9 .91 .70 27 UK 1971 3/4 
ARK, 1245 A* 25-R 76 B 1 .20 32 UK 1971 3."4 
ARK.1245 A* 25-W 75 OB/21 B .4 5.0 .08 18.7 1.20 UK 1973 113 
ARK .1245 A* 2:5-W 76 08/31 B I , 0 6.0 .17 16.6 1.80 .eo 25 UK 1973 1/3 
ARK. 1245 A* 25-W 77 08125 8 ,:J 4.0 '12 20.0 1. 00 30 UK 1973 113 
ARK.1245 A* 25-W 78 B 3.40 41 UK 1973 113 
ARK .1245 A* 25-W 77 08/2:5 8 .4 3.0 ,1J 19.0 1. 00 31 GI>C 1973 113 
ARK. 1245 A* 2:5-W 77 0812:5 8 .4 :5,0 .to 18.:5 1. 00 30 sc 1973 113 
ARK .1245 A* 2:5-W 78 8 1.50 35 GI>C 1973 113 
ARK, 1245 A* 25-W 78 8 2.:50 38 sc 1973 113 
ARK .1274 A 26-R 79 8 1. 00 20 UK 1973 0/4 
ARK.1320 A 27-R 79 w .eo 30 UK 1973 0/4 
BACHAHOIR A 28-R 72 09120 8 12.7 64.0 .20 3.15 14.3 .80 UK 1970 4/5 
BACHANOIR A 28-R 73 09/24 8 16.9 94.0 .18 3.60 16.1 .52 UK 1970 4t':5 
BACHAHOIR A 28-R 74 09119 B 20.7 127.0 .16 13.8 .59 5.:50 60 UK 1970 4t'5 
BACHAHOIR A 28-R 75 09122 8 19.4 132.0 .15 17.6 .47 4.40 60 UK 1970 4/5 
BACHAHDIR A 28-R 76 8 :5.30 60 UK 1970 4/5 ..... 
\0 
BAC011 <BACO HOIR> F 29-R 64 8 39.5 12.00 60 UK 1961 9/9 
BACOII <BACO HOIR> F 29-R 65 09t'09 8 33.6 224.0 .15 19.1 1.55 5.90 74 UK 1961 9/9 
BACOII <BACO HOIR> F 29-R 66 09113 B 15.6 128.0 • 12 20.0 1.80 7.60 97 UK 1961 9/9 
BACOII <BACO HOIR)- f 29-R 67 08128 B 32.6 220.0 .15 3.30 19.6 I. 76 7.30 73 UK 1961 9/9 
BACOII <BACO HOIR) F 29-R 68 09/06 B 23.4 130.0 .18 3.30 16.1 1.12 8,00 60 UK 1961 9/9 
BACOII <BACO HOIR> F 29-R 69 08/20 B 25.7 154.0 .16 19.5 1.68 4.40 65 UK 1961 9/9 
8AC011 <8ACO HOIR> f 29-R 70 08/27 B 28.8 180.0 .16 19.0 1.29 6.10 70 UK 1961 9/9 
BACOII <BACO HOIR> F 29-R 71 09/07 B 31.0 258.0 • 12 18.7 1.39 6.50 71 UK 1961 919 
BAC011 <BACO HOJR) F 29-R 72 09106 B 30.8 173.0 .19 17.0 1.23 3.90 58 UK 1961 9/9 
BAILEY A 30-R 72 09/20 B 10.5 48.0 . 22 3. 42 15. 2 .49 UK 1970 4/5 
BAILEY A 30-R 73 09124 B 16.9 89.0 .19 3.49 16.0 .57 UK 1970 4/5 
BAILEY A 30-R 74 09/19 B 18.3 99.0 .19 13.5 ,62 4.50 60 UK 1970 4/5 
BAILEY A 30-R 75 09/15 B 20. 1 121. 0 . 17 17.0 .46 5.30 60 UK 1970 4/:5 
BAILEY A 30-R 76 B 6. 10 60 UK 1970 4/5 
BATH A 31-R 64 B 27.9 2.70 47 UK 1961 9/9 
BATH A 31-R 65 09/03 B 29.3 89.0 .33 1:5.0 .36 1. 1 0 30 UK 1961 9/9 
BATH A 31-R 66 09t'07 B 22.9 70.0 .33 17.2 .69 1.20 36 UK 1961 9/9 
BATH A 31-R 67 091'1:5 B 33.3 120.0 .28 3.20 1:5.0 .73 1.90 36 UK 1961 9/9 
BATH A 31-R 68 09/15 B 18.7 62.0 .30 3.20 14.8 .97 1.20 32 UK 1961 9/9 
BATH A 31-R 69 09/15 B 29.1 94.0 .30 16.7 .37 I .30 38 UK 1961 9/9 
BATH A 31-R 70 09/1:5 B 24.7 88.0 .28 19.0 1. 10 34 UK 1961 9/9 
BATH A 31-R 71 09/14 B 18.8 67.0 .28 16.7 .eo 26 UK 1961 9/9 
BATH A 31-R 72 09/26 B 19.0 .40 29 UK 1961 9/9 
CliLTIVAR CLASS,' CODE 'tR HARV fRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUNE NODES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEOLS [lATE COLOR HO WEIGHT r. ACID. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
BEACON A 32-R 72 0~.'23 B J,O 21.0 . 14 UK I'J70 4/3 
BEACON A 32-R 73 09124 B 9.3 68.0 .14 3.54 12.8 .58 UK 1970 4/5 
BEACON A 32-R 74 09/19 B 14.7 83.0 .18 13.3 .62 2.60 46 UK 1970 41:5 
BEACON A 32-R 7:5 091'22 B 10.9 68.0 .16 13.7 .56 I. 90 39 UK 1970 4/5 
BEACON A 32-R 76 B 2.50 45 UK 1970 4/5 
BLUE EYE A 33-R 64 B 25.8 2. I 0 41 UK 1961 8/9 
BLUE EYE A 33-R 65 09/14 B 26.5 34.0 .78 17.8 .69 1 ,60 35 UK 1961 8/9 
BLUE EYE A 33-R 66 09/20 B 15.8 18.0 .97 16.4 I .33 3.10 51 UK 1961 8/9 
BLUE EYE A 33-R 67 09/15 B 30.0 145.0 .:n 3.20 11.2 I . 01 1.90 37 UK 1961 8/9 
BLUE EYE A 33-R 6B 09/20 B 21.3 34.0 , 63 3. I 0 13,7 I. 23 2.40 43 UK 1961 8/9 
BLUE EYE A 33-R 6'J 09/15 8 28.5 44.0 .64 16.5 .eo 3.80 45 UK 1961 8/9 
BLUE EYE A 33-R 70 09/15 8 24.4 38.0 .65 15.0 .84 4.00 39 UK 1961 8/9 
BLUE EYE A 33-R 71 09/28 8 37.2 56.0 .66 15.6 3.30 43 UK 1961 8/9 
BLUE EYE A 33-R 72 09/25 8 9.:5 18.0 .53 2.30 37 UK 1961 8/9 
BOLGAR y 34-R 74 09/11 w 16.2 32.0 .51 14.7 UK 1970 213 
BOLGAR y 34-R 75 09/03 w 16.8 63.0 .27 14.6 .58 UK 1970 213 
BOLGAR y 34-R 76 w 
'. 00 30 UK 1970 213 
BOKAY A 35-R 64 w 4.9 .70 27 UK 1961 9/9 
BOKAY A 3!.5-R 65 09/09 
"' 
24.2 45.0 .54 16.8 .78 1.40 27 UK 1961 9/9 
BOKAY A 35-R 66 09/13 
"' 
2.0 4.0 .65 18,0 1.27 1.80 40 UK 1961 9/9 
BOKAY A 35-R 67 09/15 w 29.7 76.0 .39 3.20 14.5 1.20 2.50 39 UK 1961 9/9 
BOI<AY A 35-R 68 09/11 w 27.4 35.0 .79 3.20 15.0 1. 07 1.!.50 35 UK 1961 9/9 
BOKAY A 35-R 69 09/15 w 25.3 40.0 .66 17.3 .72 1. eo 29 UK 1961 9/9 
BOKAY A 35-R 70 09/06 w 27.7 41.0 .68 18.0 1.90 36 UK 1961 9/9 
BOKAY A 35-R 71 09/14 w 37.5 63.0 .60 14. 1 1.60 39 UK 1961 9/9 1\J 
BOKAY A 3:5-R 72 09/08 w 2.9 .90 33 UK 1961 9.'9 0 
B.S.N,II A 36-R 72 09/14 w 6.4 18.0 .36 3.39 15.3 .53 UK 1970 4/5 
B.S.N.II A 36-R 73 09120 w 30.9 119.0 .26 3.28 13.3 1.03 3.:50 55 UK 1970 4/5 
B.S.H.II A 36-R 74 09/12 w 32.3 96.0 .34 13.7 .48 3.80 58 UK 1970 415 
B.S.H •. II A 36-R 7:5 09/15 w 36.4 Ill. 0 .33 15.9 .31 3.50 55 UK 1970 415 
B.S.H.I1 A 37-R 72 09/14 w .3 3.0 .10 18.2 1.15 UK 1970 4/5 
B.S.H.II A 37-R 73 09/24 w II .5 37.0 .31 3.:u 16.3 .40 UK 1970 4/5 
B.S.H.II A 37-R 74 09/19 w 3.9 33.0 . 12 12.3 .70 2.50 45 UK 1970 4/5 
B.S.H.II A 37-R 75 09122 w 12.8 47.0 .27 13.6 .37 3.40 :54 UK 1970 4/5 
B.S,H.II A 37-R 76 w 2.40 44 UK 1970 4/S 
BUFFALO A 38-R 64 B 1.2 13.60 60 UK 1961 9/9 
BUFFALO A 38-R 65 08/16 B 10.6 44.0 .24 20.6 .34 I. 1 0 28 UK 1961 9/9 
BUFFALO A 38-R 66 08/31 B 1. 9 8.0 .26 18.8 .95 1 .eo 42 UK 19tH 9/9 
BUFFALO A 38-R 67 08125 B 15.' 90.0 .17 3.20 15.2 I, OJ 2.10 39 UK 1961 9/9 
BUFFALO A 38-R 68 08/14 B 8.3 1 . 40 33 UK 1961 9/9 
BUFFALO A 38-R 69 08/23 B 21 . 1 78.0 .27 19.0 .66 2.90 45 UK 1961 9/9 
BUFFALO A 38-R 70 08/20 B 36.2 11 0. 0 .33 HI. 0 .64 3.70 53 UK 1961 9/9 
BUFFALO A 38-R 71 08124 B 23.0 96.0 .24 16.6 UK 1961 9/9 
BUFFALO A 38-R 72 08/25 B 19.6 2.20 45 UK 1961 ~/9 
BUFFALO A 38-W 75 08/21 B 7.9 33.0 .24 17.6 .88 CDC 1973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 75 08.'21 B I 0, I 39.0 .26 16.4 I, 02 sc 1973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-t• 75 08/21 B 3.0 14.0 .22 15.7 I ,13 UK 1973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 76 09/26 B 7.0 38.0 .17 19.9 .87 I. 60 35 CDC 1973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 76 09/26 B 6.5 !!'Jt • 0 • 14 18.8 .98 2.50 45 sc 1973 8/8 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE NODES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR HO WEIGHT 4 ACJD. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
BUFFALO A 38-W 76 0~/30 B :5.4 41 . 0 . 1 :5 20.4 . 77 2. 1 0 42 UK 1'J73 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 77 08.'3 1 B 6~.6 178.0 .3~ 14.:5 :s.oo :53 CDC 1~73 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 77 08130 B ,2:5. 0 66.0 .38 18.:5 7.00 60 sc 1~73 818 
BUFFALO A 38-W 77 08/29 B 16. 1 :s 1 • 0 .31 17.8 :5. 1 0 :52 UK 973 818 
BUFFALO A 38-W 78 0~/13 B 32.7 121 . 0 .27 18.8 .:ss 3.60 :5:5 CDC ~73 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 78 0~/13 26.8 I 01 . 0 .27 17.4 .:5:5 s.oo 62 sc 973 818 
BUFFALO A 38-W 78 0~113 17.7 ~:5. • 18 18. I ,5:5 6.00 63 UK 973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 79 09/0:5 JJ,I 134. .2:5 17, I .94 4.40 63 CDC 973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 79 09/05 13.3 72. . 18 1:5.:5 .94 4.30 60 sc 973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 79 09/0:5 13.:5 101. • 13 15.8 .94 6.00 60 UK 973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 80 09/20 7:5. I 240. • 31 :5.80 60 CDC 973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 80 09/1:5 42.7 135. .32 6.90 57 sc 973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 80 09/17 42.7 127. .34 8.90 60 UK 973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 81 09/16 3.3 16. .21 :5.80 60 CDC 973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 81 09/16 3.7 23. .16 6.90 60 sc 973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 81 09/16 1.7 11. ' I :5 12.20 60 UK 973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 82 09/1:5 62.4 2:57. .27 16.:5 .74 7.00 60 CDC 973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 82 09/15 42.:5 169. .25 17.4 .76 7,00 60 sc 973 8/8 
BUFFALO A 38-W 82 09/1:5 42.:5 169. .25 17.4 .76 7.00 60 UK 973 8/8 
CABERHET SAUVICHOH y 39-R 73 09/14 8 :5,:5 39.0 • 14 3 • 22 17 • 8 ,94 UK 1970 4/4 
CABERHET SAUYICHOH y 39-R 74 09/19 8 20.9 152.0 .14 16.6 .83 ;t.6o 46 UK 1970 4/4 
CABERt.ET SAUVICHOH y 39-R 715 09/08 B 12.6 79.0 .16 18.3 .82 1.150 315 UK 1970 4/4 
CABERHET SAUYICHOH y 39-R 76 09/1:5 B 6.:5 10.0 .65 18.7 1. 02 1.60 37 UK 1970 4/4 
CATAWBA A 40-L 81 09/22 R 13.0 69.0 .19 2.00 39 sc 1977 3/4 
CATAWBA A 40-L 81 09122 R 17.7 70.0 .25 I. 70 44 CDC 1977 3/4 
CATAWBA A .40-L 82 10/09 R 21.0 79.0 .26 3.:59 18.2 .31 1.30 33 sc 1977 3/4 
CATAWBA A 40-L 82 10/09 R 43.3 136.0 .32 3.70 16.5 .3:5 3.00 :50 CDC 1977 3/4 1\J 
CATAWBA A 40-L 83 I 0/06 R 17.4 76.0 .23 2.40 45 sc 1977 3/4 ...... 
CATAWBA A 40-L 83 10/06 R 13.2 61.0 .22 3, I 0 so CDC 1977 3/4 
CATAWBA A 40-R 64 R 1.6 UK 1971 717 
CATAWBA A 40-R 65 09/14 R 7.4 29.0 ,08 19.0 .44 , I 0 11 UK 1971 117 
CATAWBA A 40-R 66 09/20 R 1 • 0 17.0 .23 19.4 .78 • 70 33 UK 1971 717 
CATAWBA A 40-R 67 09/IS R 7.7 57.0 .14 3.20 21.6 .73 .90 29 UK 1971 717 
CATAI~BA A 40-R 68 09/20 R 9.5 37.0 .26 3.00 16.2 I. 03 I. 00 30 UK 1971 7/7 
CATAWBA A 40-R 69 09/15 R 23.9 102.0 .23 19.0 .58 2.30 41 UK 1971 717 
CATAWBA A 40-R 70 09/IS R 30.4 I 04.0 .29 19.5 .98 2.60 43 UK 1971 717 
CATAWBA A 40-R 71 091'22 R 25.3 1 01. 0 .25 18. I .as 3.50 38 UK 1971 7/7 
CATAWBA A 40-R 72 R 3.16 UK 1971 717 
CATAI4BA A 40-R 72 09/29 R 24.3 71.0 .28 16.6 .67 I. :50 40 UK 1971 717 
CATAWBA A 40-R 73 09/14 R 7.6 33.0 . 23 3. 11 17.9 .87 UK 1971 717 
CATA14BA A 40-R 74 09/17 R 11.3 60.0 .19 14.4 1.40 33 UK 1971 7/7 
CATAWBA A 40-R 7:5 09115 R 16. I 76.0 .21 18. I .76 1.20 32 UK 1971 717 
CATAWBA A 40-R 76 09/23 R 5.9 28.0 .21 19.0 .99 2.50 45 UK 1971 7/7 
CATAWBA A 40-R 77 09/09 R 8.6 35.0 .25 16.5 .46 2.60 46 UK 1971 717 
CATAWBA A 40-R 78 10/02 R 31.0 99.0 . 31 16.8 .92 3.30 :54 UK 1971 717 
CATAWBA A 40-R 79 10/03 R 28.0 92.0 .30 1:5.8 .87 3.20 :5:5 UK 1971 717 
CHARDOHHA'( y 41-R 73 09/12 w 1 . 8 13.0 , I 4 2 I , 1 .83 UK 1970 314 
CHARDOtUIAY y 41-R 74 09/05 w 13. I 96.0 . 14 17.0 .76 2.60 46 UK 1970 3.14 
CHARDOI-ItiAY v 41-R 75 08.126 w 8.0 48.0 . 17 19. ~ .93 2.20 42 Ul{ 1970 3/4 
CHARDOtltiAY y 41-R 76 w .~0 29 UK 1970 3/~ 
CHAOUCH VOH DEGEHHEHKOY v 42-R 73 09/07 w 13.7 .49 UK 1~70 2/4 
CULTIVAR CLASS,' CODE 'IR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS Pll S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR NO t.IE I GHT ;~ ACI£1, WT. RET SVST PL FRT 
CHAOUCH VON DEGEHHENKOY v 42-R 74 09/03 w 12.8 33.0 .3';1 13.0 1.00 30 UK 1970 2,.~4 
CHAOUCH VON OEGENMENKOV v 42-R 7:5 08/27 w 20.2 66.0 .31 9.7 .63 I . 40 34 UK 1970 2/4 
CHAOUCH VON OEGENMENKOV v 42-R 76 w I . I 0 31 UK 1970 2/4 
CONCORD A 43-0 73 B 15.4 71 . 0 .21 I. 40 35 UK 1970 I I I 
CONCORD A 43-0 74 B 16.6 82.0 .20 UK 1970 1/1 
COtiCORD A 43-0 75 B 23.3 1 0.4 . 0 .22 3.00 03 UK 1970 1t' 1 
CONCORD A 43-0 76 B 5.30 57 UK 1970 1/1 
COI4CORD A 43-0 77 09.'28 B .6 J,O .20 5.60 58 UK 1970 1/ I 
CONCORD A 43-0 78 09/25 B 20.0 75.0 .27 5.50 55 UK 1970 1/1 
COtiCORD A 43-0 79 10/11 B 20.4 1 01 . 0 .20 4.20 47 UK 1970 1/1 
CONCORD A 43-0 80 09/22 B 23.0 96.0 .24 7.60 54 UK 1970 1/1 
CONCORD A 43-0 81 09/14 B 16.4 47.0 .35 8.20 60 UK 1970 1/ I 
COtiCORO A 43-0 82 09/14 B 19.8 61.0 .32 2.70 41 UK 1970 1/1 
COI4CORD A 43-0 83 09/26 B 7.4 64.0 . 12 4.10 51 UK 1970 I,' I 
COtiCORD A 43-0 84 B 21.5 129,0 , 1 7 3 , 24 I 5 . 5 3.80 49 UK 1970 I /1 
COtiCORD A 43-R 64 B 41.3 5.70 60 UK 1961 9/9 
CONCORD A 43-R 65 09/09 B 30,6 125.0 .24 16.2 .31 3,60 48 UK 1961 9/9 
CONCORD A 43-R 66 09120 B 4.0 25.0 , lEI 17.4 .54 :5.70 68 UK. 1961 9/9 
CONCORD A 43-R 67 O'J/15 B 1'J. 2 144.0 .13 3.30 1:5.6 .85 6.90 60 UK 1961 9/9 
COtiCORD A 43-R 68 09120 B 8.8 3.40 14.6 .69 5.20 60 UK 1961 919 
COtiCORD A 43-R 69 09/15 B 21.2 105.0 .20 17.5 .64 6.60 59 UK 1961 919 
CONCORD A 43-R 70 09/07 B 42.0 156,0 .27 Ul. 0 .73 7.20 62 UK 1961 9/'J 
CONCORD A 43-R 71 09/11 8 50.7 169.0 .30 14.5 .76 5.60 64 UK 1961 9/9 
CONCORD A 43-R 72 09/25 B 41.5 134.0 .28 14.2 .39 2.80 50 UK 1961 9/9 
CONCORD A 43-R 72 O'J/14 B 9.5 50.0 . 19 3 . 38 15 . 6 .64 UK 1961 9/9 
CONCORD A 43-R 73 09/20 8 18, I 95.0 . 19 17.7 UK 1961 9/9 
COtiCORD A 43-R 14 09/13 8 23.0 131.0 . 18 16. 1 UK 1961 919 
COHCORD A 43-R 75 09/25 B 18.0 I 04,0 .17 17.0 4.70 60 UK 1961 9/9 N 
COHCORD A 43-R 76 09/13 8 4.3 23.0 .19 17.3 2.80 48 UK 1961 9/9 N 
COHCORD A 43-R 77 09/19 8 23.8 94.0 .25 14.6 3.10 01 UK 1961 9/9 
COHCORD A 43-R 78 I 0/06 B 43.9 145.0 .30 15.9 .42 4.60 60 UK 1961 9/9 
COHCORD A 43-R 79 10/01 B 24.0 69.0 .35 1!:1. 5 .60 .] 0 UK 1961 9/9 
COttCORD A 43-W 75 09/26 B 6.8 30.0 .23 17.2 .32 GDC 1973 8/8 
COHCORD A 43-11 75 09/26 B 20.9 94.0 .22 16.2 .33 sc 1973 8/8 
CONCORD A 43-W 75 09i26 B 8.4 48.0 .17 17.5 .26 UK 1973 8/8 
CONCORD A 43-W 76 09/28 B 4.!!1 21.0 .22 14.9 1.20 1 .50 3:5 GDC 1'J73 8/8 
COHCORD A 43-11 76 09/24 B 1.5 15.0 . 1 0 14.8 1. 40 1 .80 38 sc 1973 8.'8 
CONCORD A 43-W 76 09/30 8 2. I 13.0 . 17 16.5 .88 .80 25 UK 1973 8/8 
CONCORD A 43-W 77 .09/08 B 39,7 126.0 . 31 1!!1.5 4.40 58 GDC 1973 8/8 
COHCORD A 43-W 77 09/09 B 16.8 51.0 .28 15.3 4.80 60 sc 1973 8/8 
CONCORD A 43-W 77 09/07 8 26,5 94.0 .28 16.0 3. 10 52 UK 1973 8/8 
CONCORD A 43-11 78 10,'04 8 34.3 '41. 0 .24 16.7 .40 5.90 60 GDC 1973 8/8 
COli CORD A 43-W 78 10/04 B 27. 1 122.0 .22 16. 1 .40 4.70 55 sc 1973 8/8 
CONCORD A 43-11 78 10/04 B 1~L6 108.0 . 17 16.7 .40 5.00 60 UK 1973 8/8 
CONCORD A 43-11 79 09/30 B 41.3 145.0 .28 14. 1 .57 3,70 58 GDC 1973 8/8 
COHCORD A 43-W 79 09/30 B 36. 1 164.0 .22 14.5 .57 5.00 66 sc 1973 8/8 
COHCORD A 43-W 79 09/30 B 12. 1 64.0 . 19 14.7 .57 6.00 60 UK 1973 8/8 
CONCORD A 43-11 80 09/21 B 26.0 107.0 .24 5.20 53 GDC 1973 8/8 
COttCORD A 43-W 80 10/01 B 34.8 200.0 . 17 5.90 60 sc 1973 8/8 
CONCORD A 43-11 80 10/03 B 24.0 112.0 .22 I 0. 1 0 60 UK 1973 8/8 
COHCORD A 43-W 81 10/01 B 24.2 102. 0 .24 10.20 60 GDC 1973 8/8 
COHCORD A 43-W 81 1 0,' 0 I B 4.4 23.0 .19 7.20 60 sc 1973 8.'8 
CONCORD A 43-W 81 10/01 B :5.0 30.0 . 17 13.00 60 UK 1973 8/8 
COttCORD A 43-W 82 I 0/04 s 60.9 320.0 .22 6.20 60 GDC 1973 8.'8 
CULTIVAR CLASS,' CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR tlO WEIGHT ;~ ACID. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
COtiCORD A 43-W 82 10/04 B 44.3 21J. 0 .21 1:5.6 ,66 7.:50 60 sc 1~73 8,'8 
COtiCORD A 43-W 82 1 Ot'04 B 20.~ II 7. 0 . 18 7.00 60 UK 1973 8/8 
COUliERC 17 F 44-R 64 B :5.8. .30 12 UK 1961 8/~ 
COUDERC 17 F 44-R 6:5 08/26 8 7.7 37.0 .21 16.0 .~4 .20 I 0 UK 1961 8/~ 
COUliERC 17 F 44-R 66 09/07 8 12.3 40.0 .31 17.8 .87 .90 20 UK 1961 8/9 
COUDERC 17 F 44-R 67 09/10 8 23.2 107.0 .22 3.30 1:5.4 .:50 1. 30 2:5 UK 1961 8/~ 
COUDERC 17 F 44-R 68 0~/20 8 23.1 80.0 .29 3.40 1:5.7 .6:5 I, 10 32 UK 1961 8.''3 
COUDERC 17 F 44-R 6~ 0~/10 B 29.2 121 . 0 .23 18.4 .62 2.30 32 UK 1961 8/9 
COUDERC 17 F 44-R 70 09/1:5 B 36.9 1:54.0 .24 16.9 2.00 3:5 UK 1961 8/~ 
COUDERC 17 F 44-R 71 09/21 B 30.7 128.0 .24 16.3 UK 1961 8/~ 
COUOERC 17 F 44-R 72 09/28 B 1.:50 30 UK 1~61 8/9 
COUDERC 7120 F 45-R 64 B 23.6 1. 80 38 UK 1~61 9/9 
COUDERC 7120 F 45-R 65 09/15 B 21.7 65.0 .33 16.8 .85 2.00 39 UK 1961 9/9 
COUDERC 7120 F 4:5-R 66 09/13 8 11.0 66.0 .27 17.3 1.31 1.20 34 UK 1961 ~/~ 
COUi>ERC 7120 F 45-R 67 09/15 8 23.9 96.0 . 24 3 . 2 0 13 • 8 .88 1.60 31 UK 1961 9/9 
COUDERC 7120 F 45-R 68 09/20 B 17.6 63.0 • 28 3 , I 0 1 3 , 9 1.34 1.40 33 UK 1961 9/9 
COUDERC 7120 F 45-R 69 09/15 8 20.7 59,0 .37 18. 1 • 81 2.40 35 UK 1961 9/9 
COUDERC 7120 F 4:5-R 70 ot/1 7 B 26.8 77.0 .35 17.8 .86 1.40 28 UK 1961 9/9 
COUliERC 7120 F 45-R 71 09.128 B 21.1 73.0 .29 12.9 1.00 24 UK 1961 9/9 
COUDERC 7120 F 45-R 72 10/03 B 7.:5 .29 26 UK 1961 9/9 
DELAWARE A 46-R 64 R 1.9 UK 196; 9/9 
DELAWARE A 46-R 65 09/09 R 8.3 53.0 • 16 24.3 .43 .20 21 UK 1961 9/9 
DELAWARE A 46-R 6~ 091'13 R 1.7 15.0 . 11 3 . 3 0 25 • 4 .6:5 .40 23 UK 1961 9/9 
DELAWARE A 46-R 67 091'1 0 R 9.7 84.0 . 12 3 • 4 0 23 . 0 .71 .60 20 UK I'J61 9/'J 
DELAWARE A 46-R 68 09/11 R 8.4' 70.0 . 12 21.2 • 71 .80 28 UK 1961 9/9 
DELAWARE A 46-R 6') 091'1 0 R 11.1 6~1. 0 • 16 24.8 .43 1.70 35 UK 1961 9/9 1\J 
DELAWARE A 46-R 70 09/12 R 20.5 137.0 • 15 18.6 .43 I. 90 44 UK 1961 9/9 w 
DELAWARE A 46-R 71 09/13 R 14.2 95,0 .15 20.8 .64 .'JO 28 UK 1961 9/9 
DELAWARE A 46-R 72 o;/1'J R 22.4 117.0 • 19 19.6 .43 1.20 36 UK 1961 9/9 
E356B A 47-R 70 0 
ELEVEN X IONA A 48-R 74 09/1 0 w .s 7.0 .07 17,9 .eo 27 UK 1970 2t'4 
ELEVEN X Iotll:j A 48-R 75 08/26 w I , 7 16.0. 
·" 
18. 1 .55 .40 14 UK 1970 21'4 
ELEVEN X IONA A 48-R 76 w .50 15 UK 1970 2/4 
ELLEN SCOTT A 49-R 74 09/09 B 14.5 UK 1972 0/2 
ELLEtl SCOTT A 49-R 75 B .so 15 UK 1972 0/2 
FETYASKA v 50-R 73 09/07 w UK 1970 2/4 
FETYASKA v 50-R 74 08/30 w 4.8 46.0 . 1 0 
". 1 .72 1.90 40 UK 1970 2/4 FETYASKA v 50-R 75 08/19 w 6.6 66.0 .10 15.7 1. 06 s.oo 60 UK 1970 214 
FETYASKA v 50-R 76 w 3.40 55' UK 1970 2/4 
FOCH F 51-L 81 3.20 40 sc 1977 0/4 
FOCH F 51-L 81 2.00 44 CDC 1977 0/4 
FOCH F 51-L 82 3.90 40 sc 1977 0/4 
FOCH F 51-L 82 4.00 45 GDC 1977 0/4 
FREDOtllA A !!12-R 64 B 18. 1 4.00 60 UK 1961 9/9 
FREDONIA A 52-R 65 08/26 8 14.4 70.0 .21 15.9 .40 I. 80 33 UK 1')61 9/9 
FREDONIA A 52-R 66 09/07 8 2.2 34.0 .20 16. 1 .60 2.20 42 UK 1961 9/9 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES TRAIH YR YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR NO WEIGHT ?. ACID. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
FREDONIA A ~2-R 67 08.'2'J B 12.0 'J1. 0 . 02 3. 30 14.8 .72 2.20 42 UK 1'J61 'J/'J 
FREDONIA A ~2-R 68 08/27 B :5.2 40.0 .13 3.30 12.1 .76 2.60 47 UK 1'J61 'J/'J 
FREDONIA A 152-R ,, 08/28 8 12.7 7:5.0 . 16 115.6 .715 3.90 :515 UK 1961 9/9 
FREDONIA A 152-R 70 O'J.'015 B 20.4 102.0 .20 115.8 4.80 60 UK 1961 'U9 
FREDONIA A :52-R 71 O'J.'06 B 27.1 108.0 .2:5 16.2 2.90 so UK 1961 9.'9 
FREDONIA A :52-R 72 09.'0:5 B 26.7 2.80 !50 UK 1961 9.'9 
G130:5 A 153-R 64 B • 1 UK 1961 3.'4 
G130:5 A !53-R " 09/03 B 7.0 18,3 .86 .to 20 UK 1961 3.'4 
Gl30:5 A !53-R 66 091'13 B 1.3 9.0 . 14 19.0 1.18 .30 14 UK 1961 3.14 
Gl30:5 A !53-R 67 B .20 21 UK 1961 31'4 
GHI46 A :54-R 64 R • 1 UK 1961 iZI'4 
Gl:546 A 54-R 6:5 08.'26 R 30.0 1:5.8 
·" 
.10 10 UK 1961 2.'4 
Gll546 A 54-R 66 R t. 00 16 UK 1961 21'4 
Gl546 A :54-R 67 R ,60 25 UK 1961 2.14 
Gll547 A 5S-R 65 09103 R .2 19.0 .76 UK 1961 1/4 
Gll547 A !55-R 66 R .40 16 UK 1961 1.'4 
Gl!547 A SS-R 67 R .10 12 UK 1961 1/4 
Gl!5:50 A !56-R 64 R UK 1961 3/4 
G1550 A :56-R 65 091'03 R I, 5 17.2 
·'' 
.20 10 UK 1961 31'4 
Cl550 A 56-R 66 R .2 2.0 .10 16.0 1.59 1.90 38 UK 1961 3.'4 
Gl!550 A 56-R 67 R .60 28 UK 1961 3.'4 
GAHZA v 57-R 73 091'07 
" 
14.1 .62 UK 1970 214 N 
GAHZA v 57-R 74 091'03 
" 
30.0 53.0 .57 13.7 1 .eo 38 UK 1970 21'4 
""' GAHZA v 57-R 75 091'03 w 24.1 55.0 .44 16.0 .64 1 .90 39 UK 1970 21'4 
GAHZA y 57-R 76 
" 
.so IS UK 1970 21'4 
GEWURZTRAHIHER y 58-R 73 091'05 R s.s 61.0 .09 3.84 21.2 .73 UK 1970 31'4 
GEWURZTRAHIHER v !58-R 74 091'05 R 15.4 115.0 • 13 17.8 .71 z.so 45 UK 1970 3/4 
GEWURZTRAHINER y 58-R 7S 081'26 R 16.8 98.0 .17 19. 1 .92 2.60 47 UK 1970 3/4 
GEWURZTRAHIHER y 58-R 76 R 20.0 1.50 3S UK 1970 3/4 
GIAHittA A 59-R 72 09/06 
" 
6.9 13.0 . 53 3 • 16 IS. 6 .81 UK 1970 41'!5 
GIANIHA A !59-R 73 091'14 
" 
16.6 42.0 .40 3.19 12.3 .64 UK 1970 41'S 
GIANINA A 59-R 74 091'12 w 9.2 19.0 .47 17.4 .70 .90 29 UK 1970 41'S 
CIANIHA A 59-R 75 09.102 w 28.8 45.0 .64 17.4 .79 1.40 34 UK 1970 41'S 
GIAIUNA A !59-R 76 w 1.40 34 UK 1970 41'!5 
GOLDEN HUSCAT A 60-R 64 w II .6 I. 70 37 UK 1961 9oi"'J 
GOLDEN ttUSCAT A 60-R 65 091'03 w 23.1 40.0 .08 14. 1 .60 1.10 35 UK 1961 91'9 
GOLDEN ttUSCAT A 60-R 66 
" 
4.2 9.0 .315 19.4 I. 04 1.40 36 UK 1961 9/9 
GOLDEN HUSCAT A 60-R 67 091'12 w 28.0 63.0 .44 3.20 14.8 .86 2.20 38 UK 1961 9/9 
GOLDEN HUSCAT A 60-R 68 091'06 w 18.3 26.0 .70 3.30 15.1 .86 1 .eo 38 UK 1961 9/9 
COLDEN ttUSCAT A 60-R 69 091'12 w 29.8 40.0 .72 18.8 .64 3.90 42 UK 1961 9/9 
GOLDEN HIJSCAT A 60-R 70 09/09 w 38.:5 155.0 .70 17.0 2.70 4S UK 1961 9.19 
GOLDEN HUSCAT A 60-R 71 09.'1 0 w 28.6 40.0 .72 1~.9 1 .40 33 UK 1961 91'9 
GOLDEN HUSCAT A 60-R 72 09.'26 w 26, I I. 00 315 UK 1961 9/9 
GR8 A 61-R 77 08/24 
" 
7.0 7.0 1 . 10 17.3 .60 .40 14 UK 1973 3/4 
GR8 A 61-R 78 09/0S w 13.4 59.0 .23 19.2 .74 2.20 42 UK 1973 3.'4 
GR8 A 61-R 79 09/12 w 18.!5 70,0 .26 18.9 1 .40 34 UIC. 1973 3/4 
CULTIVAR CLASs,• CODE YR HARV fRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES TRAIH YR YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR tiO WEIGHT r. ACID. I,IT. RET SYST PL FRT 
GW3 (CAYUGA WHITE> A 62-R 74 0~/05 •• 14.~ I, 42 UK 1972 5/6 GW3 <CAYUGA I,IHITE> A 62-R 75 08.'26 w 28.2 I 0~. 0 .26 16.4 .96 I. 1 0 31 UK 1972 5/6 
GW3 (CAYUGA WHITE> A 62-R 76 08/30 w I 0, I 41 . 0 .25 1 ~, I 1. 07 I. 00 30 UK 1972 5/6 
GW3 <CAYUGA WHITE> A 62-R 77 08/30 w 3.5 18.0 '19 14.0 I , 07 2.90 29 UK 1972 51'6 
GW3 (CAYUGA WHITE> A 62-R 78 09/ I I w 25, I 71. 0 .35 16.9 .86 4.20 60 UK 1972 5/6 
GW3 <CAYUGA WHITE) A 62-R 79 08/30 w 16.0 48.0 .33 14.8 1 . 11 .eo 31 UK 1972 5/6 
GW5 A 63-R 74 09/09 w 20.5 UK 1972 5/6 
GW:S A 63-R 75 08/19 w 8.4 51.0 .16 18.5 .86 .70 27 UK 1972 5/6 
GW5 A 63-R 76 09/13 w 2.9 21.0 .14 20.5 
·" 
I, 90 39 UK 1972 5/6 
GW5 A 63-R 77 08/24 w 3.4 21.0 .16 16.5 1.80 38 UK 1972 5/6 
GW5 A 63-R 78 09/06 w 15.4 64.0 .24 18.6 .eo 3.20 52 UK 1972 5/6 
GW5 A 63-R 79 08/30 w 14.4 70.0 . 21 Ul.5 I. 03 1.10 35 UK 1972 5/6 
GW8 A 64-R 74 09/09 w 19.8 UK 1972 5.-"6 
GW8 A 64-R 75 08/26 w 14.0 65.0 .22 16.8 1. 19 .30 30 UK 1972 5.-"6 
GW8 A 64-R 76 09/13 w 3.8 20.0 • 19 21.2 1.07 .50 30 UK 1972 5/6 
GW8 A 64-R 77 08,'24 w 7.0 7.0 I .10 11.3 .70 30 UK 1972 5.-"6 
GW8 A 64-R 78 091'18 w 8.8 47.0 
·" 
16.8 1.13 .50 30 UK 1972 5.-"6 
GW8 A 64-R 79 091'12 w 7.7 25.0 .31 17.5 .98 .20 30 UK "72 5/6 
GWIO A 65-R 74 091'09 w 17.8 Ul< 1972 51'6 
GWIO A 65-R 75 08/26 w 12.2 60.0 .20 17.3 
·" 
.90 30 UK 1972 5.-"6 
GWIO A 65-R 76 091'13 w 2.2 18.0 .12 20.5 1. 07 .70 30 UK 1972 51'6 
GWIO A 65-R 77 081'16 w 4.8 21.0 .23 17.2 1.10 32 UK 1972 5/6 
GW10 A 65-R 78 091'1 I w 23.8 I O:J, 0 .23 15.8 .54 2.90 30 UK 1972 5.-"6 
GWIO A 65-R 79 091'12 w 16.9 65.0 .26 18.2 .40 34 UK 1972 5/6 
1\) 
HIHROD A* 66-0 73 w 4.4 17.0 .26 I 7, 1 .80 28 UK 1970 0/1 lJ1 
HIHROD A• 66-0 74 w 1.2 5.0 .24 UK 1970 0/1 
HIHROD A* 66-0 75 w 12.0 31.0 .39 UK 1970 0.-"1 
HIHROD A• 66-0 76 w 1.70 37 UK 1970 0/1 
HIHROD A• 66-0 77 w 1.30 33 UK 1970 Oil 
HIHROD A* 66-0 78 08/23 w 5.2 14.0 .37 1.20 26 UK 1970 0/1 
HIHROD A• 66-0 79 081'23 w 5' 1 16.0 .32 1.20 30 UK 1970 0/1 
HIHROD A* 66-0 80 08/25 w 6.2 
"· 0 
.33 2.50 44 UK 1970 0.-"1 
HIHROD A* 66-0· 81 08.-"17 w 1.4 4.0 .35 2.70 26 UK 1970 0.-"1 
HIHROD A* 66-0 82 08/16 w 9.7 28.0 .35 1.30 32 UK 1970 0/1 
HIHROD A* 66-0 83 08.'19 w 9.3 
"· 0 
.49 2.40 39 UK 1970 0/1 
HIHROD A* 66-0 84 08.-"21 w 5.4 19.0 .28 19.2 3.41 2.20 44 UK 1970 0/l 
HIHROD A• 66-R 64 w 4' I 1.20 32 UK 1961 9/9 
HIHROD A• 66-R 65 08/16 w 4.4 23.0 
. " 21.8 .40 I. 00 33 UK 1961 9/9 HIHROD A* 66-R 66 08/25 w 3.5 13.0 .28 17.7 .75 2.30 43 UK 1961 9/9 
HIHROD A• 66-R 67 08/20 w 15.7 57.0 • 28 3 . 3 0 19 . 0 .56 2.00 39 UK 1941 9/9 
HUIROD A• 66-R 68 08/14 w 5.5 23.0 .24 3.60 16.5 .66 2.00 41 UK 1961 9/9 
HIHROD A* 66-R 69 08/20 w 12.6 38.0 .40 20.7 .47 2.90 49 Ul< 1961 9/9 
HIHROD A• 66-R 70 08/14 w 12. 1 37.0 .33 19.0 ,58 2.50 40 UK 1961 9/9 
HII'IROD A* 66-R 71 08/19 w 18.4 58.0 .32 18.5 .62 2.00 38 UK 1961 9/9 
HIHROD A• 66-R 72 08/21 w 12.9 35.0 .37 18.0 .45 1. I 0 35 UK 1961 9/9 
HIHROD A* 66-R 73 08/27 w .9 6.0 .16 3.30 20.4 .60 UK 1971 7/7 
HIMROD A* 66-R 74 08/23 w 3.2 16.0 . 19 20.7 1.50 35 UK 1971 717 
HII'IROD A• 66-R 7:5 08.'18 w 17. 0 62.0 .27 18.9 .60 30 UK 1971 717 
HIHROD A• 66-R 76 08/23 w I .3 6.0 .22 20.3 2.30 43 UK 1971 7.'7 
HIHROD A• 66-R 77 08/11 w 3.5 18.0 .31 16.8 2.90 50 UK 1971 7/7 
CULTJW\R CLASS/ CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES TRAIH YR YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR HO WEIGHT ;: ACID. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
HII1ROD A* 66-R 78 08122 ... 1:5.9 39. .41 17.6 .70 3.20 :52 Ul< 1971 7/7 
HIHROD A• 66-R 79 08/21 w 8.3 3:5. .24 16.8 .40 34 UK 1971 U7 
HIHROD A* 66-W 75 08/18 w 4.9 1:5. .33 20.2 .49 CDC 1973 8/8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 75 08.'18 w • 7 6. .12 17.4 .56 sc 1973 8/8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 75 08/18 w 4.8 16. .30 18.0 .42 UK 1973 81'8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 76 08/30 w 5.0 1:5. .33 16.0 .77 2.50 45 GDC 1973 8/8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 76 08/30 w 1.5 I 2. .13 15.8 .99 1.30 33 UK 1973 8/8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 77 081'16 w 4.5 6. ,58 19.0 4.00 60 GDC 1973 8?8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 77 08/16 w 3.5 10. .36 19.0 2.60 46 sc 1973 81'8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 77 08/16 w 2.6 3. .24 17.3 2.90 38 UK 1973 8/8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 78 08/25 w 5.1 26. .19 19.5 .71 1.90 28 GDC 1973 8/8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 78 08/25 w 5.6 24. .23 18.3 • 71 2.80 35 sc 1973 8/8 
HII1ROD A* 66-W 78 08/25 w 2.3 14. .16 18.3 .71 3.80 34 UK 1973 8/8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 79 08..-27 w 17.2 27. .64 16.4 .45 1.80 38 GDC 1973 8/8 
HIHROD A• 66-W 79 08/27 w 7.3 22. .33 7.3 .45 2.00 38 sc 1973 8/8 
HJHROD A* 66-W 7'J 08/27 w 6.3 20. .32 15.4 .45 3.20 52 UK 1973 8/8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 80 09/08 w 9,8 44. .22 2.00 41 GDC 1973 81'8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 80 091'07 w 4.9 32. • 15 1.90 33 sc 1973 8/8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 80 09/07 w 2.3 20. ,II 3.10 52 UK 1973 8/8 
HII1ROD A* 66-W 81 08/24 w I ,3 5. .26 3.70 49 GOC 1973 8/8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 81 08/24 w • 7 3 • .23 2.90 48 sc 1973 8/8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 81 08/24 w I ,5 8. .19 4.10 153 UK 1973 8/8 
HIHROD A* 66-W 82 08?31 w 11.3 39. .29 20.6 .57 2.60 44 GOC 1973 8/8 
HI11ROO A* 66-W 82 08/31 w 3.0 17. 
·" 
20.0· .64 3.40 55 sc 1973 8/8 
HII1ROD A* 66-W 82 08/Jt w 4.8 20. .24 20.3 ,65 4.00 53 UK 1973 $18 
HII1R004l< A 67-R 74 08/22 w 1.5 4.0 .40 20.9 .50 30 UK 1971 213 
HII1ROD4M A 67-R 75 08/05 w 13.5 19.0 • 71 17. 1 .60 30 UK 1971 2/3 
HII1ROD4M A 67-R 76 w .40 30 UK 1971 2,...3 N 
0\ 
JS26627 f 68-R 74 09/09 w 16.0 UK 1972 5,...6 
JS26627 F 68-R 715 09/16 w 16.2 156.0 .29 17.7 .155 .20 30 UK 1972 516 
JS26627 F 68-R 76 091'22 w 9.2 43.0 .21 21.3 .76 .20 30 UK 1972 5t'6 
JS26627 f 68-R 77 08/30 w 9.2 44.0 .20 16.0 .150 30 UK 1972 1516 
JS26627 F 68-R 78 091'18 w 13.6 69.0 .20 20.8 1. 00 .90 30 UK 1972 5/6 
JS26627 F 68-R 79 10/02 w 9.5 35.0 .27 16.7 .62 , I 0 27 UK 1972 5/6 
JUPITER JR A 69-R 72 091'14 B .6 12.0 .05 Hl.3 .47 UK 1970 4/5 
JUPITER JR A 69-R 73 09/14 8 1.0 13.0 .o8 15.9 .39 UK 1970 4/5 
JUPITER JR 
··-
A 69-R 74 091'10 B 1. 4 23.0 .06 15.6 2.90 50 UK 1970 4/5 
JUPITER JR A 69-R 75 09122 8 3.9 41.0 .10 15.0 .44 2.50 45 UK 1970 4/5 
-JUPITER JR A 69-R 76 B 2.60 47 UK t970 4/5 
KEHDAIA A 70-R 64 8 13.3 1.90 39 UK 1961 919 
KEHDAIA A 70-R 65 08/26 8 9.0 46.0 .20 19.4 .43 .90 31 UK 1961 9/9 
KEHOAIA A 70-R 66 09/07 B .. , 13.0 . 1 0 20. 1 .72 1.30 34 UK 1961 9/9 
KEHOAIA A 70-R 67 09/31 8 7.0 65.0 .11 3.:50 18.0 .64 2.00 40 UK 1961 9/9 
KENDAl A A 70-R 68 08/26 8 9, I 2.70 UK 1961 9/9 
KEHDAIA A 70-R 69 09131 8 12.7 62.0 .21 19.9 .39 4.70 ,, UK 1961 919 
KEHDAIA A 70-R 70 08/27 8 22.6 7l5.0 .30 19.l5 .55 4.90 l58 UK 1961 9/9 
KENDAl A A 70-R 71 09106 8 2:5.:5 94.0 .27 18.2 UK 1961 9/9 
KEHDAIA A 70-R 72 08/30 8 
"·' 
1 .90 41 UK 1961 9/9 
LANDOlT 244 <LANDAL> F 71-R 71 08/31 B 5.2 27.0 . 19 18.6 1.20 UK 1969 717 
LANDOlT 244 <LANOAL> F 71-R 72 09/06 B 8.7 44.0 .20 UK 1969 7.'7 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HOPES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEOLS [lATE COLOR ••o WEIGHT r. ACID. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
LANDOTT 244 CLAHOAL)- F 71-R 73 0~/05 B 1.2 51. 0 . 14 3. 58 17. 4 I. 01 UK 1969 117 
LANDOlT 244 CLANDAL> F 71-R 74 09/17 B 18.8 76.0 .25 13.~ .98 I. 50 35 UK 1969 717 
LANDOTT 244 <LANDAL> F 71-R 75 09/02 B 19.2 82.0 .23 18.7 • 91 1. 30 33 UK 1969 717 
LANDOTT 244 CLANDAL) F 71-R 76 09/08 B 12.7 70.0 .18 18.6 I .12 .so 30 UK 1969 717 
LANDOTT 244 CLAHDAL> F 71-R 11 08111 B 3.8 15.0 .25 15.5 I .11 .40 30 UK 1969 111 
1130 A 72-R 72 UK 0 
1150 A 73-R 79 10/02 R 6.3 30.0 .21 18.5 .67 2.50 48 UK 1972 l/5 
11cC < 11UHSOH ;. A 74-R 72 09/14 B 1 . 2 II, 0 .11 16.3 1 • 01 UK 1970 4/:J 
11cC C 11UNSOH > A 74-R 73 09/14 B 1:5.6 111.0 . 1 4 3 • 33 15 • :J .75 UK 1970 4/5 
11cC C HUHSOH) A 74-R 74 09/09 B 9.2 96.0 .10 15.8 .70 3.70 :57 UK 1970 4/5 
11cC < HUHSON > A 74-R 7:5 09/02 B 1:5.3 179.0 . I 0 18, I .8:. 3.10 5I UK 1970 4/5 
McC < HUHSOH > A 74-R 76 B 4.10 60 UK 1970 4/5 
111HHESOTA 40 A 7:5-R 76 09/15 w .a 
"· 7 UK 
1974 4/4 
MINNESOTA 40 A 75-R 77 08/16 w 20.5 91.0 .22 14.6 1.60 36 UK 1974 4/4 
HIHHESOTA 40 A 7:5-R 78 09/26 w 18.2 63.0 .29 17. I .38 3.00 so UK 1974. 414 
111HHESOTA 40 A 75-R 79 091'12 w 32.0 80.0 .40 16.3 .41 4.00 55 UK 1974 4/4 
111tltiESOTA 439 A 76-R 76 09/15 w .3 19.4 UK 1974 4.'4 
HIHHESOTA 439 A 76-R 77 08/24 w 6.4 32.0 .20 1:5.4 .54 1.10 32 UK 1974 4/4 
HIHHESOTA 439 A 76-R 78 09/12 w 36.6 117.0 . 31 19.7 
·'' 
3.80 60 UK 1974 4/4 
I'IIHHESOTA 439 A 76-R 79 10/04 w 29.0 I 08.0 .27 19.7 .153 2.90 ISC UK 1974 4/4 
111SSOURI A 77-R 76 09/09 R 20.2 
·" 
.90 30 UK 1972 2/4 
111SSOURI A 77-R 78 09/12 R 17.4 86.0 .20 18.3 .61 1.30 33 UK 1972 2/4 
111SSOURI A 77-R 79 09/12 R 18.0 66.0 .27 17.3 1.30 33 UK 1972 2/4 
"' 
-.J
I'IISSOURI 50 A 78-R 76 09/13 R 3.6 16.0 .23 22.0 .88 1.60 36 UK 1972 2/3 
HISSOURI 50 A 78-R 78 09/11 R .9 7.0 . 13 18.4 .80 1.10 30 UK 1972 2/3 
HISSOURI 133 A 79-R 71 08/24 R 2.2 2 ... 0 .09 18.4 .30 30 UK 1974 3n 
HISSOURI 133 A 79-R 78 09/12 R 10.8 67.0 .16 19.0 .44 ,60 30 UK 1974 3/3 
HISSOURI 133 A 79-R 79 09/12 R 9.6 52.0 .18 19.2 .46 .90 33 UK 1974 3/3 
HISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A• 80-W 75 08/21 R 3.7 14.0 .26 14.7 I .20 sc 1973 5/6 
HISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A• 80-W 77 09/06 R 4.0 21.0 .19 16.15 6.00 60 sc 1973 5/6 
HISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A• 80-W 11 09/06 R 4.0 17.0 .23 16.5 4.30 60 UK 1973 5/6 
HISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A* 80-W 78 10/04 R .6 3,0 .20 19.4 .68 1.50 35 GDC 1973 5/6 
HISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A• 80-W 78 10/04 R 10.9 44.0 .24 16.2 .68 3.00 50 sc 1973 5/6 
HISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A* 80-W 78 10/04 R 2.4 16.0 • 15 19.2 .68 5.50 60 UK 1973 5/6 
HISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A* 80-W 79 09/11 R 2.9 8.0 .36 16.2 1.16 1. 20 28 GDC 1973 5/6 
MISSOURI RED S~EDLESS A• 80-W 79 09/11 R .8 4.0 .20 16.S 1.16 1.50 26 sc 1973 5/6 
111SSOURI RED SEEDLESS A* 80-W 79 09/11 R 3.3 14.0 .26 16.2 1.16 ~.30 60 UK 1973 S/6 
HISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A• so-w so 10/13 R 2.5 s.o .31 .80 30 GDC 1973 5/6 
MISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A* 80-W 80 10/07 R 1 . 9 14.0 .14 1 • 00 30 sc 1973 S/6 
MISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A• 80-W 80 09126 R 8.9 36.0 .25 5.30 53 UK 1973 5/6 
HISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A* 80-W 81 R 6.00 60 GDC 1973 5/6 
111SSOURI RED SEEDLESS A* 80-W 81 R 2.80 38 sc 1973 5/6 
MISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A• 80-W S1 R 12.00 60 UK 1973 5/6 
HISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A* so-w S2 I 0/01 R 24.3 55.0 .44 19.9 .69 1 . 20 23 GDC 1973 5/6 
HISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A* so-w S2 I 0/01 R 10.3 38.0 .27 18.5 .70 3.70 55 sc 1973 5/6 
HISSOURI RED SEEDLESS A* 80-W S2 10/01 R 10.3 3S.O .27 18.5 .70 3.70 55 UK 1973 516 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUNE HODES TR~IH YR YR:. 
SEE[lLS [l~TE COLOR HO WEIGHT 
" 
ACI(I. WT. RET SVST PL FRT 
"JSQUETTE v 81-R 73 O'J/07 w UK 1'J70 2/4 
HISiiiUETTE v 81-R 74 09/11 w 4.:5 20.0 .22 13.8 .so 30 UK 1970 2/4 
"ISiiiUETTE v 81-R 7:5 O'J/08 w 7. 1 "27. 0 .26 1:1.0 .73 1. 1 0 32 UK I'J70 2/4 
HJSQUETTE v 81-R 76 
"' 
.::10 30 UK 1970 2/4 
H0-28 A 82-W 77 09/09 R 12.:5 ::17.0 .21 18.0 .::~o 20 GDC 1973 2/2 
H0-28 A 82-W 78 O'J/19 R 22. 1 128.0 . 17 17.0 .::1::1 1.20 32 GDC 1973 212 
HO.R4V::I2 A* 83-W 80 O'J/23 R 11 . 4 :52.0 .22 GDC 1978 1/2 
HO,R4V::I2 A* 83-W 82 10/01 R 10.3 38.0 .27 19.8 
·'' 
• OS GDC 1978 1/2 
HO.R4V::I2 A* 83-W 82 10/04 R 1.2 4.0 .30 .0::1 sc 1978 1/2 
HO.R4V::12 A* 83-W 80 O'J/26 R 45.3 1::11.0 .30 UK 1978 1/2 
HZIBAtll v 84-R 74 09/03 w 1.4 14.0 .10 18.4 .30 30 UK 1970 2/3 
HZ I BAH I v 84-R 75 09/03 w 3.0 25.0 .12 18.9 1. 09 1,00 30 UK 1970 213 
HZ I BAH I v 84-R 76 w .40 30 UK 1970 2/3 
NAPLES A 85-R 64 R 6.3 .:so 
" 
UK 1961 3/4 
NAPLES A 8::1-R 6:5 09/03 R 2.7 16.0 • 17 20.0 .90 • 1 0 10 UK 1961 3/4 
NAPLES A 85-R 66 09 ... 13 R 12.6 67.0 
·" 
15.3 .87 .20 17 UK 1961 3/4 
NAP LEG A 85-R 67 R .20 23 UK 1961 3 ... 4 
HC64:5-122-24 A 86-R 76 09 ... 15 w 1.4 20.1 UK 1974 4/4 
NC64::1-122-24 A 86-R 77 08 ... 30 w 4.2 13.0 .32 14.8 1.22 UK 1974 4 ... 4 
HC64::1-122-24 A 86-R 78 09 ... 18 w 10.2 29.0 .3:5 20.0 1.1:5 1.60 36 UK 1974 ....... 
HC64::1-122-24 A 86-R 79 10/0:5 w 14.3 32.0 .4:5 18.0 .. 00 .30 24 UK 1974 ....... 
HC6:5::1-048-1J A 87-R 79 w 1.30 30 UK 1974 0/2 1\.) 
tiC6:5::1- 048-13 A 87-W 78 w 2.00 42 UK 1973 o,·2 (X) 
NIAGARA A 88-R 64 w 2.::1 UK 1961 9/9 
NIAGARA A BB-R 65 09 ... 03 w 6.0 19.0 .32 15.1 .38 .10 13 UK 1961 9 ... 9 
HIAGARA A 88-R 66 09/13 w 2. 1 8.0 .27 19.2 .56 .::10 22 UK 1961 9/9 
HIAGARA A 88-R 67 09/04 w 9. 1 :59.0 .us 3.30 13.2 .74 .eo 21 UK 1961 9/9 
tiiAGARA A 88-R u 08/27 w 2. I 10.0 .21 3.30 11.4 .90 .90 29 UK 1961 9/9 
NIAGARA A 88-R 69 09/04 w 7.3 34,0 .24 17.3 .40 2.10 31 UK 1961 9/9 
NIAGARA A 88-R 70 09/17 w 28.1 100.0 .28 14.8 .63 2.30 43 UK 1961 9/9 
NIAGARA A 88-R 71 09/10 w 17.4 47.0 .37 16.4 .60 19 UK 1961 9/9 
1-IIAGARA A 88-R 72 09/26 w 16.8 ::11.0 .32 12.:5 .42 .eo 30 UK 1961 9/9 
HIAWATHA A 89-R 72 09120 w 1:5.4 43.0 .36 3.49 1!5.3 .39 UK 1970 4/:5 
HIAWATHA A 89-R 73 09/24 w 26.7 107.0 .2:5 3.60 14.3 .46 UK 1970 4/:5 
HIAWATHA A 89-R 74 09/19 w 2::1.::1 107.0 .24 14.2 .43 3.30 :54 UK 1970 4/:5 
HIAWATHA A 89-R 75 09/22 w 27.0 90.0 .30 16.0 1.00 1.10 31 UK 1970 4/5 
HIAWATHA A 89-R 76 w 1. 70 37 UK 1970 41::1 
HI-WA-E53 A 90-R 72 09/06 B 6.4 34.0 .19 3.15 1:5.7 .94 UK 1970 4/5 
HI-WA-E53 A 90-R 73 09/24 8 14' 1 83.0 .17 3.47 14.3 .79 UK 1970 4/5 
Hl-WA-E:IJ A 90-R 74 09/19 B 20.9 103.0 .20 14.2 .OJ I . 60 37 UK 1970 4/::1 
tll-WA-E53 A 90-R 75 09/1:5 B 26.2 142.0 . '8 13.6 .70 2.50 45 UK 1970 41::1 
tll-WA-E5J A 90-R 76 B 2.:50 45 UK "70 4/5 
NV13053 X STEUBEH A 91-R 76 09/15 B .2 20.6 UK 1973 3.•'4 
HV13053 X STEUBEN A 91-R 78 O'J/18 B 11.8 58.0 .20 19.6 1 . 40 34 UK 1973 3/4 
CULTIVAR CLASS,' CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUNE HODES TRAIH YR YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR NO WEIGHT % ACJ[l. LIT. RET SYST PL FRT 
HYI30~3 X STEUBEN A 91-R 79 10/0:5 B 21.7 79.0 .27 20.0 . 40 I . 90 41 UK 1973 3/4 
NYI4:528 A 92-R 74 09/08 R 3.2 t6.o .20 17.4 .72 .20 JO UK 1972 4/6 
HY14:528 A ~2-R 7:5 0~/22 R 2. 1 I 0. 0 .21 1~.:5 .JO 30 UK 1~72 4/6 
NY14:528 A ~2-R 78 09/18 R :5.9 14.0 .42 17.:5 1. 20 JO UK 1972 4/6 
tiY14:528 A 92-R 79 10/02 R 6.8 30.0 .23 1:5.4 .92 .so 30 UK 1972 4/6 
NYI8080 A 93-R 64 B 13.2 I , 00 30 UK 1961 9/9 
HYI8080 A 93-R 6:5 08/26 B 19.7 43.0 .46 1:5.9 .46 .90 33 UK 1961 9/9 
NYI8080 A 93-R 66 08/31 B :1.2 13.0 .39 20.0 .82 1. I 0 33 UK 1961 9/9 
tiY18080 A 93-R 67 09/1:1 B 23.7 60.0 .40 3.40 1:1.1 .62 1.30 32 UK 1961 9/9 
NYI8080 A 93-R 68 08/28 8 10.8 40.0 .27 3.40 1:5.9 .82 1. 20 30 UK 1961 9/9 
HYI8080 A 93-R 69 09/1:1 B 2:1.9 62.0 .40 18.4 .61 2.20 42 UK 1~61 9/~ 
NY18080 A 93-R 70 0~/10 B 2:1.9 :10.0 .:12 20.0 • 51 3.80 42 UK 1~61 ~~~ 
HVI8080 A 93-R 71 09/19 B 20.4 46.0 .44 17.6 1.40 32 UK 1961 9/9 
NY18080 A 93-R 72 09/03 B 18.6 .60 30 UK 1961 9/9 
HY21:172 <SUFFOLK RED> A* 94-R 74 09/09 R 19.3 UK 1972 4/6 
NY21:172 <SUFFOLK RED) A* 94-R 7:5 08;'26 R 12.2 :56.0 .22 19.1 .58 2. 50 4:5 UK 1972 4/6 
HY21:572 <SUFFOLK RED> A* 94-R 76 08/30 R 3.2 17.0 .19 20.3 .64 1.90 40 UK 1972 4/6 
NY21:572 <SUFFOLK RED> A• 94-R 78 09/06 R 3,6 20.0 .18 19.4 .61 3.:50 :5:5 UK 1972 4/6 
tiY21 :172 <SUFFOLK RED> A• 94-R 79 08130 R 6.3 29.0 .22 18.3 .86 3.00 48 UK 1972 4/6 
HYJ5814 <GLENORA> A* 9:5-R 76 08/24 B 1.4 11.0 • 13 19.9 .92 .8o 30 UK 1972 2/3 
NY3:5814 <GLENORA> A* 95-R 78 09/06 B 9.0 43.0 .21 19.3 .85 1. 70 37 UK 1972 2/3 
HY35814 <GLEHORA> A* 95-W 76 09/07 B 4.0 20.0 .20 18.3 .97 .30 20 sc 1973 517 
HY35814 (GLEHORA> . A* 9:5-W 76 09/07 B 4.3 24.0 .18 17.4 .. 01 1.30 33 UK 1973 :5/7 
NY35814 <GLEHORA> A* 9:5-W 77 08/25 B .8 7.0 • 1 0 19.2 GDC 1973 517 
N¥3:5814 <GLEHORA> A* 95-W 77 08/25 8 1.0 9.0 ,II 19.2. UK 1973 517 N 
HY3:5814 <GLEHORA> A* 95-W 78 08124 B 2. I 14.0 • 1 :5 17.0 I. 04 :5.50 60 GDC 1973 :517 \0 
HY35814 <GLEHORA> A* 9:5-W 78 081'24 B 1.1 7.0 .16 18.3 1.04 1.:50 26 sc 1973 :5/7 
HY3:5814 <GLEHORA> A* 915-W 78 08/24 B 1.9 10.0 .19 17.0 I. 04 5.00 :54 UK 1973 :5/7 
HY35814 <GLEHORA> A• 95-W 79 8 2.30 3:5 GDC 1973 :517 
tiY3 5814 ( GLEN ORA) A* 9:5-W 79 09/05 8 6.5 28.0 .23 17.5 ,92 I. I 0 28 sc 1973 517 
NY35814 <GLENORA> A* 95-W 79 09/05 8 .9 45.0 .20 17.0 .92 3.40 48 UK 1973 517 
HY35814 <CLEHORA> A• 9:5-W 80 10/13 B 2. I 28.0 • 08 1. 30 34 CDC 1973 517 
NY35814 <CLEHORA> A* 95-W 80 10/10 8 4.6 42.0 .II I. 1 0 31 sc 1973 :517 
HY35814 <CLEHORA> A* 95-W 80 I 0/09 B 8.0 44.0 • HI 4.40 47 UK 1973 517 
HYJ5814 <GLENORA> A* 9:5-W 81 8 4.20 60 GDC 1973 517 
HY35814 <GLEHORA> A* 95-W 81 B 3.00 50 sc 1973 517 
NYJ:5814 <CLEHORA) A* 95-W 81 8 :5.30 60 UK 1973 517 
NY35814 CCLEHORA> A* 95-W 82 10/04 8 6.4 310.0 .20 2.80 30 CDC 1973 517 
HY35814 CGLEHORA> A* 95-W 82 10/04 B 7.5 41.0 . 18 2.20 43 sc 1973 :117 
NY35814 ,CLEHORA> A* 9:1-W 82 10/04 8 1 .5 19.0 ,08 4.10 59 UK 1973 517 
tiY4J096 A 96-R 74 09/09 w 17.8 UK 1972 3/6 
t1Y43096 A 96-R 7:5 09/02 w :1.9 34.0 . 17 18.:5 .68 .so 30 UK 1972 3/6 
UY43096 A 96-R 76 09/13 w .6 8.0 .08 19.3 1. 01 .20 30 UK 1972 3/6 
NY4J096 A 96-R 79 10102 w 4.:5 30.0 . 15 15.0 .60 UK 1972 316 
NYHUS CAT A 97-R 74 09/09 B 19.7 UK 1972 5/6 
tiYHUSCAT A 97-R 7:5 08.126 B 15.6 65.0 .24 18.5 .41 .70 30 UK 1972 516 
NYHUS CAT A 97-R 76 08/24 B .:5 90.0 .60 18. I .84 I , 20 32 UK 1972 5/6 
NYHUS CAT A 97-R 77 08124 B 2. I 9.0 .29 16,8 .43 1.30 33 UK 1972 5/6 
NYHUS CAT A 97-R 78 09/06 B 14.7 40.0 .37 18.2 .41 I . 80 38 UK 1972 516 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES TRAIH YR YRS 
SEEDLS OATE COLOR tm WEIGHT r. ACI[I, WT. RET SYST f'L FRT 
HYHUSCiH A ~7-R 7~ 08.'30 B 7.7 24.0 .32 16.3 .:53 .60 30 UK 1 ~72 :5.'6 
ONTARIO A 98-R 64 w 10.5 1 . :50 35 UK 1961 9/9 
OtiTARIO A 98-R 6:5 08/16 w 16,7 :53.0 .32 18.9 1. 20 32 UK 1961 9/9 
ONTARIO A 98-R 66 08/31 w 4.4 16.0 .27 18.:5 .:56 
'. 40 36 UK 1961 9/9 
ONTARIO A 98-R 67 08/20 w 10.4 7:5.0 .14 3.50 17.8 .56 1.90 38 UK 1961 9/9 
ONTARIO A 98-R 68 08/14 w 5,3 23.0 .23 3.50 14.2 .63 1 .eo 38 UK 1961 "9 
ONTARIO A 98-R 69 08/20 w 13.6 49.0 .26 18.8 .48 3.00 4:1 UK 1961 9/9 
ONTARIO A 98-R 70 08/20 w . 29. 1 104.0 .28 16.0 .41 2.30 42 UK 1961 9/9 
ONTARIO A 98-R 71 08/24 w 24.9 89.0 .28 18.0 1. 30 34 UK 1961 9/9 
ONTARIO A 98-R 72 08123 w 19.4 :11.0 .33 16.7 .3:1 I. 30 38 UK 1961 9/9 
OKLA.203 A 99-R 78 09/18 w .7 8.0 .os 21.5 1.10 32 UK 1974 2/2 
OKLA.203 A 99-R 79 10/0:1 w 2.3 9.0 .26 18.8 .58 .60 30 UK 1974 2/2 
OKLA.211 A 1 00-R 76 09/1:1 B 1.2 19.6 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.211 A 100-R 77 08/30 B 1.6 12.0 '13 HL3 .78 .20 30 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA,21 1 A t 00-R 78 09/18 B 22.0 79.0 .28 17.8 1.40 34 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.211 A 100-R 79 10/05 B 15.3 58.0 .26 15.8 .6:1 ,JO 30 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.220 A 1 01-R 76 09/15 B 1.1 16.6 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.220 A 1 01-R 77 09/14 B 6.9 34.0 .20 14.4 1. 03 1 .20 32 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA,220 A 101-R 78 09/16 B 26.5 88.0 .30 18.2 .9:1 3.60 57 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.220 A 101-R 79 08/30 B 22.7 68.0 .33 12.2 2.21 2.10 37 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA,229 A 1 02-R 76 09/1:1 B 3.4 20,6 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.229 A 1 02-R 77 09/14 B 14.7 51.0 .28 14.3 .29 3.60 :16 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.229 A 102-R 78 09/12 B 25.6 66.0 .39 17.0 .:19 4.30 60 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.229 A 102-R 79 10/04 8 34.1 114.0 .39 22.3 .37 :1.60 :15 UK 1974 4/4 w 
0 
OKLA.249 A 1 03-R 77 08124 w 4.:1 22.0 .20 1:1.0 .4:1 .:10 30 UK 1974 3/3 
OKLA,249 A 1 03-R 78 09/12 w 12.0 :52.0 .23 17.4 .65 2.20 42 UK 1974 3/3 
OKLA.249 A 1 03-R 79 08/21 w 19.2 54.0 .36 14.9 .86 1.50 34 UK 1974 3/3 
OKLA,303 A I 04-R 76 09/1:1 R 3.2 20.4 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA,303 A 1 04-R 77 08/24 R 4.2 13.0 .32 16.8 • 70 .60 30 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.303 A 1 04-R 78 09/12 R 16.3 58.0 .28 18.2 .75 3.30 53 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.303 A 1 04-R 79 10/05 R 17.7 55.0 .32 18.4 .87 1. 70 37 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.308 A 105-R 78 09/26 B 3.0 20.0 . 1 :1 1:5.9 .:so 30 UK 1974 2/2 
OKLA,308 A 10:1-R 79 10/0:5 B 5.:5 36.0 • 1 :1 17.0 .72 1.00 30 UK 1974 2/2 
OKLA.324 A 1 06-R 76 09/1:5 B 1.6 16,4 UK 1974 3/4 
OKLA.324 A 1 06-R 77 09/14 B .7 8.0 .09 15,0 .90 30 UK 1974 3/4 
OKLA.324 A 1 06-R 78 09/26 B 4.7 21.0 .22 16.4 1. 70 37 UK 1974 3/4 
OKLA,324 A I 06-R 79 B .40 30 UK 1974 3/4 
OKLA.353 A 107-R 76 09/15 B 4.6 19.1 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.353 A 107-R 77 09/14 B 5.2 31.0 . 17 14.8 .72 2.30 43 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.3:53 A 107-R 78 09/26 B 32.2 114. 0 .28 18.6 .n ~.80 60 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA. 3~3 A 1 07-R 1'1 10/04 B 34.8 159.0 .22 17.8 :5.60 :58 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.376 A 1 08-R 76 O'J/1:S B .3 16.9 Ul< 1974 4/4 
OKLA.J76 A 108-R 77 08/24 B 2.0 19.0 . 1 0 14.3 1 . 09 . 1 0 30 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.376 A 108-R 78 09/26 B 10.0 34.0 .29 16.4 1 . 0:5 .60 30 UK 1974 414 
CULTIVAR CLASS,' CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PAUHE HODES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR NO !.lEIGHT 4 ACID. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
OKLA.376 A 1 08-R 79 10/0:5 B 10.9 41 . 0 .27 14.5 1. 08 . 1 0 25 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA,387 A 109-R 76 09/15 w 3.6 18.9 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.387 A 109-R 77 09/14 w 18.:5 79.0 .23 12.9 .62 1 . 60 36 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.387' A I 09-R 78 10/02 
"' 
3:5.6 102.0 .35 17.3 .7:5 2.:50 4:5 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.387 A 1 0'1-R 79 10/04 w 34.2 123.0 .28 14.8 .:56 .90 32 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.U2 A 11 O-R 76 09/1:5 B 3.8 17.9 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.392 A I 1 O-R 77 09/14 B 16.3 84.0 .19 12.0 1.80 38 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.392 A I I O-R 78 09/26 B 28.8 132.0 .22 17.2 .96 3.60 :57 UK 1974 414 
OKLA,J92 A II O-R 79 10/04 B 32.3 144.0 .22 16.2 I. 0:1 3.00 50 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.395 A 111-R 76 09/1:1 w 2.4 21.5 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.39:5 A 111-R 77 08/30 w 14.3 49.0 .29 I :5. 1 I. I 0 31 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA.39:5 A 111-R 78 09/26 w 2:5.8 :56.0 .46 18.7 .71 1.90 39 UK 1974 4/4 
OKLA,390 A 111-R 79 10/04 w 31.0 46.0 ,67 17.3 .88 L60 37 UK 1974 4/4 
PEHH CONCORD A 112-0 73 8 18.3 87.0 .21 1. 70 37 UK 1970 8/1 
PEHH CONCORD A 112-0 74 8 17.9 90.0 .20 UK 1970 8/l 
PEtfN COtiCORD A 112-0 75 B 33.6 139.0 .24 4.30 :57 UK 1970 8/1 
PEtiN CONCORD A I I 2-0 76 B 4.60 54 UK 1970 8/1 
PEtiH CONCORD A 11 a-o 77 09/28 B .3 3.0 , I 0 a.:so :57 UK 1970 8/1 
PENH CONCORD A 112-0 78 09/2:5 8 16.4 6:5.0 .25 4.90 :50 UK 1970 8/1 
PEHH CONCORD A I 12-0 79 I 0/1 I 8 4.70 :53 UK 1970 8/1 
PENH CONCORD A I 12-0 80 09/22 8 17.9 72.0 .2:5 7.10 :19 UK 1970 8/1 
PENH CONCORD A 112-0 81 09114 8 7.00 :18 UK 1970 8/1 
PENH CONCORD A I 12-0 82 09114 8 23.9 68.0 ,JO 2.40 43 UK 1970 811 
PEHH CONCORD A 112-0 83 09126 8 8.3 64.0 • 13 4;20 :52 UK 1970 8/1 
PENH CONCORD A 112-0 84 B 3.80 :52 UK 1970 8/1 w 
PENH CONCORD A 112-R 72 09,114 B 9.9 :59.0 • 17 UK 1970 4/0 I-' 
PEtiH CONCORD A 112-R 73 091'24 B 18.9 90.0 .21 HL7 .24 UK 1970 41:1 
PENH CONCORD A 112-R 74 09,113 8 14.0 6:1.0 .22 12.:5 3.10 :II UK 1970 4/0 
PENH CONCORD A 112-R 7:5 09/1:5 8 19,8 9:5.0 . 21 18.4 • 55 I. 50 3:5 UK 1970 4,1:5 
PENH CONCORD A 112-R 76 8 3.:50 :5:1 UK 1970 4,1:5 
PINOTNOIR y I I J-R 73 09,105 8 7.6 :58.0 .13 3.44 18.2 
·" 
UK 1970 3,14 
PJHOTitOIR y 113-R 74 09/06 8 18.2 120.0 • ':1 16.2 .98 1. I 0 Jl UK 1970 3,14 
PIHOTNOIR y 113-R 7:1 081'26 8 12.6 72.0 • 18 18.2 I. 11 1. 00 30 UK 1970 3,14 
PIHOT!tOIR y 11 J-R 76 B 18.8 .50 30 UK 1970 3,14 
RAYAT34 F 114-R 71 08124 w 5.9 37.0 . 16 18.8 .83 UK 1969 U7 
RAYAT34 F 114-R 72 09/08 w 22.6 113. 0 .20 J,ll 14.9 .67 UK 1969 717 
RAYAT34 F 114-R 73 09,10:5 w 4.9 35.0 . 14 3.59 18.9 .87 UK 1969 717 
RAVAT34 F 114-R 74 09,104 w 17.7 73.0 .24 I :1. I . 71 1.60 36 UK 1969 717 
RAYAT34 F 114-R 7:5 08,126 w 27.:1 10:5.0 .26 17.2 .98 1.10 31 UK 1969 717 
RAYAT34 F 114-R 76 09101 w 3.S 21.0 .16 18. 1 1. 00 .40 30 UK 1969 U7 
RAYAT34 F 114-R 77 08,117 w 21.3 80,0 .26 14.7 I, 80 37 UK 196') 71'7 
RAVAT~I <YIGNOLES> F 11 :1-R 71 08/31 w 3.6 18.0 .20 20.4 1.24 UK 1969 717 
RAVAT:51 <VIGHOLES> F 11 :5-R 72 091'06 w I I , 3 54.0 .21 3.10 16.1 I ,27 UK 1969 71'7 
RAYAT51 <YIGNOLES) F 115-R 73 09,10:5 w 1.6 18.0 .09 22.4 1.37 UK 1969 U7 
RAYAT51 <VIGNOLES> F 11 :5-R 74 081'30 w 9.2 52.0 .18 17.7 I. JO 1. 90 40 UK 1969 U7 
RAVAT~I <YIGHOLES> F 11:5-R 75 081'16 w 8.9 49.0 . 18 19.5 1 .58 2.:50 45 UK 1969 717 
RAVAT51 CVIGHOLES> F 115-R 76 09,101 w 6.9 48.0 . 14 18. I t. 3S 2.60 47 UK 1969 717 
RAYAT51 <VJGHOLES> F II :1-R 77 08,117 w 7.6 39.0 .19 18.5 1 .80 38 UK 1969 71'7 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUNE HODES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR tiO WEIGHT ;.: ACID. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
RAVAT262 <RAYAT HOIR> F 116-R 71 08/31 B 4.4 20.0 .22 18.6 1.19 UK 1969 6/6 
RAVAT262 CRAVAT HOJR) F 116-R 72 09/06 B 5.6 21.0 .27 3.08 19.8 .89 UK 1969 6/6 
RAYAT262 <RAVAT HOJR) F 116-R 73 09/12 B 8. 1 45.0 • 18 3 • 03 17. :5 1. 15 UK 1969 6/6 
RAYAT262 <RAVAT HOJR> F 116-R 74 09/04 B 10.9 47.0 .23 1S.9 1.10 1. 00 30 UK 1969 6/6 
RAYAT262 <RAVAT HOJR> F 116-R 75 09116 B 16.4 '68.0 .24 17, I .93 .70 30 UK 1969 6/6 
RAVAT262 <RAYAT HOIR> F 116-R 76 09/01 B 2.0 16.0 . 13 19.2 1. 31 .so 30 UK 1969 6/6 
RAVATS78 F 117-R 71 08124 w 1.7 11.0 .16 20.3 .73 UK 1969 :us 
RtWAT378 . F 117-R 72 09/08 w 6.9 '43. 0 .16 3.19 18.1 .61 UK 1969 :5/:5 
RAVAT378 F 117-R 73 09/05 w 5.3 29.0 • 18 21 ·' .76 UK 1969 5/3 RAVAT578 F 117-R 74 08123 w 8.0 46.0 .17 17.3 .99 .so 30 UK 1969 3.13 
RAVAT378 F 117-R 73 08/16 w 12.9 73.0 .18 18.3 • 71 .60 30 UK '1969 3/3 
RBI7 A 118-R 75 09124 8 4.2 23.0 .18 16.6 .43 1.30 30 U'K 1972 1/1 
ROMULUS A• 1 19-R 64 w 2.0 UK 1961 9/9 
ROI1ULUS A• 119-R 65 08126 w 14.7 48.0 ,31 18.8 .eo 1. 70 38 UK 1961 9/9 
ROMULUS A* 119-R 66 08/31 w 3.9 10.0 .4:5 20.0 .96 1.30 34 UK 1961 9/9 
ROHULUS A* 119-R 67 08/23 w 22.1 63.0 ,3:5 3.30 14.0 .83 1.80 38 UK 1961 9/9 
ROHULUS A* 11,-R 68 08/28 w 16.2 34.0 .47 3.40 16.6 .76 1.10 31 UK 1961 9/9 
ROHULUS A* 1 19-R 69 08/25 w 17. 1 31.0 .36 19.2 .89 1.80 38 UK 1961 9/9 
ROHULUS A* 1 19-R 70 08/27 w 23.9 72.0 .33 17.3 .73 2.40 43 UK 1961 9/9 
ROMULUS A* 1 19-R 71 09/06 w 27.3 83.0 .33 17.6 .90 I. SO 35 UK 1961 9/9 
ROHULUS A• 119-R 72 08/23 w .9 37.0 .23 .70 28 UK 1961 9/9 
ROSA REYELIOTTI y 120-R 73 09/07 w UK 1970 214 
ROSA REYELIOTTI y 120-R 14 09/11 w 4.4 19.0 .24 12.5 1.40 34 UK 1970 214 
ROSA REYELIOTTI y 120-R 7S 09/03 w 10.7 :11 :o .21 12.4 1.14 2.40 44 UK 1no 2/4 w 
ROSA REYELIOTTI y 120-R 76 w .70 30 UK 1970 2/4 N 
, 
S , 5279 < AURORE ) F 121-R 64 w 28.1 3.10 31 UK 1961 9/9 
8.5279 <AURORE) F 121-R 65 08/16 w 20.8 72.0 .29 19.3 .42 .80 26 UK 1961 919 
S • 5279 < AURORE ) F 121-R 66 08/31 w 12.4 48.0 .26 18.6 1.11 4.00 :59 UK 1961 9/9 
8,:5279 <AURORE> F 121-R 67 08/16 w 34.5 185.0 .19 3.10 16.3 .86 3.30 42 UK 1961 9/9 
S . 5279 < AURORE > F 121-R 68 08/20 w 21.6 1.80 38 UK 1961 919 
5.5279 <AURORE> F 121-R 69 08/23 w 28.3 1 14. 0 .25 15.2 .91 2.50 36 UK 
"" 
9/9 
S .:5279 < AURORE > F 121-R 70 08/19 w 34.6 us. 0 .30 13.0 .88 2.40 36 UK 1961 9/9 
S .:5279 < AURORE > F 121-R 71 08/31 w 34.3 127.0 .27 18.5 .94 UK 1961 9/9 
S . 5279 < AURORE ) F 121-R 72 08/28 
" 
32.8 116.0 .28 13.6 .74 1.40 34 UK 1971 617 
S. :5279 < AURORE ) F 121-R 73 08/27 w 5, I 46.0 • 11 3. 03 1 :5. 8 1. 0:5 UK 1971 617 
S. 5279 < AURORE > F 121-R 74 08/23 w 8.9 , .. 0 .18 19.0 1. 03 .70 30 UK 1971 617 
S. :5279 < AURORE ) F 121-R 75 08/20 w 17.4 so.o .35 16.2 .86 .60 30 UK 1971 617 
5. 5279 < AURORE) F 121-R 76 08/24 ., 3.7 27.0 .14 17.9 .96 .90 30 UK 1971 6/7 
S, :5279 < AURORE > F 121-R 78 08/29 w 19.6 85.0 .23 16.7 .75 1.20 32 UK 1971 617 
S. 5279 < AURORE > F 121-R 79 09/05 ., 3.8 29.0 .13 
"·' 
.81 .90 20 UK 1971 617 
8.7053 <CHANCELLOR> F 122-R 64 8 • 1 0 8 UK 1961 8/9 
5,7053 <CHANCELLOR> F 122-R 65 09/03 B 12.4 42.0 .30 17.8 .63 .20 11 UK 1961 8/9 
5, 7 053 <CHANCELLOR> F 122-R 66 09/13 B 7.0 23.0 .30 18.4 .95 .so 21 UK 1961 8/9 
S. 7033 <CHAtiCELLOR) F 122-R 67 8 20. I 106.0 .19 3.30 17.0 I. 08 .90 23 UK 1961 8/9 
S, 7 0:53 < CHAtiCELLOR) F 122-R 68 08/27 B 16.4 48.0 .34 3.30 15.4 .99 .90 29 UK 1961 8/9 
5,7053 <CHANCELLOR> F 122-R 69 B 21.7 71.0 .31 19.8 .73 1. 20 23 UK 1961 8/9 
5,70:53 (CHANCELLOR> F 122-R 70 09/1:5 B 26.4 80.0 .33 19.0 .68 I. :50 28 UK 1961 8.-"9 
5.70:53 (CHANCELLOR> F 122-R 71 09/13 B 18.9 61.0 . 31 17.6 .97 UK 1961 8.-"9 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ CODE YR HARV FIWIT YIELD ClUSTEkS PH S.SOL TOTAl PRUNE HODES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEOLS £•ATE COLOR IW l~E I GHT :~ ACID. WT. RET S\'ST PL FRT 
5.7053 <CHANCEllOR) F 122-R 72 09/21 B 19.9 66.0 .30 14.4 .81 .70 27 UK 1961 8/9 
5.70~3 <CHANCELLOR> F 122-R 76 09/1 ~ B 2.7 3. 16 IB. 9 UK 1973 3/4 
5.7053 CCHAHCELLOR> F 122-R 77 08124 B 3.3 13.0 .25 15.6 .81 1. 1 0 31 UK 1973 3/4 
5.70~3 <CHANCELLOR) F 122-R 78 09/26 B 14.7 60.0 .2:5 17.6 .97 2.80 48 UK 1973 3/4 
5.70~3 <CHANCELLOR> F 122-R 7'J 8 2.60 H UK 1973 3/4 
5. 83:57 < COL08EL) F 123-R 71 09.'08 8 4.6 1~.0 .30 18.0 1 • :n UK 1969 6.'6 
5. 83:57 < COLOBEL > F 123-R 72 09114 B ~.0 26.0 , 19 3. II 17. 1 1. 32 UK 1969 6/6 
5.8357 <COLOBEL> F 123-R 73 09/14 B 7.:5 36.0 .21 3.10 16.2 1. 64 UK 1969 6/6 
5. 8357 < COLOBEL) F 123-R 74 09/24 B 14.9 77.0 . 19 16. I 1.46 2.60 46 UK 1969 6/6 
5.8357 <COLOBEL> F 123-R 75 09/15 B 1:5.8 63.0 .25 18.1 I .48 3.40 54 UK 1969 6/6 
S. 83:57 < COLOBEL > F 123-R 76 09/22 B 10.5 ~~.0 . 19 18.8 2.00 40 UK 1969 6/6 
5.8745 <5EINDIR> F 124-R 64 8 .8 UK 1961 2/4 
5.8745 <SEIHOIR> F 124-R 65 09103 8 UK 1961 214 
5.874~ C5EINDIR> F 124-R 66 09107 8 3.8 13.0 .29 17.5 I. 00 .60 1~ UK 1961 2/4 
5.8745 <5EIHDIR> F 124-R 67 8 .70 20 UK 1961 21'4 
5.9110 <VERDELET> F 125-R 66 08/31 w 1.1 6.0 • 18 16.5 1 .20 UK 961 11'2 
5.9110 CVERDELET> F 125-R 67 .10 UK 961 1/2 
5.9110 <VERDELET) F 125-R 73 091'12 w 15.6 Ill. 0 • 14 19.2 1. 05 UK 969 4/4 
5.9110 <VERDELET> F 1215-R 74 09.11 0 w 4.4· 38.0 .12 18.0 2.90 49 UK 969 4/4 
5,9110 <VERDELET> F 125-R 715 081'1 9 w 17.0 94.0 • 18 18.0 .94 .40 30 UK 969 4/4 
5.9110 <YERDELET> F 125-R 76 08124 w 2.7 17.0 .16 20.4 .82 .30 30 UK 969 4/4 
S.9110 <VERDELET> F 125-W 715 09/03 .. 16.5 45.0 .37 15.7 1.00 GDC 973 4/8 
5.9110 <VERDELET> F 125-W 75 09/03 w 12.4 25.0 .43 16.8 .94 sc 973 4/8 
5.9110 <YERDELET> F 125-W 75 09/03 w 9.7 23.0 .42 15.9 1.10 UK 973 4/8 
5.911 <YERDELET> F 125-W 76 09/28 .. 33.8 152.0 .23 18.4 1.02 I .30 33 GOC 973 4/8 
5. 91 1 <YEROELET> F 125-W 76 09/26 w 23.5 112.0 .23 19.0 I. 06 1.10 32 sc 973 4/8 w 
5.911 CYERDELET> F 125-W 76 09/30 w 23.3 96.0 .24 17.5 1.03 1.80 38 UK 973 4/8 w 
5. 911 <VERDELET> F 125-W 77 09/07 w 1.2 15.0 • 08 18.5 3.00 50 UK 973 4/8 
5. 911 <YERDELET> F 125-W 78 w 4.00 60 GDC 1973 4/8 
5.911 <VEROELET> F 125-W 78 w 3.80 34 sc 1973 4/8 
5. 911 <YERDELET> F 125-W 78 w 3.80 18 UK 1973 4/8 
5.911 CVERDELET> F 125-W 79 w 1.70 43 GDC 1973 4/8 
5.911 <VERDELET) F 125-W 79 w 2.20 37 sc 1973 4/8 
s. 911 <YERDELET > F 125-W 79 w 2.00 40 UK 1973 4/8 
5, 91 I <VERDELET> F 125-W 80 10/03 w 3.6 
"· 0 
.19 1 • 00 32 GDC 1973 4/8 
5. 911 <VERDELET> F 125-W 80 I 0/10 w 14. I 58.0 .24 1 .40 29 sc 1973 4/8 
50 911 <VEROELET > F 125-W 80 10/06 w 7.3 27.0 .27 I. 00 30 UK 1973 4/8 
S.911 <YEROELET) F 125-W 81 09.116 w 3.:5 7.0 .so 2.60 46 GDC 1973 4/8 
5. 911 <VERDELET) F 125-W 81 w 2.30 43 sc 1973 4/8 
5.9110 <YERDELET> F 12~-w 81 w 1.90 39 UK 1973 4/8 
5.9110 <VERDELET> F 12:5-W 82 w 3.20 55 GDC 1973 4.'8 
5.9110 <YER~ELET> F 125-W 82 w 5.90 60 sc 1973 4/8 
5.9110 <VERDELET> F 125-W 82 .. .30 7 UK 1973 4/8 
5.9549 <~ECHAUHAC> F 126-0 73 8 3.6 17.0 .22 18.1 .30 30 UK 1970 0/1 
5.9:549 <OECHAUHAC> F 126-0 74 8 8.6 33.0 .26 UK 1970 0/l 
5,9549 <DECHAUHAC> F 126-0 75 8 31.:5 144.0 .22 2.00 32 UK 1970 0/1 
5.9549 <DECHAUNAC> F 126-0 76 B 3.00 42 UK 1970 0/1 
5.9:549 <DECHAUHAC> F 126-0 77 09/11 8 .:5 7.0 .07 3.70 38 UK 1970 0/1 
S.9549 <DECHAUHAC> F 126-0 79 09/19 8 12.6 40.0 .J2 4.70 41 Ut< 1970 0/1 
S.9549 <DECHAUHAC) F 126-0 80 09/0.2 8 31 .4 168.0 . 19 5.40 47 UK 1970 0/1 
5.9549 <DECHAUHAC) F 126-0 81 09/02 8 17.0 6J,O .27 3 ... 5 18.3 1. 03 4.90 44 UK 1970 0/1 
CULTIVAR CLASS,' CODE YR HARV FRUIT 'o'IELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUNE NODES TRAIN 'I'R 'fRS 
SEEDL5 DATE COLOR 1~0 WEIGHT ~ ACID. WT. RET 5Y5T PL FRT 
5.9~451 CDECHAUNACi F 126-0 82 09/12 B 32.7 98.0 .33 2.30 37 UK 1970 0/1 
S.9~49 <DECHAUHAC> F 126-0 83 09/1~ B 44.9 208,0 .22 2.96 16.7 2.80 42 UK 1970 0/1 
5.9~49 CDECHAUNAC> F 126-0 84 B 29.6 220.0 . 13 3.60 42 UK 1970 0/1 
S. 9:549 < DEC.HAUHAC > F 126-R 66 09/13 B .:5 4.0 . 17 18.4 I , 3:5 1. 1 0 2:5 UK 1961 7/7 
5.9:549 <DECHAUHAC> F 126-R 67 08/21 B 19.8 1:52.0 .13 3.10 16.2 1.27 1. 80 31 UK 1961 7/7 
5.9549 <DECHAUHAC> F 126-R 68 09/06 B 13.:5 1.60 37 UK 1961 7/7 
5.9~49 <DECHAUHAC> F 126-R 69 08/28 8 23.5 90.0 .27 17.6 1. 03 UK 1'J61 7/7 
5.9549 <DECHAUHAC> F 126-R 70 08/29 B 37.9 180.0 .21 16.9 ,97 3.70 44 UK 1961 717 
5.9549 <DECHAUHAC> F 126-R 71 09/02 B 20.3 102.0 .20 16.8 1. 21 UK 1961 U7 
5.9549 <DECHAUHAC) F 126-R 72 09/09 B 21.0 107' 0 .20 16.2 .86 1.40 34 UK 1961 7/7 
S.9~49 <DECHAUNAC> F 126-R 73 09/11 B 1.4 18.0 .08 3.43 19.4 .95 UK 1970 717 
S.9549 <DECHAUHAC) F 126-R 74 09/09 B 6,8 47.0 .15 19, I 
·" 
2.00 40 UK 1970 7/7 
5.9~49 <DECHAUNAC) F 126-R 7~ 09/04 B 18.8 111.0 . 17 18.4 .94 3, 10 51 UK 1970 7/7 
5.9~49 CDECHAUHAC> F 126-R 76 08/31 B 2.1 15.0 .14 18.9 1 . 21 3.50 55 UK 1970 7/7 
5.9549 COECHAUHAC> F 126-R 77 08/30 B I 0, 0 73.0 .14 18.0 4.40 60 UK 1970 7/7 
S.9~49 <DECHAUNAC) F 126-R 78 09/12 B 25.6 155.0 .17 18.3 4.80 60 UK 1970 7/7 
S.9549 <DECHAUHAC) F 126-R 79 09/13 B 7.6 24.0 .32 17.0 .90 .80 20 UK 1970 7/7 
S-10096 F 127-R 64 B 1 . 9 UK 1961 2/4 
S-10096 F 127-R 6S 09/03 B 6.1 23.0 .27 19.5 I, 15 .10 9 UK 1961 2/4 
S-10096 F 127-R 66 09/13 8 2.4 4.0 .60 17.8 .87 .to 8 UK 1961 2/4 
S-100516 F 127-R 67 B ,30 16 UK 1961 2/4 
5-10868 F 128-R 73 09/0S w 16.3 53.0 .31 3.56 20.3 .95 UK 1969 6/7 
5-10868 F 128-R 74 09104 w 24, I 100.0 .24 14.7 .76 1.80 39 UK 1969 617 
S-10868 F 128-R 75 08/26 w 13.3 37.0 .40 21 .8 .94 1.60 37 UK 1969 6/7 
S-10868 F 128-R 76 09/15 w 13.6 66.0 .16 18.3 1. 03 1.60 37 UK 1969 6/7 
S-10868 F 128-R 77 08/27 w 15,5 82.0 .14 15.9 1.10 31 UK 1969 617 
S-10868 F 128-R 78 09/18 w 14.6 60.0 .24 15.3 .eo 2.10 40 UK 1969 617 w 
S-10868 F 128-R 79 w .71 2.30 41 UK 1969 617 
"'" 
S-10878 <CHELOJS) F 129-R 64 B 22.2 2.90 49 UK 1961 9/9 
S-10878 <CHELOIS> F 129-R 65 09/03 B 23.7 117.0 .20 20,0 t. 08 1.60 33 UK 1961 9/9 
S-10878 <CHELOIS> F 129-R 66 B 8.0 48.0 .15 21.0 1.24 2.50 39 UK 1961 9/9 
S-10878 <CHELOIS) F 129-R 67 09/12 B 26.2 209.0 .13 3.00 18.6 1 .26 4.80 52 UK 1961 9/9 
S-10878 <CHELOIS) F 129-R 68 08128 B 25.7 89.0 . 29 3. 50 16. t .94 2.40 43 UK 1961 9/9 
S-10878 <CHELOIS> F 129-R 69 08/28 8 28.2 153.0 . 18 20.6 1.09 2.90 42 UK 1961 919 
S-10878 <CHELOIS) F 129-R 70 08/28 B 36.4 165.0 .22 4.00 45 UK 1961 9/9 
S-10878 <CHELOJS) F . 129-"R 71 08/31 B 27.9 140.0 .20 19, I 1. 39 2.90 38 UK 1961 9/9 
S-10878 <CHELOIS> F 129-R 72 08/29 B 12.6 40.0 .31 16.4 1.23 2. 10 37 UK 1961 9/9 
S-10878 <CHELOIS> F 129-R 78 09/29 B 13.5 64.0 . 21 3 • 0::1 18 • 8 2.90 50 UK 1972 I ,'4 
SCHUYLER A 130-R 64 B 7.9 UK 1961 9/9 
SCHUYLER A IJO-R 65 08/16 25.2 92.0 .27 17.8 .72 .eo 24 UK 1961 9.'9 
SCHUYLER A 130-R 66 08/31 11 . 1 48.0 .22 17.3 .77 .80 30 UK 1961 9/9 
SCHUYLER A 130-R 67 08/25 27.4 85.0 .32 3.20 1!5.4 . 71 .90 29 UK 1961 9/9 
SCHUYLER A 130-R 68 08/14 23.6 4:1.0 .!52 3.30 11.2 .69 2.30 43 UK 1961 9/9 
SCHU'l'LER A 130-R 69 08/2:5 28.5 77.0 .33 18. 1 .!51 1 . 00 30 UK 1961 9/9 
SCHUYLER A IJO-R 70 08121 2:5.5 71.0 .36 16.0 I. I 0 33 UK 1961 9/9 
SCHUYLER A 130-R 71 09/01 29.2 79.0 .37 18.6 .80 29 UK 1961 9/9 
SCHUYLER A 130-R 72 08/2 I 6.0 .50 30 UK 1961 9/9 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 75 08/12 1:1.0 18.0 .84 16.4 .67 CDC 1973 5/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 7:1 08/12 1!5.3 33.0 .48 13.3 .75 sc 1973 3/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 75 08/12 17. 0 27.0 .63 14.8 .so UK 1973 5t'8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 76 09/28 21.5 81 . 0 .27 19. I .7::1 I. 40 34 GDC 1973 ::i/8 
CULTIVAR CLASS/' CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUNE HODES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEOLS DATE COLOR tiO I,JEIGHT ::-: ACIO. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 76 09/26 8 8. I 38.0 .22 1'3.6 .78 .60 2:5 sc 1973 :5/8 
SCHUYLEii! A I 30-W 76 o<J,'30 8 12.8 :58.0 .22 151.0 .90 .:so 2:5 UK 1973 :5/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 77 B 2.80 48 CDC 1973 15/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 77 3.00 :51 sc 1973 15/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 77 08/19 - 3.:5 23.0 . 1'5 1'J.O 4. 10 :59 UK 973 15/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 78 3 .so l5l5 CDC 973 15/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 78 08/30 3.8 10.0 .38 18.:5 .88 2.70 415 sc 973 15/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 78 6.30 48 UK 973 15/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 79 .:so 24 CDC 973 15/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 79 .90 22 sc 973 15/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W n 1.90 39 UK 973 :5/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 80 0511'20 77.2 206.0 .37 1. 00 32 GDC 973 15/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 80 09/23 28.9 141.0 • 21 .60 24 sc 973 15/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 80 10/01 ".a 28.0 .42 .eo 30 UK 973 15/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 81 09/16 4.0 47.0 .09 1.80 39 GDC 973 15/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 81 09,fl6 8 8.9 41.0 .22 2.40 44 sc 973 15/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 81 051.116 B .s 2.0 .215 2 .so 4S UK 973 15/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 82 1 O,f01 B 6.S 29.0 .22 16.4 .87 2.60 :50 GDC 973 :5/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 82 I 0/01 8 18.0 82.0 .22 1'5.0 .915 2. I 0 38 sc 973 :5/8 
SCHUYLER A 130-W 82 I 0/01 B 1.1 4.0 ,28 2 .so 26 UK 973 S.l8 
SEEDLESS CONCORD A* 131-R 76 09/1:5 8 .3 21 .9 UK 1974 4/4 
SEEDLESS CONCORD A• 131-R 77 081'30 B 2.S 30.0 • 08 16.S .66 .:so 30 UK 1974 4.14 
SEEDLESS CONCORD A• 131-R 78 09/18 8 17.3 146.0 .12 19.8 .60 3.70 :57 UK 1974 4/4 
SEEDLESS CONCORD A* 131-R 79 10/0:S B 13.8 9S.O , IS I'J,S .43 4.00 S'J UK 1974 4/4 
SENECA A 132-R 64 w ' I UK 1961 9/9 
SENECA A 132-R 6S 08/16 w 8.3 36.0 .23 20.0 .20 .60 26 UK I 'J61 9/9 
SENECA A 132-R 66 08,fl6 w .6 4.0 .21 20.6 .60 .eo 28 UK 1961 9/9 w 
SENECA A 132-R 67 08/08 w 8. I 46.0 .18 3.:50 20.6 .S9 I. I 0 34 UK 1961 9,19 U'1 
SENECA A 132-R 68 08,fl4 w 3.'5 18.0 .19 3.'50 17.7 .S4 .70 28 UK 1961 9/9 
SEtiECA A 132-R 69 08/20 w 9.7 32.0 .30 20.7 .SI 1.20 31 UK 1961 9/9 
SEtiECA A 132-R 70 08/14 w 17. I '52.0 .33 18.2 .'56 2.60 43 UK 1961 9/9 
SEtiECA A 132-R 71 08/19 w 24.S 'J4.0 .26 16.7 .82 4.00 60 ·UK 1961 9/9 
SENECA A 132-R 72 08/04 w 1.8 1 .60 41 UK 1961 9/9 
SENECA A 132-W 7'5 08,'18 w .7 3.0 .22 18. I .so GDC 1973 718 
SENECA A 132-W 7'5 08/18 w 8.7 21.0 . 4 I 19.6 .47 sc 1973 7.18 
SENECA A 1 32;..W 7'5 08,'18 w .7 4.0 .20 19.2 .48 UK 1973 7/8 
SEtiECA A 132-W 76 09,'07 w 6.4 18.0 .36 17.3 .90 1.80 38 GDC 1973 7.18 
SENECA A 132-W 76 09/07 w 3.S 14.0 .2S 16.4 .96 .eo 2S sc 1973 7/8 
SENECA A 132-W 77 08,'19 w II.S 36.0 .32 18.0 2.60 47 GDC 1973 718 
SENECA A 132-W 77 08,'19 w 3.6 13.0 .27 18.0 3.80 58 sc 1973 7/8 
SENECA A 132-W 77 08,'19 w 9.4 34.0 .28 17.3 2.80 48 UK 1973 7/8 
SEtiECA A 132-W 78 08/31 w 26.0 '58.0 .4'5 16.8 .81 S.40 46 GDC 1973 7/8 
SENECA A 132-W 78 08/31 w 13.2 39.0 .34 18.0 . 81 3.70 36 sc 1973 718 
SEI-IECA A 132-W 78 08/31 lol 12.:5 S3.0 .23 18.6 . 81 s.oo 61 UK 1973 718 
SENECA A 132-W 79 09/l 1 w 8.3 27.0 . 31 17.2 . 81 2.70 31 GDC 1973 718 
SEtiECA A 132-W 79 09,'1 1 w 24.3 67.0 .36 17.8 • 81 1.40 33 sc 1973 7/8 
SENECA A 132-W 79 09.111 w 12.2 S4.0 .23 18.7 .81 3.80 48 UK 1973 7/8 
SEtiECA A 132-W 80 09.113 w 43.0 120.0 .36 2.40 45 GDC 1973 7/8 
SENECA A 132-W 80 09.117 
"' 
18.S 59.0 .32 .80 29 sc 1973 7,18 
SEtiECA A 132-W 80 09/25 w 31 .2 110.0 .28 ~.60 60 UK 1973 7/8 
SENECA A 132-W 81 09,109 w 1 . 3 3.0 .43 2.60 49 GDC 1973 7.18 
SENECA A 132-W 81 w :5.20 60 sc 1973 7/8 
SENECA A 132-W 81 09.109 w 2.3 7.0 .33 16.2 6.00 60 UK 1973 7/8 
CUL TIVAR CLASS/ CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH s.SOL TOTAL PRUNE HODES TRAIH YR YRS 
SEEI)LS DATE COLOR tiO WEIGHT ::: ACID. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
SEtiECA A 132-W 82 0~/08 
"' 
7.3 25.0 .2~ 18.6 .70 3.40 ~3 GDC 1973 7/8 
SENECA A 132-W 82 0':1,'08 ... .4 4.0 . 1 0 4.80 e.o sc U73 7/8 
SEtiECA A 132-W 82 09/08 w 7.0 22.0 .32 19.2 .69 6.40 63 UK 1973 7/8 
SEREKSIYA ROSE v 133-R 74 09/0:S R 16.7 92.0 . 18 17.0 . 91 UK 1970 2/3 
SEREKSIYA ROSE y 133-R 7:5 09/03 R 23.3 I 00. 0 .23 19.2 1 .13 3.10 50 UK 1970 213 
SEREKSIYA ROSE y IJJ-R 76 R 1. 30 34 UK 1970 213 
SHERIDAN A 134-R 64 8 24.8 2. 10 41 UK 1961 919 
SHERI DAti A 134-R 6:5 09/Hi 8 20.7 55.0 .38 17.2 .31 1. 50 35 UK 1961 919 
SHERI DAti A 134-R 66 0'U13 B 7.3 68.0 .26 17.8 .57 1. 80 38 UK 1961 9/9 
SHERI DAti A 134-R 67 09/13 8 10.0 73.0 .14 3.30 17.1 .53 2.40 42 UK 1961 9/9 
SHERI DAti A 134-R 68 09/06 8 14.2 :51.0 .28 3.30 14.4 .76 2.00 40 UK 1'J61 9/9 
SHERIDAI~ A 134-R 6'J 09/16 B 23.9 :55.0 .43 17.4 .39 2.80 48 UK 1961 9/'J 
SHERI DAti A 134-R 70 09/13 8 33.4 76.0 .44 19.0 .64 3.80 51 UK 1961 9/9 
SHERIDAN A 134-R 71 09/20 8 33.9 71.0 .48 15.5 UK 1961 9/9 
SHERIDAN A 134-R 72 10/03 B 22.6 1.90 43 UK 1961 9/9 
SHTUR AtiGUR y 135-R 74 09/11 R 4.0 3.0 1. 33 16.5 1 .40 33 UK 1970 2/3 
SHTUR A~IGUR y 135-R 75 09/03 R 1 • 4 6.0 .23 19.7 .60 3.60 56 UK 1970 2/3 
SHTUR AtiGUR y 135-R 76 R 2.40 44 UK 1970 213 
. 
STEUBEtl A 136-R 64 B II .6 1 .60 36 UK 1961 9/9 
STEUBEN A 136-R 65 09/09 B 15.3 44.0 .35 18.9 .30 .80 32 UK 1961 9/9 
STEUBEN A 136-R 66 o,;o7 B 11.6 32.0 .36 19.7 .:sa 1.40 36 UK 1961 9/9 
STEUBEN A 136-R 67 09/06 B 23.6 70.0 • 34 3. 0 0 15. 0 .63 1.40 3:5 UK 1961 'U9 
STEUBEN A 136-R 68 09/06 8 24.7 5:5.0 .4:5 3.30 16.4 .58 1. 30 32 UK 1961 9/9 
STEUBEN A 136-R 69 09/10 8 27.3 64.0 .45 18.6 .37 2.:50 45 UK 1961 9/9 
STEUBEN A 136-R 70 09/13 B 32.6 80.o .41 19.0 2.00 40 UK 1961 9/9 w 
STEUBEtl A 136-R 71 09/13 B 30.5 73.0 .42 17.3 1. 70 37 UK 1961 9/9 0\ 
STEUBEN A 136-R 72 B 23.7 .90 34 UK 1961 'i.-'9 
S.Y.5247 F 137-R 71 08/31 B 8.9 28.0 .32 17.3 .8:5 UK 1969 6/7 
S.Y.5247 F 137-R 73 09/14 B 13.2 70.0 . 1 9 3 • 52 16 . 2 .79 UK 1969 6/7 
S.V.5247 F 137-R 74 09/04 B 23.7 65.0 .37 13.6 ,82 1. 70 37 UK 1969 617 
S.Y.:5247 F 137-R 75 09/08 8 26.9 67.0 .40 18.7 .6:5 2.40 45 UK 1969 617 
S.Y.:5247 F 137-R 76 09/08 B 7.5 27.0 .27 18.7 .94 1.50 35 UK 1969 6/7 
S.Y.:5247 F 137-R 77 08/23 B I . 9 , 6.0 .32 18.8 .92 3·.50 5:S UK 1969 617 
S.V.:5276 <SEYYAL> F 138-L 81 08/28 w 19.1 :58.0 .33 3.49 16.5 .43 .60 17 sc 1977 3/4 
S.V.~276 <SEYYAL> F 138-L 81 08/28 w 23.0 77.0 .30 3.43 19.0 .39 . I 0 30 CDC 1977 3.'4 
S.Y.5276 <SEYYAL> F 138-L 82 09/02 w 18.8 57.0 .33 16.9 .50 20 sc 1977 3/4 
S.Y.:5276 <SEYVAL> F 138-L 82 09/02 w 28.:5 77'. 0 .37 16.2 .40 21 CDC 1977 3/4 
S.Y.5276 <SEYVAL) F 138-L 83 09/04 w 13.2 32.0 .41 .60 20 sc 1977 3/4 
S.V.~276 <SEYYAL) F 138-L 83 09/04 w 27.4 57.0 .48 .90 18 CDC 1977 3/4 
S.Y.5276 <SEYVAL) F 138-L 84 w I. 00 23 sc 1977 3/4 
S.Y.5276 <SEYVAL> F 138-L 84 w 1.50 25 CDC 1977 3/4 
S,Y.l5276 <SEYYAL> F 138-R 71 09/08 w 5.7 18.0 . 31 18. 1 .74 UK 1961 717 
S.Y.5276 <SEYVAL> F 138-R 72 09/06 w 1!5.4 48.0 .32 3.07 16.!5 .so UK 1961 717 
S,Y.~276 <SEYVAL) F 138-R 73 09/0~ 
"' 
1~.8 56.0 .28 16,9 1 . 02 UK 1961 7/7 
S.Y.:5276 <SEYYAL> F 138-R 74 09/17 
"' 
27.9 87,0 .32 1:5.4 .69 1. 00 30 UK 1961 7/7 
S.Y.5276 <SEYYAL> F 138-R 7:5 09/02 
"' 
18.9 50.0 .38 18.8 .81 .~o 30 UK 1961 717 
S.V,5276 <SEYYAL> F 138-R 76 09/01 w 11 . 4 51 . 0 .23 1':1.7 1. 24 .50 30 UK 1961 717 
S,V.5276 <SEYYAL) F 138-R 77 08/17 w 1 0, I 24.0 .42 16.7 1. 20 32 UK 1961 717 
S.Y.12-303 F 139-R 72 0':1/20 ..., 9.3 18.0 .~3 3.06 15.':1 .97 UK 1969 4/4 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES TRAIH YR YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR tiO WEIGHT ;: ACID. WT. RET S\'ST PL FRT 
S.V.12-303 F 139-R 73 09/24 w 17.7 71 . 0 . 25 3 . 1 8 1 6 . 0 .97 2.00 40 UK l'J69 4/4 
S.V.12-JOJ F 139-R 74 09t'l9 lol 26.7 61 . 0 .44 12.3 .95 I . 90 39 UK 1969 4/4 
S.V.I2-303 F 139-R 75 09/22 w 29.5 75.0 .39 19. I . 91 I . 50 35 UK 1969 4/4 
S.V.12-309 <ROUCAHEUf) F 140-R 71 09/08 w 4.7 15. 0 .32 16. 0 1 . 1 0 UK 1969 6/6 
S.V.12-309 <ROUCAHEUF> f 140-R 72 09/19 w I. 4 8.0 .17 3.15 17.2 . 91 UK 1969 6/6 
S.V.12-309 (ROUCAHEUf) F 140-R 73 09/24 w 11 .8 45.0 .26 3. II 16.2 .88 UK 1969 6/6 
S.V.12-309 <ROUCAHEUf) F 140-R 74 09/24 w 26.5 66.0 .40 12.5 .99 1. 90 40 UK 1969 6/6 
S.V.12-309 (ROUCAHEUf) F 140-R 75 09/22 w 24.3 61.0 .40 15.6 ,79 2.00 40 UK 1969 6/6 
S.V.12-309 <ROUCAHEUf) f 140-R 76 09/22 w 17.8 38.0 .47 17.8 1. 04 1 '70 38 UK 19U 6/6 
SV12-327 f 141-R 72 09/20 B 13.4 71.0 .19 3.45 16.4 .67 UK 1970 5/6 
SV12-327 f 141-R 73 09/24 B 8.3 83.0 '1 0 14.6 .92 UK 1970 5/6 
SV12-327 F 141-R 74 09/16 B 5.4 53.0 • 1 0 13.2 1. 05 I. 50 35 UK 1970 5/6 
SV12-327 F 141-R 75 o9r09 B 31.1 145.0 .21 17.6 .85 3.10 50 UK 1970 5/6 
SV12-327 F 141-R 76 B 1 .eo 40 UK 1970 5/6 
SV12-375 (VILLARD BLANC> F 142-R 64 w 19.3 1 . 1 0 31 UK 1961 9/9 
SVI2-375 <VILLARD BLANC> F 142-R 65 09/14 w 38.6 88.0 .44 16.0 .88 2.10 42 UK 1961 9/9 
SVI2-375 <VILLARD BLANC) F 142-R 66 o9r07 w 17.0 37.0 .45 16.9 1.53 2.20 49 UK 1961 'U9 
SVI2-375 <VILLARD BLAHC> F 142-R 67 09/18 w 33.2 117.0 .29 3.20 2.90 45 UK 1961 9r9 
SV12-J75 <VILLARD BLANC) F 142-R 68 09/20 w 45.0 69.0 .65 3. 00 II ,6 1 • 15 3' 10 51 UK 1961 9/9 
SV12-375 <VILLARD BLANC> F 142-R 69 09r15 w 31.4 49.0 .57 Ul.9 1.13 2.60 46 UK 1961 9/9 
SV12-375 <VILLARD BLANC> F 142-R 70 09/15 w 31.1 52.0 .60 20.0 .96 2.10 47 UK 1961 'U9 
SV12-J75 <VILLARD BLANC> F 142-R 71 09/24 w 28.4 59.0 .48 16.6 I. 05 2.00 35 UK 1961 9/9 
SV12-375 <VILLARD BLANC> F 142-R 72 07/26 w 16.4 34.0 .48 16.5 1. 00 1.10 31 UK 1961 9/9 
SVI4-287 F 143-R 64 w 4.4 .60 17 UK 1961 3/4 
SVI4-287 F 143-R 65 08/26 w 4. I 40.0 • 10 20.0 .75 .20 13 UK 1961 3/4 w 
SVI4-287 F 143-R 66 09/07 w 5.8 34.0 '17 20.2 I. 06 . 1 0 17 UK 1961 3/4 ...... 
SV14-287 F 143-R 67 w .:so 15 UK 1961 3/4 
SVI8-283 <GARONNET> F 144-R 71 09/08 8 5.2 17,0 .30 18.0 .97 UK 1969 7/7 
SV18-283 <GAROHNET> F 144-R 72 09/15 8 7.8 29.0 .27 3.27 14.8 .77 UK 1969 717 
SV18-283 CGAROHHET> F 144-R 73 09.114 8 9.1 29.0 .31 3.29 15.0 .93 UK 1969 717 
SVIS-283 <GARONNET> F 144-R 74 09121 8 20. I 58.0 .34 14.5 .79 1.50 35 UK 1969 717 
SVIS-283 <GARONHET> F 144-R 75 09/17 8 19.3 37.0 .52 16,8 .79 1.40 3:5 UK 1969 717 
SVIS-283 CGARONHET) F 144-R 76 09.11:5 B 15.9 46.0 .35 18.2 .94 .so 30 UK 1969 717 
SVI8-283 <GARONHET> F 144-R 77 08/23 B 2.2 7.0 .31 17.0 .87 1.80 40 UK 1969 717 
SVIS-315 <VILLARD NOIR> F 145-R 71 09.108 B 6.5 27.0 .24 18.0 1. 27 UK 1969 7.17 
SV18-31:5 <VILLARD HOIR> F 14:5-R 72 09/15 8 14.6 66.0 .22 3.04 13.7 I. 15 UK 1969 717 
SVIS-31~ <VILLARD NOIR> F 14:5-R 73 09/12 8 9.4 38.0 .25 3.21 17.6 I. 17 UK 1969 717 
SVIS-31~ <VILLARD NOIR> F 14:5-R 74 09/26 B 25.:5 81.0 .31 16.7 ,82 1. 20 32 UK 1969 717 
SV18-315 <VILLARD HOIR> F 145-R 75 09/11 8 24.4 71.0 .34 20.0 1 '05 1.30 33 UK 1969 717 
SVI8-315 <VILLARD NOIR) F 145-R 76 09.108 8 15.9 66.0 .29 18.5 1. 32 1 . 1 0 30 UK 1969 717 
SVIS-315 <VILLARD HOIR> F 145-R 77 08/23 8 19.6 79.0 .2:5 14.3 I , 20 32 UK 1969 7/7 
SV23410 <VALERIEN) F 146-R 71 09/08 w 6.9 26.0 .27 16.9 .58 UK 1969 5/5 
SV23410 (VALERIEN) F 146-R 72 09/21 
"' 
18.9 79.0 '24 3. 26 16. 4 .52 UK 1969 5/5 
SV23410 <VALERIEN) F 146-R 73 09/12 w 8.9 32.0 .28 3.37 17.9 .69 UK 1969 5/5 
SV23410 <VALERIEN> F 146-R 74 09/21 w 21 '0 80.0 .26 14.0 .54 3.00 50 UK 1969 5/5 
SV23410 <VALERIEN> F 146-R 75 09117 w 24.4 62.0 .40 17. I .57 3.90 60 UK 1969 5/~ 
SV23410 <VALERIEN> F 146-R 76 09/15 w 14.6 57.0 .26 18.7 .60 J.OO 50 UK 1969 5/5 
S.V.23-512 F 147-R 74 09/09 w 16.2 .73 UK 1969 5/6 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ CODE YR HARV FRUIT YIELD ClUSTERS PH S.SOl TOTAl PRUHE HODES TRAIH YR YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR ~10 •JE I GHT ;.: ACID. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
S.V.23-:112 F 147-R 75 09/16 w 1~i. 6 72.0 .22 18.3 .~0 1 . 90 38 UK 1969 ~/6 
S.V.23-!!112 F 147-R 76 0<;1/01 w 4.0 24.0 . 17 19.2 .93 1 . I 0 30 UK 1969 ::1.-'6 
s .v. 23-::112. F 147-R 77 08/16 w II. 8 4~.0 .26 14.9 2.50 4:1 UK 1969 5/6 
5·. v. 23-\':112 F 147-R 78 09/11 w 18.~ 77.0 .24 18.~ .68 2.80 48 UK 1969 5/6 
S. V .23-:H2 F 147-R 79 10/02 w 25.7 80.0 .32 20. 1 .:54 1 . 70 36 UK 1969 5/6 
. 
TIAFI v 148-R 74 09/17 R :5.4 9.0 .64 1:1.0 1. 1 0 30 UK 1970 2/3 
TIAFI v 148-R 7:1 09/03 R 11.4 17.0 .67 16.3 . 12 2.80 48 UK 1970 2/3 
TIAFI v 148-R 76 R 2.00 40 UK 1970 21'3 
T R I UHPHAtiT A 149-R 73 09/24 B 7.2 ::1::1.0 .13 UK 1970 J,'4 
T R 1 UHPHAtH A 149-R 74 09/12 B 4.6 44.0 .10 14.9 1.23 1. 00 30 UK 1970 3/4 
TRIUMPHANT A 149-R 7::1 09/0'J B 12.7 48.0 .26 18.7 1. 16 2.00 40 UK 1970 J/4 
TRIUHPHANT A 14'1-R 76 B 1.20 30 UK 1'170 J,'4 
VANBUREN A · 1 :50-R 64 B 21.0 2.90 :so UK 1'161 9/9 
VANBUREN A 1 :50-R 65 081'26 B 13.7 77.0 . 18 1 'J. 1 .35 1.60 37 UK 1961 9.-'9 
VANBUREN A 150-R 66 08/11 B 25.3 123.0 .21 10.7 I. 08 2.90 46 UK 1961 919 
VAHBUREH A 1 :50-R 67 08/21 B 18.3 112.0 .16 3.10 1:5.0 ,:53 2.20 42 UK 1961 9/9 
VANBUREN A 150-R 68 081'27 B 16.8 65.0 .26 3.70 12.4 .53 2.40 43 UK 1961 9/'J 
VAtiBUREH A 150-R 69 08/28 B 25.5 114. 0 .23 15.5 .44 3.70 53 UK 1961 9/9 
VAHBUREH A 150-R 70 08/21 B 24.6 103.0 .24 15.0 3.80 56 UK U61 9/9 
VAHBURE14 A 150-R 71 09/01 B 32.7 121.0 .27 13.3 3.00 48 UK 1961 9/9 
VAHBUREH A 1:50-R 72 08/28 B 25.0 1.60 39 UK 1961 9/9 
VEE PORT c 1:51-R 70 09/09 B 6,7' 27.0 .25 17.3 .66 UK 1968 3/3 
VEE PORT c 151-R 71 09/22 B 8.2 n.o • 21 16.0 .85 UK 1968 3/3 
VEE PORT c 151-R 72 09/26 B 13. 1 4'J.O .27 3,:51 14.0 .59 UK 1968 3/3 
w 
V IDAL256 <VIDAL BLAtiC) F 152-0 73 w 6,6 31.0 .21 20.9 1.40 34 UK 1970 7/8 00 
YIDAL2!!16 <VIDAL BLANC) F 152-0 74 w 9.4 34,0 .28 UK 1970 71'8 
VIDAL256 <VIDAL BLANC> F 1:52-0 75 w 23.3 94.0 .25 1 • 70 28 UK 1970 7/8 
VJOAL256 <VIDAL BLANC> F 152-0 76 w 3.10 38 UK 1970 118 
VIDAL2!!16 <VIDAL BLAtiC) F 152-0 77 09/11 w 2.8 20.0 .14 2.40 44 UK 1970 71'8 
VIDAL256 <VIDAL BLANC> F 152-0 78 10/05 w 20.0 55.0 .36 3.50 48 UK 1970 71'8 
VIOAL256 <VIDAL BLANC) F 152-0 79 10110 w 19. 1 40.0 .48 2.30 36 UK 1970 7/8 
VIDAL256 <VIDAL BLANC) F 152-0 80 09118 w 16.3 48.0 .34 .. 70 25 UK 1970 71'8 
VIHCEIH c 153-R 70 09/09 B 14.1 59.0 .24 15.6 .97 UK 1968 3/3 
YltiCEHT c 153-R 71 09113 B 14.9 :57.0 .26 '5.' .97 UK 1968 3/3 
VltiCEtiT c 153-R 72 09/19 B 14.2 43.0 . 33 3 . 38 14 , I .80 UK 1968 3/3 
V.33013 c 134-R 70 081'28 B 6.5 25.0 .26 20.6 .63 UK 1968 3/J 
v. 35013 c 154-R 71 08/31 B 9.7 39.0 .25 19.2 .99 UK 1968 3/3 
V.3501J c 154-R 72 08/29 B 2.2 8.0 . 29 3 . 1 8 16 • 5 .87 UK 1968 J/3 
\1.37031 c 155-R 70 08/28 w 16.:1 61 . 0 .27 16.2 .51 UK 1968 3/3 
V.370JI c 155-R 71 081'24 w II .8 44.0 .27 17.8 .67 UK 1968 J/3 
Y.37031 - c 155-R 72 08/24 w 2.0 3.0 .60 3.14 14.6 ,69 UK 1968 J/3 
V.49063 c 156-R 70 09/09 8 14.9 I 06. 0 . 14 16.2 .78 UK 1968 3/3 
V.49063 c 156-R 71 09/08 B 7.9 36.0 .22 16.0 UK 1968 3/3 
Y.4906J c 1:56-R 72 09/13 B 6,0 29.0 .21 3.60 16.4 .76 UK 1968 3t'3 
V.51011 c 1!57-R 70 09/02 w 15.0 63.0 .24 17.0 .86 UK 1968 3/3 
CULTIVAR CLASSI' COOE YR HARY FRUIT 'I'IELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUHE HODES TRAIH YR YRS 
SEEDLS OATE COLOR tiO WEIGHT ;: ACID. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
V.51011 c 157-R 71 091'21 w 1:5.8 48.0 .33 15.0 .89 UK 1968 31'3 
V.:SI011 c 157-R 72 0'U1:S w 9.0 38.0 .2CJ 3.06 14.9 .98 UK 1968 3/3 
V, ~fl 061 < VEHTURA ) c 158-R 70 09/09 w 24.6 176.0 .14 17.6 .8:5 UK 1968 3/3 
V.51061 <YEHTURA> c 158-R 71 09/08 w 22.6 133.0 '11 17.7 1.22 UK ICJ68 3/3 
V.~I061 <VENTURA> c 158-R 72 09/21 w 28.9 161.0 .18 3.11 
"·' 
.95 UK 1968 3/J 
Y,52082 c IS9-R 70 09/15 8 20.0 47.0 .43 14.9 .72 UK 1968 3/3 
V.S2092 c 1"-R 71 09/21 8 
"·' 
36.0 .ss 12.3 .77 UK 1968 3/3 
v.s2o82 c 1S9-R 72 09/05 8 6.0 11.0 .57 3.28 IS.2 .87 UK 1968 3/3 
v.:S2082 c 15'J-W 75 09/26 8 8.'J 7.0 I .30 14.9 .74 sc 1973 S/8 
Y.52082 c 159-W 7S 09/26 8 I, 9 3.0 .63 17.5 1.30 UK 1973 S/8 
V.52082 c IS'J-W 76 09/26 8 30.3 so.o .60 10.0 1.30 .90 27 sc 1973 :S/8 
Y.52082 c IS'J-W 76 09/30 8 I t.l 21.0 .sa 12.4 1.50 1.00 31 UK 1913 5/8 
Y.~2082 c 159-W 77 09/07 8 2.8 6",8 .33 15.5 3.30 53 UK 1973 5/8 
V.52082 c 159-W 78 09/29 8 6.8 4.0 .66 19.0 1.81 1.30 35 GDC 1973 S/8 
v.S2082 c 159-W 78 09/29 8 12.6 26.0 .48 17.0 I. 81 lZ.IO 45 sc 1973 5.'8 
v.~2oa2 c 159-W 78 09.129 8 22.7 38.0 ,59 14.5 1.01 3.90 55 UK 1973 5/8 
Y.S2082 c 1S'J-W 79 8 .70 25 GDC 1973 S/8 
V.!52082 c 1S9-W 19 091'19 8 14.3 16.0 .89 15.4 1.38 1.60 3:5 sc 1973 :S/8 
v.s2oa2 c 159-W 79 B 1. 70 38 UK 1973 S/8 
v.~2oa2 c 159-W 80 10/0.4 8 46.0 37.6 .87 1.00 32 GDC 1973 S/8 
V.:S2082 c 159-W 80 10/13 B 14.0 22.0 .64 .60 26 sc 1973 5/8 
V.52082 c 159-W 80 10/13 B 36.7 52.0 .69 2.80 48 UK 1973 :S/8 
Y.52082 c 159-W 81 B 1.90 33 GOC 1973 :S/8 
V.S2082 c 159-W 81 8 1.80 33 sc 1973 5/8 
Y.52082 c 159-W 81 B 2.50 45 UK 1973 S/8 w 
v.:s2oa:z c 159-W 82 B 1.30 28 GOC 1973 5/8 ID 
V.S2082 c 159-W 82 B 2.60 47 sc 1973 5/8 
Y.S2082 c 159-W 82 B 1.50 25 UK 1973 5/8 
V.S3033 <FESTIYEE> c 160-R 70 08/28 8 8.2 39.0 .21 19, I .73 UK 1968 3/3 
V.SJOJ3 <FESTIYEE> c 160-R 71 08/31 B 7.4 41.0 . 18 15.4 1.32 UK 1968 3/3 
Y.SJ033 <FESTIVE£> c 160-R 72 09/tJ 8 1. 1 26.0 .27 3.36 15.8 .75 UK 1968 3/3 
Y.S3033 <FESTIVE£> c 160-W 75 09/03 B 11.7 51.0 .22 15.7 
·" 
GDC 1973 3/7 
V.S3033 <FEST:VEE) c 160-W 75 09/03 B 30.6 72.0 .43 14.0 .76 sc 1973 317 
V.SJ033 <FESTIVEE> c 160-W 75 09/03 B 11.4 56.0 .20 17.7 .79 UK 1973 317 
V.S303J <FESTIYEE> c 160-W 76 09/28 B 13.4 49.0 .27 17.9 1.12 .so 23 GOC 1973 317 
Y.SJOJJ <FESTIVEE> c 160-W 76 09/26 8 12.5 36.0 .34 17.2 1.18 1.40 33 sc 1973 317 
Y.SJ033 <FESTIVE£> c 160-W 76 09/28 B s.o 25.0 .20 17.7 1.20 .60 30 UK 1973 317 
V,S3033 <FESTIVEE> c 160-W 78 8 1.90 22 GDC 1973 317 
V.S3033 <FESTIYEE> c 160-W 78 B 1.90 22 sc 1973 317 
Y.S3033 <FESTIVE£) c 160-W 78 8 1.50 34 UK 1973 317 
V.S3033 <FESTIYEE) c 160-W 79 8 .70 27 GOC 1973 317 
V.S30JJ <FESTlVEE> c 160-W 79 8 .70 25 sc 1973 317 
Y.S3033 <FESTIVE£) c 160-W 79 8 2.80 4S UK 1973 317 
Y.S3033 <FESTIYEE> c 160-W 80 I 0/10 8 8.7 44.0 .20 .so 25 GOC 1973 317 
V.Sl03~ <FESTIYEE> c 160-W 80 10/13 B 3.0 22.0 . 13 .so 19 sc 1973 317 
Y.S3033 <FESTIVE£> c 160-W 80 8 .so 24 UK 1973 317 
Y.S3033 <FESTIVEE> c 160-W 81 B 2.00 40 CDC 1973 317 
V.S3033 <FESTIVE£) c 160-W 81 B 2.80 47 sc 1973 317 
V.S3033 <FESTIVEE> c 160-W Bl 8 1.80 38 UK 1973 317 
Y.S3043 c 161-W 70 09/12 B 20. I 57.0 .35 15.5 . 74 UK 1968 3/J 
Y.S3043 c 161-W 71 09/08 8 17.4 62.0 .28 16.1 .94 UK 1968 3/3 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ CODE YR UARV fRUIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUNE HODES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEDLS I> ATE COLOR tiO WEIGHT 
" 
ACID. WT. RET S~'ST PL FRT 
v.:S3043 t 161-W 72 09/05 B l9o5 49o0 o40 3.45 16.7 .68 UK 1968 3/3 
V.:53091 t 162-R 70 09/02 8 1:5.4 34o0 o45 l6o0 o77 UK 1968 3/3 
Vol53091 t 162-R 71 09/13 B 14o7 31 0 0 o48 15o6 o99 UK 1968 3/3 
Y.l53091 c 162-R 72 09/05 8 4.9 5o0 I o 02 3 . I 3 16 . 2 o93 UK 1968 3/3 
Y.l53091 c 162-W 75 09/26 B 9 0 1 11..0 .83 1!5.9 .99 CDC 1973 21'4 
V,:53091 c 162-W 7:5 09/26 B 11.:5 16.0 .83 15.9 .96 UK 1973 2/4 
v.53091 c 162-W 76 09/26 B 9.3 14.0 o89 
"·' 
I. 49 .90 28 GDC 1973 2/4 
V.:53091 c 162-W 76 09/24 B 4.5 3.0 I .50 14.0 1.50 .10 20 sc 1973 2/4 
Y.!53091 c 162-W 76 09/29 8 !5.8 6.0 .96 14, I 1.65 .80 30 UK 1973 2/4 
V.:53091 c 162-W 77 08/23 8 .9 2.0 .4:5 16.0 1.50 35 CDC 1973 2/4 
V.53091 c 162-W 78 8 2.30 40 CDC 1973 2/4 
V.53091 c 162-W 78 8 1.50 33 sc 1973 2/4 
V,53091 c 162-W 18 B 2.20 33 UK 1973 2/4 
~ 
V,:54064 c 163-R 10 09/09 8 14.1 69,0 • 21 14.6 .58 UK 1968 . 3/3 
v.54064 c 163-R 71 09/08 8 14.9 71.0 .21 14.6 .73 UK 1968 3/3 
V.54064 c 163-R 72 09/22 8 21.6 94.0 , 23 3 , 33 II , 6 .152 UK 1968 3/3 
V.64232 c 164-R 76 09/IIS 8 
·' 
17.7 UK 1973 4/4 
Y.64232 c 164-R 77 091'14 8 1.8 IIJ,O • 12 14.6 1.90 40 UK 1973 4/4 
V.64232 c 164-R 78 10/02 B 18.5 73.0 .25 16.5 .59 3.20 52 UK 1973 4/4 
V.64232 c 164-R 79 10/05 8 14.4 90.0 .16 16.8 
·" 
4.60 53 UK 1973 4/4 
Y.65162 c 165-R 78 09/18 w ... 18.0 .to 11.2 3.80 59 UK 1973 214 
v .65162 c 165-R n 01121 w 19.3 87.0 .22 16.6 .79 5.70 56 UK 1973 214 
V,65163 c 166-R 78 08129 R 1.6 9.0 .17 20.3 1.50 35 UK 1973 214 
V.65163 c 166-R 79 08/21 R 5.5 33.0 .17 17.0 1.16 3,60 45 UK 1973 214 .e:. 
0 
V.65164 <VANESSA SEEDLESS> C. 167-R 77 08/30 R .3 4.0 • 07 17.3 z.zo 42 UK 1973 3/3 
V.65164 <VANESSA SEEDLESS> c• 167-R 78 09/08 R 4.1 19o 0 .21 18.7 3.10 52 UK 1973 3/3 
Y.65164 <VANESSA SEEDLESS) c• 167-R 79 08121 R 10.4 51.0 .20 17.4 .46 2.90 45 UK 1973 3/3 
Y.292718 c 168-R 70 09/09 I 8.2 39.0 .21 16.0 ,88 UK 1968 3/3 
Y.292718 c 168-R 71 09/08 8 11.8 49.0 .~4' 13.8 .91 UK 1968 3/3 
Y.292718 c 168-R 72 09/26 8 13.9 63.0 .22 3,38 12.4 .86 UK 1968 3/3 
YPI-26 <l'toOREO > A 169-R 71 08/19 R 8.6 32.0 .27 16.6 .46 UK 1969 7.~7 
· YPI-26 <HOOREO> A 169-R 72 09/06 R 22.8 91.0 .25 16o6 .62 UK 1969 7/7 
YPI-26 <HOOREO> A 169-R 73 09/05 R 8.8 38.0 .23 3.45 115.9 1.06 UK 1969 7/7 
VPI-26 <HOOREO> A 169-R 74 09/04 R 18.3 48.0 • 18 19.1 .36 2.20 42 UK 1969 117 
VPI-26 <HOOREO) A 169-R 715 09/02 R 19. 1 89.0 .21 18.7 .29 4.90 60 UK 1969 7.17 
VPI-26 <HOOREO) A 169-R 76 09/01 R I , 9 ,., 0 • 21 17.9 .30 3.70 57 UK 1969 717 
YPI-26 <"OORED> A 169-R 77 08/17 R 29.6 I 03,0 .29 13.4 .21 4.30 60 UK 1969 717 
YPJ-26 <HOOREO> A 169-W 7:5 08/2:5 R 9.2 29.0 .30 14.6 .37 sc 1973 8/8 
YP J-26 < "OOREO > A 169-W 76 09/13 R 3o3 11.0 .32 16.2 .315 1.90 39 sc 1973 8/8 
VPI-26 <HOOREO> A 169-W 77 09/0:5 R 36.3 I 04,0 .3:5 16.3 6. 00 60 sc 1973 e.~8 
VPI-26 <1100RED> A 169-W 78 10/04 R 32.1 99o0 .32 1,,8 .26 3ol0 44 sc 1973 8/8 
YP 1-26 < HOORED > A 169-W 79 09/26 R 39,3 161 . 0 .24 13.4 .29 2.70 48 sc 1973 8/8 
VP 1-26 < HOORED) A 169-W 80 09/30 R 32.4 58.0 .:56 2. :n 4:5 sc 1973 8t'8 
VPI-26 <HOORED> A 169-W 81 09/09 R 8.9 29.0 o31 llo~ 3o90 5:5 sc 1973 8/8 
VPI-26 <ttOORED> A 169-W 82 09/19 R 49.0 231.0 . 21 15.0 .29 4.60 58 sc 1973 8/8 
VPI-26 <ttOORED> A 169-W 7:5 08/2:5 R 15.3 63.0 .24 15.0 .31 CDC 1973 8.~8 
VPI-26 <HOOREO> A 169-W 76 09/13 R 2.0 IOo 0 .20 l7o4 .31 I . 00 30 CDC 1973 8/8 
CULTIVAR CLASS/ CODE YR liARV FRLIIT YIELD CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUNE HODES TRAIN 'I'R YRS 
SEEDLS DATE COLOR NO MEJGHT ., .. ACID. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
VPJ-26 <I'IOOREO) A 169-W 77 09/05 R 29.0 I 04.0 .28 17.0 6.00 60 CDC I'!J73 8/8 
VP J-26 OIOOREO) A 169-W 78 10/04 R 38.0 114' 0 .33 1:5.7 .26 2.30 38 CDC I'!J73 8/8 
VPI-26 <HOOREP) A 169-l.ol 79 O'i!/26 R 14.4 38.0 .38 1:5.5 .29 2.60 48 CDC I'!J73 8/8 
VP J-26 ( 1100RED) A 169-W 80 O'JI/23 R 64.6 19:5.0 .33 :5.:50 60 CDC 1 'j7'J 8/8 
VPI-26 (1100REO> A 16'!J-W 81 O'!J/O'JI ~ 6.9 26.0 .27 :5.90 60 GOC J'j7'J 8/8 
VPJ-26 <MOORED> A 16'!J-W 82 O'!J/19 R 90.0 424.0 .21 6.40 60 CDC 1973 8/8 
VPJ26 OIOORED> A 16'!J-W 7:5 08.'2:5 R 3.4 JJ, 0 .28 16.2 .42 UK 1'!J73 8/8 
VP 126 < HOOREO > A 169-W 76 O'!J/13 R 3.0 16.0 .21 HLJ .:53 1.60 38 UK 1973 818 
VP J 26. < ttOORED) A 169-W 77 09/06 R 3:5. I 100.0 .3:5 1:5.8 4 .I 0 :10 UK 1973 8/8 
VP 126 < HOORED ) A 169-W 78 I 0.' 04 R 40.3 118.0 .33 1:1.4 .26 5.60 45 UK 1973 8.'8 
VPI26 <1100RED> A 169-W 79 09/26 R 30.0 149.0 .20 15.0 .29 5.20 60 UK 1973 8.'8 
VPI26 <HOOREO> A 169-W 80 09/23 R 23.3 103.0 .23 6.80 58 UK 1973 8/8 
liP 126 < HOORED > A 169-W 81 09/09 R 4.2 17.0 .25 4.50 52 UK 1973 8/8 
VP J 26 ( HOOREO) A 169-W 82 09/19 R 38.0 135.0 .28 6.50 60 UK 1973 8/8 
VPI-30 (PRICE> A 170-R 71 08 .... 19 8 5.9 22.0 .27 19.4 .64 UK 1969 6/6 
VPI-30 <PRICE> A 170-R 72 08 .... 21 8 2, I 8.0 .28 17.6 .52 UK 1969 6/6 
VPI-30 <PRICE> A 110-R 73 o8..-27 B 9.1 46.0 .20 3.46 18.6 .56 UK 1969 6/6 
VPI-30 <PRICE> A 170-R 74 08/26 8 8.8 48.0 .18 19. 1 .36 2.20 42 UK 1969 6/6 
VPI-30 <PRICE) A 170-R 75 08/17 B 21.8 90.0 .24 19.5 .38 2.80 47 UK 1969 6/6 
VPI-30 <PRICE> A 170-R 76 08123 B 4.5 26.0 • 17 19.0 2.20 42 UK 1969 6/6 
YPJ-30 <PRICE) A 170-R 77 o8..-11 B 16. 1 68.0 .24 17.6 2.90 50 UK 1969 6/6 
VPJ30 <PRICE> A 110-W 75 08121 8 13.7 57. .24 ·~, 7 ,54 CDC 1973 8/8 
YPIJO <PRICE) A 170-W 75 08 .... 21 8 3.7 21. .15 17.0 .60 sc 1973 8/8 
VPI30 <PRICE> A 170-W 75 08/21 B 7.1 35. .20 1 :s. 9 .57 UK 1973 8/8 
VPI30 <PRICE> A 170-W 76 09.107 B :5.6 27. .21 17. I .97 .60 23 CDC 1973 8/8 
VPI30 <PRICE> A 170-W 76 09/07 B 15.5 56. .28 15.2 .92 3.00 50 sc 1973 8/8 ~ 
'-'Pl30 <PRICE> A 170-W 76 09/07 B 4.5 23. .19 17.7 .8:5 .60 28 UK 1973 8/8 1-' 
YPI30 <PRICE> A 110-W 11 08/21 B 29.8 102. .29 16.8 3. 10 52 CDC 1973 8/8 
VPI30 <PRICE> A 170-W 77 08/29 B 29.5 107. .28 16.9 3.:50 :53 sc 1973 8/8 
VPI30 CPRICE) A 170-W 77 08 .... 17 B 19.3 67. .28 18.6 4.00 59 UK 1973 8/8 
VP130 C PRICE) A 170-W 78 09/01 B 23.!5 95. .25 16.3 .66 1.80 38 GDC 1973 8/8 
VPIJO <PRICE> A 170-W 78 09/01 B 16.3 74. .22 16.1 .66 2.00 38 sc 1973 8/8 
VPIJO <PRICE> A 170-W 78 09.101 B 25.0 t 14. .22 17.9 .66 2.90 40 UK 1973 8/8 
VPI30 <PRICE> A 110-W 79 09/04 B 22.4 73. .31 17.6 .63 I. 50 35 CDC 1973 8/8 
VPI30 <PRICE) A 170-W 79 09/04 B 18.6 73.0 .25 16.0 .63 1.50 35 sc 1973 8/8 
YPI30 <PRICE> A t7o-w 79 09/04 B 23.9 107.0 .22 16.0 .63 3.30 38 UK 1973 8/8 
VP 13 0 (PRICE > A 170-W 80 09 .... 13 B 28.6 92.0 .31 1. 40 35 GOt 1973 8/8 
VP l 3 0 C PRICE> A 170-W 80 09/13 B 21.7 92.0 .24 1. 90 39 sc 1973 8/8 
VPJ30 <PRICE> A 170-W 80 09/17 B 21.0 21.0 .29 4.80 60 UK 1973 8 .... 8 
YPI30 <PRICE> A 170-W 81 09/16 B 19.3 70.0 .28 20.5 1.80 38 GDC 1973 8/8 
YP 13 0 <PRICE) A 170-W 81 09/16 B 2.0 8.0 .2:5 20.6 5.80 60 sc 1973 8/8 
VPJ30 <PRICE> A 170-W 81 09/16 B 5.5 25.0 .22 20.2 9.30 60 UK 1973 8/8 
VPJ30 <PRICE> A 170-W 82 08/26 B 38.4 152.0 .25 2.40 45 GDC 1973 8/8 
VPIJO <PRICE> A 170-W 82 08126 B 29.6 11)7. 0 .28 14.2 
·" 
3.20 55 sc 1973 8/8 
VPIJO <PRICE) A 170-W 82 08126 B 36.0 126.0 .29 4.00 60 UK 1973 8/8 
VPJJI <"OHTICELLO> A 171-R 77 08/30 B .2 4.0 .05 14.5 .eo 30 UK 1973 3/3 
VP 131 <I'IOHTICELLO > A 171-R 78 09126 B 13. I 42.0 .31 17.9 2.40 43 UK 1973 3/3 
VPJ31 CHOHTICELLO> A 171-R 79 10/05 8 17.7 5:5.0 .32 16.3 .33 1. 30 42 UK 1973 3/3 
VP132 CCEHTURY 1 > A 172-R 71 09/08 8 4.6 16.0 .28 20.2 .61 UK 1969 6/6 
VPI32 <CENTURY 1> A 172-R 72 09/06 B 5.3 17.0 .32 14.0 .98 UK 1969 616 
CULTJVAR CLASS/ CODE YR HARV FRUIT YJELI> CLUSTERS PH S.SOL TOTAL PRUNE HODES TRAIN YR YRS 
SEEOLS DATE COLOR tm WEIGHT r. ACIO. WT. RET SYST PL FRT 
VPI32 (CENTURY I> A 172-R 73 O'J/12 B 14.8 4'J.O .30 18.'ll UK 1'll6'll 6/6 
VPI32 <CENTURY 1> A 172-R 74 09/03 B 20.3 42.0 .48 I 4. 1 I. 60 36 UK 1969 6/6 
YP 132 < CEtiTURY 1 > A 172-R 75 09/08 B 23.7 64.0 .37 18.8 .72 1.90 40 UK 1969 6/6 
YPI32 <CENTURY 1> A 172-R 76 O'JJ/08 B 'JJ.O 35.0 .30 17.7 .65 1 .60 36 UK 196'JJ 6/6 
VPI32 <CEHTURV I> A 172-W 76 O'U24 B 22.5 112.0 .20 18.5 .73 1.30 33 GDC 1973 6/7 
YP 132 < CEtiTURY 1 > A 172-W 76 O'JJ/26 B 15.9 90.0 .20 18.5 .73 1.30 33 sc 1973 617 
VPI32 <CENTURY 1) A 172-W 76 O'JJ/24 B 6.3 23.0 .27 16.5 1 • 14 ,30 30 UK 1'J73 6/7 
YPI32 <CENTURY I> A 172-W 77 O'JI,'07 B 10.0 8'JI,O . II 17.0 1.60 2:5 GDC 1973 6,'7 
VPIJ2 (CENTURY 1> A 172-W 77 O'll/07 B 17.6 95.0 • 11 17.0 1.60 25 sc 1973 6/7 
VPI32 <CENTURY 1) A 172-W 77 09/07 B 7.0 22.0 .31 16.5 3.20 53 UK 1973 6/7 
YPI32 <CENTURY 1> A 172-W 78 10/04 B 7.'ll 66.0 . 12 
"· 0 .64 1 .so 30 CDC 1973 6/7 VPI32 CCEHTURY 1> A 172-W 78 10/04 8 32.7 180.0 .12 19.0 .64 I. 50 30 sc 1973 617 
VPI32 <CENTURY I) A 172-W 78 I 01'04 8 7.5 16.0 .47 18.2 .64 3.20 50 UK 1973 617 
VPI32 <CENTURY I) A 172-W 791 O'li/I'J 8 3.'J 34.0 
·" 
17.8 .81 ,'JIO 30 CDC 1'J73 6/7 
VPI32 <CENTURY 1) A 172-W 79 O'iJ/19 8 15.4 93.0 
·" 
17.8 • 81 .90 30 sc 1'JJ73 617 
VP132 (CENTURY I) A 172-W 79 8 1.20 23 UK 1'll73 617 
VPI32 < CEtiTURY 1 ) A 172-W 80 10/07 B 29.0 166,0 . 17 1 . 00 30 CDC 1973 6/7 
VPI32 <CENTURY J) A 172-W 80 I 0/09 8 55.7 248.0 .17 I. 00 30 sc 1973 617 
VPI32 <CENTURY 1) A 172-W 80 10/13 8 15.3 31.0 .so .eo 27 UK 1'll73 617 
VPI32 <CENTURY 1) A 172-W 81 B 2.40 43 CDC 1973 617 
VPI32 <CENTURY 1> A 172-W 81 B 2.40 43 sc 1973 617 
VPI32 <CENTURY 1> A 172-W 81 B 3.90 53 UK 1973 6/7 
VPIJ2 <CENTURY 1> A 172-W 82 8 'JI.9 2,.0 .34 17.6 .57 1.70 33 CDC l'll73 6/7 
VPI32 <CENTURY I) A 172-W 82 09/21 B 26.8 102.0 .34 17.6 .57 1. 70 33 sc 1973 6/7 
""' l'V
·· .. PI3J A 173-W 78 O'll/26 8 6.8 20.0 .34 15.7 1 • 00 30 sc 1973 214 
VPJJ.! A 173-W 79 08/21 8 5.5 33.0 .17 17.0 .53 3.60 45 sc 1973 2/4 
WASHINGTON A 174-R 72 09/06 8 3. I 16.0 .20 13.7 .49 UK 1970 4/4 
WASHINGTON A 174-R 73 09/14 8 'JI.S 73.0 • 13 3 . J'll 12 . 8 .66 1.90 40 UK l'll70 414 
WASHINGTON A 174-R 74 09/19 8 10.9 66.0 . 17 13.4 .46 2.20 42 UK 1970 4/4 
WASHINGTON A 174-R 75 O'll/15 8 
'·' 
79.0 .13 12. 1 • 51 2.80 48 UK 1970 4/4 
WHITE BACO F 175-R 73 08/27 w 7.2 48.0 .1':1 3.33 19.6 1.29 UK 1969 4/4 
WHITE 8ACO F 175-R 74 08/23 w 14.5 73.0 .20 
". 1 1 .25 1 .so 3:5 UK l'll6'll 4/4 WHITE BACO F 175-R 75 08112 w 13.'ll 63.0 .22 18.8 1.29 2.30 43 UK 196'll 4/4 
WHITE BACO F 175-R 76 09/01 w 7.4 34.0 .20 18.3 1 . 51 1.80 38 UK 196'll 4/4 
WHITE RIESLING y 176-L 81 09/15 
"' 
10.4 56.0 • " 3.27 16.:5 1 . 00 2.:50 27 sc 1977 1/4 
WHITE RIESLING y 176-L 81 0~/15 w 6.9 4:5.0 .1:5 3.27 16.5 1 • 00 3.30 22 CDC l'll77 1/4 
WHITE RIESLING v 176-R 72 09/13 w 1 . 6 16.0 .10 3.11 18.2 .'liS UK 1970 4/4 
WHITE RIESLING v 176-R 73 O'iJ/12 w 5.4 39.0 • 14 3. 22 I'll. s .98 UK 1'll70 4/4 
WHITE RIESLING y 176-R 74 09/19 w 22.6 142.0 '16 14.6 .'ll2 1. 80 38 'UK 1970 4/4 
WHITE RIESL INC y 176-R 75 09/02 w 11.7 72.0 . 16 17.9 .97 .90 30 UK 1970 4/4 
WHITE RIESLitiG y 176-R 76 w 17.3 1.50 JS UK 1970 4/4 
YATES A 177-R 64 R 10.6 .eo 27 UK 1961 3/J 
YATES A 177-R 65 09/03 R 10.3 37.0 .28 20.5 .52 .so 28 UK 1961 3/3 
YATES A 177-R 66 09/03 R 2.7 I 1 . 0 .25 20.7 .49 .eo 30 UK 1961 3/3 
Z ItiFAtlliEL v 178-R 73 09<'05 B 6.8 .29 3.33 16.8 1.17 UK 1970 J/4 
ZltiFAHDEL 1/ 178-R 74 09/19 B 32.3 86.0 .38 11 . 0 1 . 24 I , 80 38 UK 1'll7 0 3/4 
ZINFAHDEL v 178-R 75 09/08 B 22.6 47.0 .48 14.9 1 . 05 .90 30 UK 1'!170 3/4 
ZIHFANDEL y 178-R 76 B '17. 0 .40 30 UK 1'!170 3/4 
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